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Abstract 

Laser cladding is an additive manufacturing technology. By forming a stable track 

on the target surface, metal can be rapidly deposited on the substrate in large 

quantities. It is now widely used in parts repair and net shape additive 

manufacturing. With the increasing popularity of automation systems in the 

manufacturing industry, the demand for built-in prediction and control models is 

more and more obvious, so that robots can complete tasks without human 

intervention. 

In this study, the full shape of the material deposition has been analytically 

modelled, including the bulge (the part above the surface) and the melt pool (the 

part below the surface). The modelling method is based on the capillary theory 

to calculate the interfacial tension at the interface between the bulge and the air, 

the melt pool and the substrate, so that the full profiles of the deposited material 

can be predicted under different process parameters (such as laser power, 

scanning speed and wire feeding speed). In addition, the single-track cladding 

model is extended to overlapping tracks on horizontal surfaces to accurately 

predict and control geometry. The remelting and bonding behaviours were also 

analysed to assess the integrity of the cladding. In addition, the model is 

extended to take into account the cladding behaviour on the inclined surface, 

which creates the possibility of repairing free-form parts. 

The model is validated by experimenting with various process parameters and 

then making appropriate measurements (the geometric shape/size of the bulge 

is measured by coordinate measurement machine, and the surface integrity is 
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measured by optical microscope). The shape error of laser cladding between 

experiment and simulation of optimizing process parameters is acceptable and 

can be used in actual manufacturing. Since the model is time dependent, it can 

be easily implemented on any machine tool or manipulator. Using this model, the 

shape of the bulge and the weld pool can be precisely controlled by changing the 

laser scanning speed in a complex way. 

This work is helpful to understand the material accumulation process in the wire-

fed laser cladding process, and shows the analytical modelling method, which can 

be used to improve the current capability of this technology in part repair or net-

shape additive manufacturing. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Repair needs in the industry 

Procurement is one-time event, while repairs will follow the lifetime of a machine. 

The service life of the machine is predictable: 20 years for the design of an 

automobile, 40 years for the design of a civil aircraft, and 100 years for the design 

of a bridge. However, their service life will include numerous repairs, especially 

those parts that bear critical conditions such as heavy stress, high speed and high 

temperature and lead to failure such as wear, deformation, and fracture. Turbines, 

engine blocks, compressors, pumps, valves, heat exchangers, crankshafts, 

moulds, hydraulic cylinders, gear boxes, rail tracks, and buckets are all on the 

repair list (see Figure 1.1). These components are of high value, either (i) large 

in size, high in material and manufacturing costs, or (ii) manufactured with ultra-

high precision methods, far exceeding the value of material consumption. Once 

damaged, these components usually need to be repaired rather than replaced [1], 

and the quality of the final product must be ensured to meet the design 

requirements of materials, processes and assemblies during the use of the 

equipment.  
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(Source: a[2], b[3], c[4], d[5], e[6], f[7], g[8], h[9], i[10], j[11], k[12], l[13]) 

Figure 1.1 Components that are in repair process: (a) turbines, (b) engine blocks, 

(c) compressors, (d) pumps, (e) valves, (f) heat exchangers, (g) crankshafts, (h) 

moulds, (i) hydraulic cylinders, (j) gear boxes, (k) rail tracks, and (l) buckets. 
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The demand for repairing mechanical parts is very high according to the following 

market research reports. The global rotating equipment repair market is 

predicted to reach a market value of USD 25.9 billion between 2021 and 2031 

and is anticipated to grow at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 4.8% 

by value [14] (see Figure 1.2). The main potential factor driving the market is 

the growth of end use industries such as oil, natural gas and power generation. 

Therefore, continuous maintenance, renovation and component upgrading have 

become the key to maintaining the operation of the industrial chain. Another 

report is about the aerospace sector in the European Union. The total value of 

remanufacturing and repairing is estimated as EUR 12.4 billion, which is 10% of 

the total market value of the aerospace manufacturing sector in the European 

Union [15]. Opportunities in this field are an important part of the economy: the 

cost of repaired aerospace products is about half of the cost of newly 

manufactured products, which makes repairing the most cost-effective choice in 

the industry. 

The damaged parts can be reversed from the view of engineer as long as there 

is a set of provisions regarding the repair and renovation. A national standard 

CB/T 3711-2013 [16] in China specifies the technical welding repairing 

requirements for marine diesel engine parts. This standard is applicable to 

welding repairs such as casting defects, bumps, cracks, wear, corrosion, and 

ablation of marine diesel engine parts. Another standard GB/T 29796-2013 [17] 

relates to laser repair general specifications for cladding layer surface quality, 

mechanical performance, metallurgical structure, hardness and non-destructive 

inspection. In the US, a standard PCC-2-2018 [18] provides methods, including 
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relevant design, fabrication, examination, and testing practices, for repair of 

equipment, pipelines and associated auxiliary equipment. Also for pipelines, a 

standard BS 8561:2013 [19] in the UK defines requirements for structural 

strength/integrity, joint capabilities, sealing properties, corrosion resistance, and 

end load restraint.  

 
(Source: [14]) 

Figure 1.2 Global rotating equipment repair market. 

The general procedure for repairing parts is to [20]: (i) machine the damaged or 

worn surface of the part; (ii) add filler material on the machined surface to build 

up the spare size; and (iii) post process including machining to original dimension 
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and heat treatment. Among the three steps, step ii is the key step to ensure the 

sustainability of repaired parts, hence the focus of this thesis. 

1.1.2 Additive processes used in repair 

The possible processes discussed in this section relate to material addition within 

a local spot. 

Friction stir deposition is the additive process where filler rod is pressed on the 

substrate surface, rotated at high speed, melted by the friction heat, and 

eventually deposited on to the substrate [21] (see Figure 1.3a).  The advantage 

is that no heat source is applied and there is no effect from the heat-affected 

zone. The drawback is that the boundary of bonding is not strictly controlled and 

there must be leftover material from the track boundary and filler rod.  

Welding is a fabrication or sculptural process that joins materials, usually metals 

or thermoplastics, using a high-intensity heat source to melt the parts together 

allowing them to cool down, and causing fusion. An example of welding repair is 

to remove the damaged shell plate on the pressure vessel and replace it with an 

insert patch [22] (see Figure 1.3b). The advantage is the opportunity to reinforce 

the strength of the broken section by choosing a proper substitution. There is a 

limitation sometimes because the substitution that fits the cut-off section is not 

easy to find especially when it is in a complex shape, i.e. a tooth on a gear. 

Powder bed fusion is a process where a heat source (e.g., laser or thermal print 

head) is used to consolidate material in a powder bed layer by layer, to form 

three-dimensional objects. One example is the repair of a gas turbine burner tip 
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inside a modified facility [23] (see Figure 1.3c). The advantage is the complexity 

and accuracy of the repaired component because of the small powder size and 

the small-sized focus of the heat source. The drawback is the relatively restricted 

application in the repair industry, because it can only be done on flat surface and 

in the specifically modified chamber.  

Thermal spray is a coating process, including cold spray, plasma spray and high 

velocity oxygen fuel spray, in which melted (or heated) materials are sprayed 

onto a surface. One example is the repair case of a helicopter mast support via  

cold spray [24] (see Figure 1.3d). The advantage is the low heat input. The 

drawback is the relatively larger pore sizes and coarser microstructural texture 

than some competing technologies. 

Direct energy deposition (DED) combines the material and energy delivery in one 

place at the same time to fuse and deposit one material over another one and 

generate a skin or layer. One example of direct energy deposition repair with 

laser heat source is the cladding on the top surface of a rail track [25] (see Figure 

1.3e). Compared with thermal spray, the higher material deposition rate makes 

DED an ideal method for filling a hollow space or forming a measurable pad. DED 

is considered to be the most commonly used method in the repair process due to 

the flexibility in terms of additive material category and energy source type. The 

combination of material delivery rate and scanning speed is a convenient way to 

control the freeform geometry. Moreover, the heat source can be laser, arc, 

electron, plasma, or flammable gas. As a heat source, laser is attracting attention 

in the industry, and will be explained in the next section.  
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(Source: a [21], b [22], c [23], d [24], e [25]) 

Figure 1.3 Repair examples with different processes: (a) build-up by friction stir 

deposition, (b) the example of welding repair by removing the damaged shell 
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plate and replacing it with insert patch, (c) powder bed fusion repair process for 

replacing top burner tip, (d) repair of helicopter aluminium mast support by cold 

spray, and (e) direct energy deposition repair with laser heat source on the top 

surface of rail track. 

1.1.3 Laser cladding as a promising technology 

Direct Laser Deposition (DLD), or Laser Cladding, is a process of melting metal 

material in a powder or wire feedstock using a laser, and consolidating it onto a 

substrate part. Laser, one form of energy source, is newly developed for material 

processing in the latest decade [26]. Its application in cladding repair is only in 

recent years, because its power is increasing, so it can melt metal. Today, the 

development of laser cladding continues and has diversified to meet three 

purposes: (i) equipment, (ii) materials and (iii) services. 

The basic set of equipment for laser cladding includes: laser generator, 

manipulator, and material feeder. Auxiliary equipment includes: processing 

housing, power, electric control, console, cooling, and ventilation. According to 

the report on the global laser cladding equipment market by 2019, the market 

size has the potential to grow by USD 18.19 million over period from 2020 to 

2024 [27].  

The most widely used material in laser cladding includes: cobalt-, nickel-, and 

iron-based alloys, and carbides. According to the report on the global laser 

cladding material market until 2019 (USD 110 million), the global market size will 

reach USD 150 million by 2024 [28]. 
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Based on application, the market is very vast including Mould and Die, Aircraft 

and Aerospace, Automotive, Energy, Construction and Agriculture. The laser 

cladding service market is growing at a moderate pace with substantial growth 

rates over the last few years (before 2019) and it is estimated that the market 

will grow significantly in the forecasted period i.e., 2020 to 2027 [29]. 

Advantages of applying laser cladding include [30]: (i) adaptability to a variety 

of materials, including metals, ceramics and even polymers; (ii) flexibility on 

freeform shapes generations; (iii) small size fusion area and limited heat affected 

zone; (iv) and high cooling rate to obtain superior microstructure.  

1.1.4 Differences between powder-fed and wire-fed laser cladding 

Powder was the early form of material stock used in laser cladding. Special 

precautions must be taken on the powder, powder shape, particle size distribution, 

surface condition, and humidity [31], to avoid any influences on cladding quality. 

Most importantly, it is generally considered that it is not environmentally friendly 

to supply powder through carrier gas, because a large amount of powder is 

ejected from the cladding area, resulting in system and environmental pollution.   

In comparison with a powder-fed system, the wire-fed laser cladding (WLC) 

system possesses the unique advantages including 100% material utilization, 

high deposition efficiency, a strong metallurgical bond at the clad-substrate 

interface, minimal porosity, and inexpensive filler wires [32]. These advantages 

make WLC the usually first choice of laser cladding service suppliers since the 

technology has emerged. 
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1.2 Problem definition 

The traditional laser cladding operation is challenged because the inevitable 

human factors will affect the cladding quality, even the operators with necessary 

training will be affected [33]. With the improvement of laser energy level, it is 

impossible to hold the laser head by hand. The operation of the laser head must 

depend on the automation system in a closed processing environment. In addition, 

the integration of laser cladding and automation systems meets the industry's 

demand for efficiency. This becomes an important step in the design of the control 

system, which requires mathematical modelling of the cladding process, which is 

the theme of this thesis. The complexity of the laser cladding process modelling 

lies in the following main challenges:  

 The mathematical description of physics phenomena in laser cladding. The 

laser-metal interaction and heat transfer are the root causes of temperature 

changes. This temperature change leads to the geometric profile change of 

the deposition bulge and melt pool (see details in Chapter 4).  

 The geometrical overlap interactions after repeated phases transformations. A 

common problem in any additive manufacturing is that components are 

formed by stacking tracks together. In this process, the material undergoes 

repeated phase transformations, including melting, solidification, and 

remelting. The merge of the original material and the new material forms a 

geometric overlapping profile (see details in Chapter 5).  

 The multiple physical fields (including gravity and thermal fields) leading to 

the retention profiles of tracks on non-horizontal surface. The cladding on non-
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horizontal surface is challenging, i.e. the cladding on a large-sized car body 

mould. The external force on the track at different tilt angles will lead to bulge 

and molten pool deformation (see details in Chapter 6).  

1.3 Aims and objectives 

For repair, both the bulge and melt pool are the predicted elements and the full 

shape profile is necessary in modelling process because there are multiple tracks 

overlapping to form the layer. The model proposed in this thesis is anticipated to 

adapt to the actual cladding conditions, with online controllability for industrial 

repair service. To achieve these aims, several objectives are listed as follows: 

 Identify the knowledge gap that exists in the current area of WLC from the 

literature; 

 Develop a research methodology that adapts to the challenges of WLC 

modelling; 

 Fill the knowledge gap to some extent by using the results, discussions and 

conclusions that obtained in this study; 

 Provide potential solutions for the applications of WLC. 

The scope of this research is explained in detail as follows. 

1.4 Scope of the study 

This thesis focusses on the basic understanding of the process. The aim of this 

research is to investigate the precise energy and geometry prediction of laser 
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cladding, followed by exploring application cases on automation system (see 

Figure 1.4). The outline of each chapter is as follows: 

Chapter 1, the current chapter, serves as a general introduction to the 

background of the repair industry. In particular this aims at briefly understanding 

the role of laser cladding among other possible repair methods, and its trends, 

possibilities, and developments. WLC is considered to be the more advanced 

technology and thus the main subject of this thesis. Several challenges in 

mathematical modelling in this process are identified. The mathematical model is 

aimed to develop with the application on the automation system.  

Chapter 2 serves as a detailed literature review related to the field of study 

including the WLC (i) physics, (ii) outputs, and (iii) modelling. Research gaps are 

proposed in the end. 

Chapter 3 introduces the methodology including (i) materials selection, (ii) 

equipment and techniques used throughout the research to conduct experiments, 

and (iii) modelling and analysis that are necessary to achieve the research aims. 

Chapter 4 introduces the mathematical full single-track deposition shape 

modelling, including the bulge (the part above the surface) and the melt pool (the 

part below the surface). The fundamentals of laser cladding are transferred to 

the mathematical model which takes in the variable processing parameters (e.g., 

laser power, scanning speed and wire feed rate) and provides the related output 
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results (e.g., temperature field, bulge profile and melt pool profile). This provides 

the basis for the following Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.  

Chapter 5 introduces the mathematical overlap deposition shape modelling, 

including (i) the two bulges overlap based on the experimental observations of 

remelting, (ii) the cladding layer on the horizontal flat surface with the overlap 

ratio (the tightness of tracks), and (iii) the second cladding layer on the as-clad 

layer with the stagger ratio (the location of tracks). Besides of the geometrical 

profiles, the metallurgy problems that induce error between model and 

experiment measurement are also verified. This provides the necessary 

geometrical and metallurgical analysis basis before introducing the next chapter.  

Chapter 6 introduces the mathematical climbing deposition shape modelling, 

including the retention of one bulge on the inclined surface and climbing 

deposition on the inclined surface. The gravity that induces the deformations of 

bulge and melt pool is considered and put into the model. The model is qualified 

to do cladding work on the inclined surface with the controlled uniform layer 

thickness.  

Chapter 7 serves as a summary and discussion of the research work, particularly 

outlining the outcomes of the thesis and the benefits for cutting edge industrial 

applications. It also includes recommendations for future work and follow-up 

studies. 
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Figure 1.4 Scope of the study. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 

The basic process of WLC can be described with hardware compositions in the 

system including laser source, manipulator/robot for laser head, and wire feeding 

module (see Figure 2.1). The existing research of WLC falls on the categories 

shown in Figure 2.1, including the process physics (see Figure 2.1a), the outputs 

(see Figure 2.1b), and the modelling (see Figure 2.1c). Therefore, the following 

overview is carried out from the order of the above three aspects. 

 
(Source: [34])  

Figure 2.1 Schematic of wire-fed laser cladding system: (a) physics, (b) outputs, 

and (c) modelling. 

2.1 Wire-fed laser cladding physics 

WLC physics are the principles that are originated from experimental observations 

and inductions of the process. Understanding the physics of the process is the 

basis of any developments. Topics include the laser types for laser cladding, 

thermal behaviours, and temperature field in deposition zone. 
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2.1.1 Laser types for laser cladding 

Laser types for laser cladding can be categorised in terms of energy gained 

methods and beam shapes.  

The laser types for laser cladding based on energy gained method include: 𝐶𝑂2 

laser, Nd:YAG crystal laser, diode laser, and fibre laser. The 𝐶𝑂2 laser produced 

a beam of infrared light with the principal wavelength bands centring on 9.4 and 

10.6 𝜇𝑚 which was the main absorbing range of non-metalic materials [35].  

Nd:YAG lasers typically emitted light with a wavelength of 1064 𝑛𝑚 , which 

showed better absorption for metals [36]. However, heat dissipation was always 

a problem for high power output although gain medium can be developed to 

large-aperture face-pumped thin-disk cooled by micro-channel cooler  [37]. The 

choice of the semiconductor material of a diode laser determined the wavelength 

of the emitted beam, ranging from 0.2 to 1.6 𝜇𝑚 [38]. However, a single diode 

laser had a limited output power of tens of watts due to the narrow luminous 

cavity area [39]. The energy gained from an optical fibre doped with rare-earth 

elements (i.e ytterbium [40]), with wavelength of 1.07 𝜇𝑚, can be beneficial for 

absorption by metal materials. A fibre laser with high brightness in particular had 

long focal length, small spot size, high beam quality and stable laser beam 

execution [41]. With the invention of double clad fiber and the continuous 

improvement of the performance of fiber devices, the output power of fiber laser 

had increased rapidly in recent years, including single-mode fiber laser power of 

20 kW and multi-mode fiber laser power of 100 kW [42]. As the traditional 
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problems of fibre laser, Photodarkening-induced Loss [43], Stimulated Raman 

Scattering [44], and Transverse Mode Instability [45] were investigated, the laser 

output power can exceed the existing level. 

Lasers are transformed into beam shapes based on application needs. To enhance 

the energy efficiency at the focus, the traditional Gaussian laser beam was 

transformed by a lens converter [46] to a uniform square beam [47] and a super-

Gaussian laser beam which had a flat-top intensity distribution at the focus and 

evolved into traditional Gaussian intensity distribution as far away as the focus 

[48] (see Figure 2.2a). These types of laser beams can only be applied in laser 

cladding with wire fed from the side [49]. To break the cladding direction 

restriction of side fed wire, the traditional laser beam was also transformed by a 

pair of prisms to the hollow laser beam where wire was delivered inside the hollow 

space [50] (see Figure 2.2b). The beam can also be divided into three beams and 

targeted to the internal wire (see Figure 2.2c) [51]. The laser beams from a diode 

laser are in rectangular shapes of 2𝑚𝑚 × 7𝑚𝑚 [52] and 2.5𝑚𝑚 × 5𝑚𝑚 [53] due to 

the same energy gain method inside the diode. Six 200W laser diodes were 

positioned on a circle around the feeding lance which created a laser spot with an 

approximate diameter of 0.9 mm [54, 55]. Laser beam can also be transferred 

by a set of mirrors with holographic optical elements into any shape beneficial for 

melting wire and obtaining strong bonding with substrate [56]. 
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(Source: a [48], b [50], and c [51]) 

Figure 2.2 Three-dimensional Laser beam profiles diagrams: (a) the power 

density at cross-sections, (b) hollow beam profile, and (c) three beams targeted 

to the internal wire. 
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2.1.2 Thermal behaviours in deposition zone  

Thermal behaviours in deposition zone include the melting of wire and melting of 

substrate material. 

The laser heating is based on the same principle: the radiation of the laser, as a 

heat source, accelerates the vibrations of the atoms inside the radiated material, 

which leads to elevated temperatures. The distribution of laser radiation on wire 

and substrate surface leading to the thermal footprint were captured [57-59] (see 

Figure 2.3a). The delivery rate of the wire resulted in different process states, 

due to the balance with the energy input [57] (see Figure 2.3b). Single beads 

were deposited with a 316L wire on a similar substrate under optimized conditions 

using a 4 𝑘𝑊  continuous wave fibre laser, and smooth dripping deposition 

appearance were observed [60]. The wire dripping, smooth wire transfer and wire 

stubbing of Inconel 625 single track deposition under different cladding conditions 

were studied using a 2 𝑘𝑊 ytterbium doped fibre laser under different process 

parameters [61]. Processing characteristics, microstructural evolution and 

mechanical properties were also clarified [62] to fabricate Ni/WC composite. The 

3.5 kW Nd: YAG laser and Ti- 6Al- 4V wire were used to produce single track, in 

which the process parameters such as laser power, scanning speed and wire feed 

rate were different [63]. Melted wire spatter was avoided by controlling the wire 

tip temperature (i.e. matching the wire feed speed and preheating current under 

certain laser power) in hot 5052 aluminum wire cladding [64]. 
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(Source: a and b [57], c [65], and d [66])  

Figure 2.3 Thermal behaviours in deposition zone: (a) radiated footprint with wire 

intervene, (b) wire melting phenomena, (c) melt pool profile, and (d) melt pool 

depths at different laser powers. 
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The melt area profile was observed by the infrared and binary images [65] (see 

Figure 2.3c). Based on the laser power scale, the heating was divided into 

conduction mode and penetration mode where there was an obvious penetration 

depth increase from conduction to penetration [66] (see Figure 2.3d). The 

transition from conduction to penetration was characterised as the Fresnel 

absorptivity law which described the absorptivity change as melt pool depth 

increased [67]. The process development for wire-based laser metal deposition 

of a 5087 was conducted, with the finding of possibility to control the dilution 

within optimized parameter ranges [68]. 

2.1.3 Temperature field in deposition zone 

Temperature field in deposition zone is very complex because of three 

dimensional heat transfer inside and around cladded workpiece. 

After the wire was melted and deposited on the substrate, the thermal radiation 

was measured with a pyrometer (quantified as emissivity) that played the key 

role of bringing down the temperature in the deposition zone [69] (see Figure 

2.4a). The development of temperature gradients, resulting cooling rates and 

thermal cycles for different laser beam irradiances was evaluated [70]. The 

typical temperature distribution around the moving laser rapidly reduced from 

the centre outwards [71] (see Figure 2.4b). In the time domain, the temperature 

fluctuated when the heat source was close to the selected spot on the workpiece 

[72] (see Figure 2.4c). Scanning strategies (regarding without cooling stage 

between layers and interlayer cooling through air forced convection) brought 

different results of base temperature after several layers were deposited [73]. 
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Substrate induction heating, hot wire processes, and low power pulsed laser were 

combined to reduce temperature gradient and heat accumulation [74]. 

 
(Source: a [69], b [71], and c [72]) 

Figure 2.4 Temperature detection results: (a) thermal radiation as a key role of 

bringing down temperature, (b) thermal infrared image of cladding layer, and (c) 

temperature variation curves measured by thermocouples. 

2.2 Wire-fed laser cladding outputs 

Qualified WLC outputs include an intact clad geometry, with refined 

microstructures, and enough mechanical properties for service. 

2.2.1 Clad geometry in deposition zone 

As an additive process, clad geometry (shape, size) is the most important output 

in the WLC. 
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The different bulge profiles were experimentally observed based on energy 

density per wire deposition volume per unit track length [61] (see Figure 2.5a). 

The volume change, e.g., the shrinkage during solidification due to the new 

chemical element combination, is also one of the concerning effects on deposition 

shape [75]. For multiple track cladding, an operating window between the overlap 

ratio was determined based on experimental investigation to avoid lack of 

bonding between tracks and substrate surface, and protrusions between two 

tracks [76] (see Figure 2.5b). An experimental investigation was undertaken to 

characterize the differences in temperature and deformation histories using 

powder and wire [77]. In situ measurements showed that the selection of a 

powder feedstock resulted in higher temperatures and greater deformation.  

 
(Source: a [61], b [76]) 

Figure 2.5 Clad geometry in WLC: (a) single track profile under the effect of laser 

power, wire feed rate, and scanning speed and (b) overlap profile under the effect 

of overlap ratio. 
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2.2.2 Microstructure in deposition zone 

Microstructure is the essential topic determining the clad sustainability. The 

microstructures of (i) similar and (ii) dissimilar materials WLC are reviewed as 

follows. 

The typical microstructures within the fusion zone of 316L wire laser cladding are 

the austenite matrix with eutectic, skeletal, or lathy ferrite according to the Fe-

Cr-Ni contents and solidification temperature, in cellular or columnar forms 

according to the solidification rate and direction [60] (see Figure 2.6a and b).  

Within the same Fe-Cr-Ni system, the underwater 304 WLC showed lathy ferrite 

attributed to the higher cooling rate within the overlap region of tracks [78]. The 

typical microstructures within the fusion zone of Inconel 718 wire laser cladding 

are the austenite matrix with secondary and intermetallic phases according to the 

Ni-Nb-C contents and solidification temperature [79] (see Figure 2.6c and d). The 

typical microstructures within the fusion zone of Ti-6Al-4V wire laser cladding are 

the combinations (in size and arrangement) of hexagonal close packed phase 𝛼 

and body-centred cubic phase 𝛽 according to Ti-Al contents and cooling rate, in 

laminar or equiaxed forms according to heat treatments [63] (see Figure 2.6e 

and f). Martensite was also observed indicating the cooling rate is fast in laser 

cladding [80]. Grains can also be refined by introducing the ultrasonic micro-

forging treatment based on plastic deformation and ultrasonic vibration [81].  
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(Source: a [82], b [60], c [83], d [79], e and f [63]) 

Figure 2.6 Microstructures in different parts of wire-fed laser cladding layers: (a) 

phase diagram of 316L, (b) microstructures in 316L cladding case, (c) phase 

diagram of Inconel 718, (d) microstructures in Inconel 718 cladding case, (e) 

phase diagram of Ti-6Al-4V, and (f) microstructures in Ti-6Al-4V cladding case. 

Stainless steel ER410NiMo wire was preheated and cladded on the surface of 

martensite precipitation hardening stainless steel FV520B by fiber laser, with the 

coarse lath martensite in the quenched area and the fine tempered martensite in 

the tempered area [84]. Inconel 625 wire was deposited on the surface of 316L 
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substrate by laser cladding where precipitated ferrite and laves were observed 

within the bonding area [85]. The microstructure morphology of Inconel 625 wire 

laser cladding on 316L substrate were compared between in parallel topology and 

in perpendicular topology, showing the effect of the cooling rate and heat 

dissipation of the melt pool on the size, shape and orientation of grains in the 

cladded tracks [34]. The NiTi wire cladded on 316 substrate with laser was 

capable of producing a much less defective cladding with homogeneous 

microstructure [86]. The refinement of the grain size was observed from each 

layer, top to bottom, of a thin-wall deposition of 316LSi on 304L due to the slightly 

higher content of silicon that improves the wetting behaviour of the metal during 

cladding [65]. The Inconel 625 wire was laser cladded on 316L substrate with 

reinforced TiC particles, producing the homogeneous distributed TiC particles, 

along with refined microstructures [87]. Inconel 625 wire was laser cladded on 

316L with reinforced tungsten carbide (WC) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), 

showing the main secondary compound of WC dissolution was 𝑊2𝐶, which was 

mainly distributed at grain boundaries [88].  

2.2.3 Mechanical property in deposition zone 

Mechanical properties of cladded structures are even more important than the 

clad geometry and microstructure. This is because mechanical properties 

determine the life span of service. Situations are divided in (i) similar and (ii) 

dissimilar materials cladding. 

As for similar materials cladding, the added and parent materials are in the same 

material class. The heat treatment, that materials have experienced, led to the 
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characteristic mechanical properties, i.e. hardness, tensile strength, ductility, or 

corrosion resistance between clad and substrate (see Figure 2.7). Decreased 

microhardness was detected on the deposited layer of similar tool steel H13 wire 

and substrate [72]. Decreased corrosion resistance was resulted on the similar 

304 wire laser cladding under water due to the high cooling rate [78]. In the 

cladding of 316L similar material, the harness was reduced, the tensile strength 

of the layered sample along the deposition direction was 89.5% of the substrate, 

and the value perpendicular to the deposition direction was greater than the 

tensile strength of the substrate [60]. Inconel 718 wire was cladded on the 

Inconel 718 substrate, where tensile strengths reach the standard of AMS 5596K 

and 5663M while ductility at room temperature was slightly lower than the 

standard [89]. The increase of microhardness was measured in the fusion zone 

in the Ti-6Al-4V alloy, and attributed to the non-diffusional martensitic 

transformation of the original α-β phases upon rapid cooling [90]. Hardness 

values were tested in the Ti-6Al-4V alloy deposits with wire-fed high power diode 

laser cladding, which tended to increase from the deposit, via the re-melted zone 

till to the heat affected zone, and then decrease again when the measurements 

were taken in the unaffected base material [52]. The static tensile and high cycle 

fatigue of as-clad Ti-6Al-4V alloy were compared after stress release and anneal 

treatments for space or aerospace applications [91].The aluminum 5052 wire was 

cladded by laser on the thin-wall aluminum 5052 tube with good metallurgical 

bonding, where average microhardness value gradually decreased as the laser 

power and shielding gas flow rate increased [92]. 
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(Source: original) 

Figure 2.7 Laser cladding ability of wire and substrate materials. 

As for dissimilar materials cladding, the added and parent materials are mixed 

into new element compositions. The chemical stability of mixed materials and 

coexistence of mixed and parent materials are presented with possible defects, 

i.e., cracks, pores, or looseness, which eventually contributes to the mechanical 
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property (see Figure 2.7). The 308L wire was cladded on 316L substrate with 

good metallurgical bonding [93]. The ER410NiMo wire was cladded on FV520B 

substrate with good metallurgical bonding [84]. The electrochemical corrosion 

performance of Inconel 625 wire cladded layer on 304 substrate was investigated, 

showing corrosion thickness of only 0.1mm on the surface of 4mm thick cladded 

layer [94]. The Inconel 625 wire was cladded on 316L substrate with good 

metallurgical bonding [34, 85]. As the softening effect was normal in Inconel 625 

wire deposits on 316L substrate, reinforced elements TiC particles [87] and  WC 

particles [88] which improved the hardness were added during the cladding 

process. The 5087 aluminium alloy wire was cladded on the 5754 substrate to 

obtain the geometric shape, with the cracks and pores along the grain boundaries 

[68]. The 5356 wire was cladded on the 5052 under water with good metallurgical 

bonding [95]. The 5A06 wire was cladded by laser on the 4043 with good 

metallurgical bonding [96]. 

2.3 Wire-fed laser cladding modelling 

The original explorations started from experiments as reviewed in Section 2.1 

and 2.2. However, the experiments were limited by the methods used for 

observation, and some phenomena cannot be observed. Simulations were 

conducted based on the physical principles and contributed to the understanding 

of the process. Then theoretical modelling methods were proposed for the 

purpose of profile predictions. 
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2.3.1 Numerical modelling of cladding process 

The difficulties in experimentally observing the details of the WLC process, such 

as the mass and heat transfer, especially at high temperature, drove the 

development of numerical studies. This was thanks to superior visualisation 

capability and rich process data.  

Based on the thermal Finite Element (FE) simulation, the wire transfer behaviour 

was classified into three types (fusing, continuous and wire hit transfer) according 

to the melting position of the fed wire, determined by both the laser radiation 

and the melt pool conduction [97]. Based on a more comprehensive FE simulation 

(considering free surface tracking, material continuum, laser-material 

interactions, melting and solidification of the material, and mass addition) [98] 

(see Figure 2.8a and b), the Marangoni flow effect was induced by a non-uniform 

temperature distribution by the local laser beam heat source [99], where the 

melting material were transported from the centre to the periphery of the melt 

pool, resulting in a wider cladding formation. The mass transfer of chemical 

element, sulfur, also had effect on Marangoni flow [100]. Based on the Ginzburg 

Landau theory, a phase field model without tracking the position of the phase 

interface was established to solve: (i) conduction solid-liquid phase transition, 

and (ii) convection melting [101]. Based on thermo-mechanical FE simulations, 

the three-dimensional transient temperature field in the melt pool was obtained 

according to which the residual stress and distortion can be significantly 

minimised by reducing the layer thickness [102]. A computational framework for 
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thermal multi-phase flows was developed to address large density ratio between 

gas and condensed phases based on the FE method [103]. The material 

spattering under the intensive heat source was simulated which caused the 

inevitable material loss [104]. Pore formation mechanisms was studied [105]. 

Multiphysics approaches were also investigated by numerical simulation. A 

numerical model was coupled with electromagnetic and temperature fields in 

laser assisted UHF induction deposition to simulate (i) current density and 

temperature field [106], (ii) flow velocity field and material supply [107] and (iii) 

the application on high melting point metal with drop-on-demand deposition 

[108]. A computational fluid dynamic (CFD) transient model was developed for 

the understanding of gravity and pressure effects in WLC [109]. 

For multiple track cladding, numerical simulation of hot wire laser cladding was 

conducted to obtain the additive geometry with numerous analysis features 

including temperature, stress and strain fields, and the distortion [72, 110] (see 

Figure 2.8c to e). The solidification characteristics (including temperature 

gradient, solidification pattern, and cooling rate) were obtained based on a 3D FE 

model simulation of the thermal behaviors and microstructure evolution in multi-

track laser cladding of Inconel 625 [111]. The temperature evolution, melt pool 

dimensions, and stress/strain fields during multi-track laser cladding were 

studied by proposing a 3D transient uncoupled thermo-elastic-plastic model 

[112].  
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(Source: a and b [98], c to e [72]) 

Figure 2.8 Morphologies and temperature distributions FE simulation of single 

deposited track with wire: (a) axonometric view and (b) longitudinal cross-

sectional views at various times; FE simulation of overlap cladding temperature 

field: (c) whole view, (d) temperature of ongoing track, and (e) melting zone 

profile. 
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2.3.2 Analytical modelling of cladding process 

Despite the above efforts, large computation and unclear interrelationship 

between processing inputs and geometrical and thermal outputs limited the 

application of numerical studies, and analytical/theoretical methodologies were 

therefore proposed on some direct energy deposition processes that were related 

to WLC.  

Based on the regression algorithm, the mathematical model was established to 

build the relation between the layer geometry characteristics (width, height and 

cross section area) and process parameters (laser power, scanning speed and 

wire feed rate) [113] (see Figure 2.9a and b). For multiple tracks cladding, the 

process development for wire-based laser metal deposition was conducted within 

optimized parameter ranges, giving the possibility to control the geometric shape, 

dilution, and aspect ratios of the deposited layers in a systematic way [68] (see 

Figure 2.9c to e).  

The research of analytical modelling in WLC was limited. The related topic was 

also investigated here. An experimental study was carried out to determine the 

best model of track profile fitted with arc, parabola and cosine functions by 

comparing the actual and predicted track area of the three models [114]. In a 

model, phenomena such as recoil back pressure, surface tension inducing force, 

multiple reflection and angle dependent energy absorption of laser by melt pool 

wall were studied, showing that the trailing and deepening melt pool was wrapped 

around the unstable steam keyhole [115]. 
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(Source: a and b [113], c to e [68]) 

Figure 2.9 Schematic of single cladding track: (a) experiment profile and (b) arc-

shaped model profile; Schematic of the geometric parameters for bead 

morphologies after wire-based laser metal deposition for (c) single track; (d) 

multiple tracks next to each other, leading to a coating structure; alternately, (e) 

multiple layers on top of each other, resulting in a structure building process. 

The effects of melt-pool geometrical parameters [116] and substrate 

crystallographic orientations [117] on crystal growth and microstructure 

development were studied through mathematical modelling. Based on a general 

and flexible analytical transformation model, combined with different 
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combinations of nucleation, growth and impact modes, the maximum value of 

solid state conversion rate for isothermal and isochronous transformation was 

evaluated [118]. The grain growth in a single-phase system with different 

anisotropic boundary energy was modelled using an improved Monte Carlo 

algorithm [119]. A model was developed which explained the β-phase to α-phase 

dissipation process caused by diffusion in bulk phase, lattice rearrangement and 

diffusion in interface area during solid/solid diffusion phase transition [120]. A 

grain refinement model for rapid solidification of undercooled single-phase solid 

solution alloys was developed, in which the combination of the dendrite 

fragmentation model and the overall solidification kinetics model allowed dendrite 

fragmentation to occur with the solidification process (e.g. during solidification in 

the mushy region) [121]. Assuming that the interface controls the growth mode, 

such as polycrystalline or allotropic transformation, an extended analytical model 

of non-isothermal solid state transformation was derived [122]. Based on the 

thermal stability of Sn-Ni peritectic alloy under external temperature gradient, 

the migration of solid/liquid interface and its position in the thermal stability 

process were analysed [123]. Through the analytical model of diffusion control, 

the simultaneous remelting/solidification of liquid particles moving from the 

interface of the mushy zone to the interface of the front/rear edge of the liquid 

particles was described [124]. The hard sphere theory derived from the first and 

second order approximation of isothermal compressibility was used to study the 

surface tension of some simple liquid metals, and the atomic transport properties 

of the same system, such as diffusion and shear viscosity, were also studied 

[125]. The dynamics of interfacial evolution of a particle in the binary alloy melt 
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affected by anisotropic surface tension was studied by means of the multiple 

variable analytical expansion method [126]. A theoretical method was described, 

in which the typical kinematic boundary conditions required by the Marangoni 

flow on the free surface was replaced by a class of "continuous" distribution 

functions with the homogeneous Neumann conditions, through which 

discontinuities or abrupt changes were not introduced into the model [127]. A 

detailed model was constructed to determine the full 3D melt pool and keyhole 

geometry by setting the appropriate energy and pressure balances which 

considered heat conduction, ablation losses and evaporation effects at the 

keyhole open surfaces, as well as the Fresnel and inverse Bremsstrahlung energy-

absorption mechanisms [128]. The best estimation technique of tension and 

contact angle was developed, which was derived from the fourth order Runge-

Kutta integral of the meridian curve and the best matching of discrete data 

representing the amplified droplet distribution [129]. A strategy was adopted to 

construct an objective function, which represented the error between the physical 

observation value and the theoretical Laplace curve, that was, the curve 

representing the solution of the capillary Laplace equation [130]. 

2.4 Summary and research gaps 

Literatures on WLC are reviewed in this chapter, including the topics of: physics, 

outputs, and modelling (see Figure 2.10). Bullet points are the remarks in the 

literatures that are categorised in hierarchy. In general, the literatures cover the 

fundamentals of WLC. 
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Figure 2.10 Summary of literatures. 

Despite the availability of all the above efforts, the research gaps in relation to 

WLC still come from the following aspects:  

 The WLC physics is in the initial explorational research status and there are 

few research concerning the optimized process. Although there are types of 

lasers can be used in WLC, no conclusion can be made about the most ideal 
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type. There is no clear indication of the optimized laser configuration effect 

on the thermal behaviors and temperature field. 

 WLC outputs on non-horizontal surface is absent from the literatures. In most 

application cases, WLC are used on non-horizontal surface where gravity 

intervenes with the cladded material. Clad geometries, microstructure, and 

mechanical property are different when the material acts differently on non-

horizontal surface.  

 An analytical model of the full track profile in WLC, including both the bulge 

above the substrate surface and the melting pool below the surface, is absent 

from the literatures, which hinders the accurate prediction of the cladded 

surface and subsurface not only for the single-track but also when free-form 

surfaces are built from multiple overlapped tracks.  

An analytical model allowing the prediction of a full track profile (including both 

bulge and melt pool) based on process parameters with the consideration of 

interfacial tension between different phases rightly fill the above gaps. The 

research methodology is introduced in the Chapter 3.  
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Chapter 3 Research methodology 

This chapter illustrates the general steps towards the research aims while the 

details are unfolded in the following chapters. The methodology of this research 

is presented in three parts: (i) the wire and substrate material, (ii) the 

experiment, and (iii) the analytical modelling (see Figure 3.1).  

 

Figure 3.1 Research methodology and workflow. 
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3.1 Wire and substrate material 

The material, among numerous types that are applicable in laser cladding, should 

be selected for wire and substrate. The thermal and metallurgical aspects of the 

material are analysed to give a preliminary material understanding before the 

experiment.  

To emphasize the modelling process and the temperature change, similar 

material cladding is included in this research. Among the numerous materials, 

the employed wire (1.2𝑚𝑚 in diameter, supplied by CmCtw Ltd., Shanghai, China) 

and substrate (20𝑚𝑚 in thickness, supplied by WUTAI Ltd., Taizhou, Jiangsu, 

China) were both stainless steel 316L (see Table 3.1 and Table 3.2).  

Table 3.1 Thermal properties of 316L for wire and substrate 

Properties Values Units 

𝐶𝑝 500 [131] 𝐽/(𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝐾) 

𝑘 15 [131] 𝑊/(𝑚 ∗ 𝐾) 

𝐿𝑓 260000 [132] 𝐽/𝑘𝑔 

𝑇𝑏 3086 [132] 𝐾 

𝑇𝑚 1700 [132] 𝐾 

𝜌 8000 [131] 𝑘𝑔/𝑚^3 

Table 3.2 Chemical compositions of 316L for wire and substrate  

Element (wt.%) C Cr Ni Mo Si Mn P Cu Fe 

316L 0.014 18.74 11.82 2.67 0.56 1.55 0.03 0.17 Bal. 

 

Thermal properties can also be obtained by a test [133]. The reasons for choosing 

316L include:  

(i) 316L is widely used as a workpiece material in industry due to its superior 

corrosion resistance [134]; 
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(ii) 316L contains low carbon and is good for avoiding cladding decay [135];  

(iii) most importantly, austenite dominates inside 316L before and after cladding, 

which is beneficial for determining microstructure transformation [136] contrast 

to the Ti-based alloy [137]. 

Figure 3.2 shows a phase diagram that will be used to explain the austenite 

stainless steel solidification [82]. Nickel is the element to promote the formation 

of austenite while Chromium is the element to inhibit the formation of austenite. 

Therefore, the combination of Nickel/Chromium is used to grade the austenite 

stainless steel. The region representing 316L based on content, Ni 11.0-14.0 wt% 

and Cr 17.0-20.0 wt%, is marked on Figure 3.2a. Figure 3.2b shows the 

combinations of austenite and ferrite that will exist at the end of solidification. 

 
(Source: a and b [82]) 

Figure 3.2 Phase diagram to analyse solidification: (a) the phase diagram of 

austenite stainless steel and (b) the combination product of austenite and ferrite 

at the end of solidification. 
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Since the microstructure of austenite stainless steel has been systematically 

researched, the atlas is the most reliable tool to verify the microstructure inside 

stainless steel after solidification [82] (see Figure 3.3).  

 
(Source: a and b [82]) 

Figure 3.3 Atlas of microstructure inside stainless steel after solidification: (a) full 

austenite from type A solidification, (b) austenite with eutectic ferrite from type 

AF solidification, (c) austenite with skeletal ferrite from type FA solidification, and 

(d) austenite with lathy ferrite from FA solidification.  

In type A solidification, the substructures, cells, and dendrites, are apparent due 

to the segregation of alloying and the relatively low diffusivity of impurity 

elements at elevated temperature, which preserves the segregation profile that 

develops during solidification (see Figure 3.3a). AF type occurs if sufficient ferrite-

promoting elements (primarily Cr and Mo) partition to the solidification subgrain 
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boundaries during solidification to promote the formation of ferrite as a terminal 

solidification product (see Figure 3.3b). FA type occurs when austenite forms via 

a peritectic-eutectic reaction and exists at the ferrite solidification boundaries at 

the end of solidification (see Figure 3.3c and d). F type will not be discussed 

because it is very rare in austenite stainless steel. 

3.2 Experiment facilities and procedures 

The laser cladding has a workflow in experiment including substrate preparation, 

cladding process, sample preparation and sample observation. In substrate 

preparation, Electronic Discharge Machining (EDM) and grinding will be used to 

shape the substrate. In the cladding process, the laser manufacturing centre is 

the workstation. In sample preparation, EDM is used to cut analysis samples while 

lapping pad and etchant are used to expose analysis surface. In the sample 

observation, a Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM) is used to profile the 

cladding workpiece either before or after EDM cutting, while the Scanning 

Electron Microscope (SEM) and optical microscope are used to observe cross 

section surface. The facilities and settings are explained in the subsections.  

3.2.1 Cladding process - Laser manufacturing centre 

The cladding experiments are conducted in the laser manufacturing centre 

(HWF20, Hans Laser) (see Figure 3.4a) equipped with the laser generator (YLS-

2000, IPG Photonics) (see Table 3.3). The processing module is mounted on the 

3-axis linear feeding module with listed parameters (see Table 3.4). The 

processing zone is below the processing module.  
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Figure 3.4 Facilities used in experiment: (a) laser manufacturing centre, (b) 

grinding machine, (c) electrical discharge machine, (d) coordinate measurement 

machine, (e) optical microscope, and (f) scanning electron microscope.  
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Before cladding, the basics of programming on the control panel is the input of 

laser power, scanning speed, and travel distance as a type of G-code. Wire feed 

rate is set by rotating knob on the service motor module. The height of laser head 

is adjusted manually on the control panel until the low voltage laser spot 

converges to minimum area. During cladding, the metal wire is melted by laser 

and deposited on the metal substrate when the G-code is run, and the protection 

gas 𝑁2  is fed onto the workpiece with 20 𝐿/𝑚𝑖𝑛 . Vacuum fume extraction 

ventilates air inside the housing to remove suspending vaporized particles which 

may impede the ongoing laser.  

Table 3.3 Laser generator details 

Item  Specifics 

Laser Manufacturer IPG Photonics 

Description Ytterbium CW Laser Systems 

Model YLS-2000 

Operation mode Continuous wave [138] 

Max. power 2 𝑘𝑊 

Wavelength 1070 𝑛𝑚 

Laser spot diameter 0.4 𝑚𝑚 

Table 3.4 Three-axis linear feeding module details 

Item  Specifics 

X-axis stroke 1000𝑚𝑚 

Y-axis stroke 1000𝑚𝑚 

Z-axis stroke 100𝑚𝑚 

X/Y axis location accuracy ±0.02𝑚𝑚 

X/Y/Z axis repeatability ±0.01𝑚𝑚 

X/Y/Z axis max. running speed 30𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛 

X/Y/Z axis max. acceleration 0.3𝑚/𝑠2 
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3.2.2 Substrate and sample preparation 

(i) Grinding machine 

The raw substrate for deposition is relatively rough and covered with 

contaminants. To remove contaminations and obtain a flat surface, the substrate, 

size of 100𝑚𝑚 × 100𝑚𝑚 × 20𝑚𝑚, is put on a flat grinding machine (KGS-618M, 

KENT) with a white corundum grinding wheel (P200 × 10 × 32WA 60L5V35) (see 

Figure 3.4b). Rotation speed is set as 2800 𝑟/𝑚𝑖𝑛. Workpiece is fed in with 

horizontal interval of 0.5𝑚𝑚 each pass and vertical interval of 0.02𝑚𝑚 for each 

layer.  

(ii) Electronic discharge machining 

Initial substrate or as-clad samples are cut using an EDM machine (MV2400S, 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC, see Figure 3.4c). Settings are as follows: discharge 

energy is set as E1021 (a mode code that specify energy and wire feed which are 

built in the operational system according to material type and thickness, where 

1021 is the code suitable for a 316L plate with thickness of 20𝑚𝑚) and travel 

speed as 3.0𝑚𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛. Wire diameter is 2.0 𝜇𝑚. Cutting zone range is X700𝑚𝑚, 

Y500𝑚𝑚, Z300𝑚𝑚. 

(iii) Lapping 

Before cladding, the substrate surface is put on a lapping pad with the abrasive 

size of #400 until the surface roughness Ra reached 1.6 𝜇𝑚 to minimise the 

influence of any possible factors. 
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After cladding, the cross-section surface is put on the lapping pad with the 

abrasive size of #1200 and villus pad with 0.1 𝜇𝑚 floating abrasive until the 

roughness Ra reaches 0.1 𝜇𝑚. 

(iv) Etchant 

Polished surface is dipped into etchant (CuSO4 4𝑔, HCl 20𝑚𝐿, water 20𝑚𝐿) puddle 

for 20𝑠 and taken out to rinse clean followed by forced drying. After etched, the 

melt pool profile and microstructure features are exposed for observations.  

3.2.3 Measurement and observation 

(i) Coordinate measurement machine 

As-clad samples are placed on the workbench of CMM (CLASSIC SR, HEXAGON 

METROLOGY, see Figure 3.4d) for morphology profiles. Settings are as follows: 

point density 30 per 𝑚𝑚 , scanning speed 2 𝑚𝑚/𝑠 , off set force 0.02 𝑁 , 

acceleration 5 𝑚𝑚/𝑠2. Measuring range in X1000𝑚𝑚, Y2000𝑚𝑚, Z1000𝑚𝑚 with 

accuracy of 2 𝜇𝑚. 

(ii) Optical microscope 

The etched surface of as-clad samples is observed under an optical microscope 

(NSZ-810, NOVEL OPTICS, see Figure 3.4e). The magnitude includes 10X for an 

objective lens and 0.8X-8X for an ocular lens. The computer interface linked with 

the microscope is used to obtain digital images, put on dimension scales, and 

conduct various measurements. The digital images of track morphology are then 

used as the experimental profiles compared with the computation profiles from 
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the analytical modelling. The digital images of the etched surface are used to 

analyse the microstructure distribution. Observations were under magnification 

of 8X with scale accuracy of 0.5𝑚𝑚. To obtain statistical results, points on cross 

section profiles are extracted in radial direction with increment of 10 degrees. On 

each direction, average distances from original points to extracted points are 

calculated and all the average points form the statistical profile curve. Error bars 

are added vertical to statistical profile curve. For the cross section of a cladding 

layer that overshoots the view size of microscope, separate sections are captured 

individually followed by image merge. The error estimation method is adjusted 

to calculate the ratio of discrepancy area to experimental profile error. 

(iii) Scanning electron microscope 

The etched surface of as-clad samples, size of 10𝑚𝑚 × 10𝑚𝑚 × 5𝑚𝑚, is observed 

inside an SEM (Particle SCAN VP, ZEISS, see Figure 3.4f). The working voltage is 

set as 12𝑘𝑉 with the magnification of 300X for the microstructural features. The 

digital images of the etched surface are used to analyse the microstructure 

distribution. 

3.3 Analytical modelling 

The analytical modelling includes the principle and programming tool. After the 

modelling and calculation, the calculation results are compared with the 

experiment results as a validation process which proves the model accuracy. 
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3.3.1 Principle of modelling 

The analytical modelling is the process that takes in the processing input 

parameters (laser power, scanning speed and wire feed rate) and gives the output 

results (temperature field and geometrical profiles) using the mathematical 

equations that connect all of the physics parameters. The mathematical structure 

basically consists of (i) laser radiation and heat transfer, and (ii) the governing 

physics of geometrical profiles. 

The laser intensity distribution can be obtained by scanning inside the laser 

radiation range point by point, providing the data for modelling. Based on the 

scanned results provided by Hans Laser, the laser intensity follows the super 

Gaussian distribution, which is an axisymmetric flat-top function at the focus 

location, and evolutes into a normal axisymmetric Gaussian function upwards and 

downwards of the propagation direction (see Figure 3.5). Some important 

parameters characterize the laser beam, including waist radius 0.397 𝑚𝑚 , 

Rayleigh length 22.380𝑚𝑚, and propagation factor 20.9. 

Heat transfers, including conduction, convection, and radiation, occur at the same 

time as laser radiation. The transfers can be calculated based on the finite 

difference method. The Finite Difference Method (FDM) is an approximate method 

for solving partial differential equations. It has been used to solve a wide range 

of problems, including linear and non-linear, time independent and dependent 

problems. After the calculation, the characteristic temperature at the melting 

zone can be obtained and then used to calculate the bulge and melt pool profiles.  
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(Source: Hans Laser) 

Figure 3.5 Laser intensity at cross sections along propagation path measured at 

1kW laser power by Hans Laser: (a) cross section at 42.5mm above the focus, 

(b) cross section at the focus, and (c) cross section at 35mm below the focus.  

There have been assumptions and guesses about the geometrical profiles of 

tracks (mostly about bulge, rarely about melt pool). The most reasonable profiles 
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come from the governing physics of interfacial tension. The surface tension on 

the sessile drop can be used to form the bulge shape (see Figure 3.6a). Since the 

temperature inside the melting zone has already been calculated, the 

characterized temperature can be used to determine the flatness of bulge. The 

tension on the pendant drop can be illustrated as interfacial tension between solid 

and liquid to form the melt pool shape (see Figure 3.6b). Since the depth of the 

melt pool can be obtained from the calculated temperature field, the melt pool 

profile is governed by interfacial tension (also determined by the characterized 

temperature) and can be plotted from the bottom to the substrate surface, 

intersecting with the bulge contact edge.  

 

Figure 3.6 Schematic of governing physics in geometrical profiles modelling. 
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3.3.2 Programming tool for realising of model 

MATLAB programming is used as a tool to run the code for the mathematical 

equations in order to run the model and predict the WLC temperature and 

geometrical profiles (see Figure 3.7). MATLAB, known as matrix laboratory, is a 

valuable matrix calculation tool which is efficient for making temperature field 

calculations using parallel computation. The codes are programmed in a set of 

text files as follows. 

 Main – the file that defines the overall workflow of the WLC process and carries 

out the functions of the workflow including parameters, initialization, heating, 

heat transfer, temperature field, and geometrical profile.  

➢ Parameters - the function that sets up values for constant parameters 

including processing parameters, computation domain dimensions, 

material properties, and laser parameters. 

➢ Initialization - the function that sets up the initial status including bulge and 

melt pool geometry, calculation domain, laser, substrate, and clad addition. 

➢ Heating - the function that calculates the temperature of each cell radiated 

by the laser. 

➢ Heat transfer - the function that calculates the conduction, convection and 

radiation.  

➢ Temperature field - the function that sets up the cross sections of the 

temperature field and outputs the contours. 

➢ Geometrical profile - the function that plots the bulge and melt pool profiles. 
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Figure 3.7 Programming structure on MATLAB platform. 
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Chapter 4 Modelling of single-track wire-fed 

laser cladding on horizontal surface 

4.1 Introduction 

The aims and objective of this chapter are to model the profile and temperature 

field of the deposition zone in the single-track WLC on horizontal surface, which 

can be considered as the most basic event in this technology. The high 

temperature and intensive radiation determine the necessity of automation. It 

becomes the urgent need of helping manufacturing engineers to determine the 

In-situ path and parameters.  

The model must be able to reflect the physics principle of the cladding profile 

during cladding process so that the needed cladding profile can be obtained. A 

full analytical model of the clad dimensions and shape was created based on the 

surface tension force of the liquid in the melt pool, and experimentally validated 

the model accuracy [139]. A developed model was proposed to predict not only 

the height and width of the deposited clad but also the insufficient metallurgical 

bonding in the deposited structure [140]. However, neither radiative nor 

conductive heat losses were considered in the above two models, and more 

importantly, that have been developed for the powder-fed laser cladding which 

is fundamentally different from WLC process by mass-radiation interaction. The 

physical and thermal behaviours in wire-fed welding were claimed similar to the 

ones in wire-fed cladding, and then the universal model was proposed to 

determine the solid–liquid interface in the molten pool based on heat conduction 

and the Marangoni flow [141]. Yet the solid–liquid interface of the model relied 
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on the type of heat source (i.e. micro-plasma transferred arc in the model), but 

not including laser which is different in many aspects (i.e. reflection, penetration 

and attenuation in laser). A theoretical model of laser welding was proposed 

considering the phenomena such as surface tension induced forces, laser beam 

reflection due to melt liquid surface, depth dependent laser energy absorption, 

temperature-dependent buoyancy effect and Marangoni force [115]. However, 

this model focused on fluid dynamics in the weld pool while not covering the 

prediction of the free surface, i.e. deposition shape, which is needed in WLC. 

Apart from the additive manufacturing, the subtractive manufacturing can also 

be a source for an analytical model. The evolution of the depth/height at any 

point on the surface can be described by the convolution of a radially-varying 

function which represented the steady state ablation footprint created by a pulsed 

laser scanned across the workpiece according to pulse separation distance (i.e. 

scanning speed) [142]. A model used to predict the eroded patches was 

presented that needed only few process parameters (e.g. pump pressure, 

scanning speed) and a simple calibration (i.e. to map the characteristics of the 

target materials) and enabled the prediction of the removed material for the 

tested condition with high accuracy (1.2%) [143]. A novel spatially and 

temporally (S&T) controlled laser heating model proposed, in which a large area 

can be heated up with a small laser spot by controlling the beam scanning, i.e., 

laser power, path and scanning speed [144]. An inverse modelling of time-

dependent, algorithmic energy beam manufacturing processes control was 

proposed which was achieved through trial-and-error approaches in the past 

[145]. 
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The structure of this chapter is: (i) the full shape of the material deposition on 

horizontal surface is analytically modelled, including bulge (the part above the 

surface) and melt pool (the part below the surface), (ii) validation by experiments 

for various process parameters followed by the appropriate measurements under 

optical microscope of the cross sections cutups, (iii) further discussions about the 

model, e.g. useful information from the model compared with other observations 

such as microstructure and hardness, and (iv) application cases with the model 

based on the encountered situations in repair. 

4.2 Modelling background 

In WLC process, a laser beam with high intensity energy radiates on a fed-in wire 

and static substrate while the laser beam and the wire move along the cladding 

direction. The wire material absorbs the energy, melts and forms a track of 

deposited material on the substrate (see Figure 4.1a).  

Thus, the following aspects should be considered in the modelling:  

 This process is a multiple inputs multi factors affecting single output problem. 

Inputs include laser power 𝑃, scanning speed 𝑣𝑠 and wire feed rate 𝑣𝑓 which 

cross influence with temperature, eventually influence the output track 

geometry (see Figure 4.1a).  

 The laser intensity profile should also be considered in the modelling. The 

energy distribution in the laser beam follows an axisymmetric super Gaussian 

distribution which is a flat-top function at the waist (see Figure 4.1b A-A) and 

gradually evolves into a normal Gaussian function along the propagation 
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direction (see Figure 4.1b B-B and C-C). In addition, after the laser penetrates 

through material, the intensity attenuates as material absorbs energy and 

reflects a portion of energy out to the atmosphere. 

 

Figure 4.1 Principle of WLC process: (a) process schematics (bulge forms above 

the surface and melt pool forms below the surface), (b) laser intensity that follows 

the super Gaussian distribution, (c) interfacial tension between different states 

within the cladding affected area, and (d) the change of cladded track profile due 

to varied scanning speed (𝑣𝑠1<𝑣𝑠2<𝑣𝑠3). 
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 The effect of interfacial tension should be considered in the modelling. The 

profiles of liquid bulge and melt pool are governed by temperature-dependent 

interfacial tension, i.e. gas-liquid tension between air and melt metal (see 

Figure 4.1c). When the temperature of melted bulge is low, the surface tension 

is large, resulting in the slight wetting to the substrate and the high bulge (see 

Figure 4.1c). As the laser inputs energy, the temperature of liquid bulge is 

rising and the surface tension decreases, resulting in the increased wetting to 

the substrate and the flattened bulge (see Figure 4.1c). The interfacial tension 

effect on melt pool profile is unique and significant. This is because the clad 

profile is determined by the liquid- stated melt metal whose behaviours are 

governed by the interfacial tension. 

 The controlling strategy should be proposed to achieve freeform track surface. 

For industrial application, a control strategy of changing the processing 

parameters is feasible to produce the profile of cladded bulge and melt pool 

online. However, among these processing parameters, scanning speed is the 

most convenient way to be varied varying because it can be controlled online 

by any high-accuracy Computer Numerical Control (CNC) automation systems 

(e.g. via G code). Thus, the increase or decrease of scanning speed will lead 

to the change in size and shape of bulge and melt pool (see Figure 4.1d). 

4.3 Model description 

4.3.1 Modelling principle 

The proposed model, in general, is based on the discretization of the full 3d 

computational field into cubic unit cells. The computation domain includes the 
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substrate part and the deposition zone with dimensions (see Figure 4.2a) and is 

cut into slices (see Figure 4.2b).  

 

Figure 4.2 Schematics of theoretical modelling of the full shape of cladding 

affected area: (a) computation domain, (b) a slice of unit cells in the computation 

field, (c) heat flow from laser to the bulge and melt pool, and further to the solid 

substrate, and (d) the parameters in the modelling steps. 

For each slice, the laser radiates through material and brings heat to the bulge 

and melt pool (see Figure 4.2c). Further, at the periphery of bulge, the heat is 

transferred to the atmosphere by convection and radiation [146]. Further, at the 
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periphery of melt pool, the heat is transferred to the substrate by conduction and 

eventually to the atmosphere by convection and radiation. 

Based on above, the modelling principle is: (i) the temperature field dominated 

by laser energy is firstly solved (see Section 4.3.2), (ii) the bulge profile is 

calculated by the temperature-dependent surface tension between melted liquid 

and surrounding gas (see Section 4.3.3), (iii) melting point isotherm (a line on a 

2D map that connects the points that have reached melting temperature at a 

given time) is calculated to roughly estimate the region of melt pool, especially 

the depth (see Section 4.3.4), and (iv) finally the melt pool outline is fitted. 

4.3.2 Calculation of temperature field in the track and substrate 

The temperature field is calculated for the purpose of estimating the shape of the 

bulge and of the melt pool. To obtain the full temperature field in WLC, the 

calculation domain is divided into cubic cells with the edge length ∆𝑑. Each cell 

position is denoted as (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) in the coordinate system (see Figure 4.2d) and has 

a varied temperature value 𝑇 due to both the laser heating and the heat transfer. 

The continuous temperature of a cell at time aspect can be expressed as a 

Taylor’s series expansion. When time step is set sufficiently small, the second 

and higher order terms can be eliminated while the first derivative of temperature 

is remained. Based on the definition of heat capacity, the cell temperature due to 

instant laser heating, as a volumetric heating source [147], can be expressed as 

[148] 
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𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ = 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡 +
𝑄𝑙

𝜌𝑙(∆𝑑)3𝐶𝑝
∗
, (4.1) 

where 𝑇x,y,z,t is the spatial transient temperature, 𝜌𝑙 is the density of material, 𝐶𝑝
∗ 

is the modified specific heat capacity of material [149]. All thermal properties of 

material are assumed constants.  

The temperature calculated by Equation (4.1) can be then updated by considering 

heat transfer behaviours including: (i) heat conduction from high to low 

temperature per unit time ∆𝑡 as Equation (4.2) [150], also applied for the melt 

liquid assuming the fluid dynamics has negligible impact on temperature 

prediction because the melting zone is heated to the same level of temperature, 

 
𝜌𝐶𝑝

𝜕𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡+∆𝑡
𝑖𝑛

𝜕𝑡
= 𝑘 (

𝜕2𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′

𝜕2𝑥
+

𝜕2𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′

𝜕2𝑦
+

𝜕2𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′

𝜕2𝑧
), (4.2) 

where 𝑘 is the conductivity, and 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡+∆𝑡
𝑖𝑛  is the temperature of interior cells, and 

(ii) the convection and radiation transferring from workpiece to the environment  

as [149] 

 ℎ𝑛(𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡+∆𝑡
𝑤 − 𝑇∞) = −𝑘(∇𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ ∙ 𝒏), (4.3) 

where ∇𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′  is the temperature gradient between boundary cell and interior cell, 

𝒏 is the normal vector of the surface, ℎ𝑛 is the combined convection-radiation 

coefficient, 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡+∆𝑡
𝑤  is the cell temperature at the boundary, and 𝑇∞  is the 

temperature of environment. 

Please note that the solutions of heat transfer in Equations (4.2)-(4.3) involve a 

numerical finite difference method proposed by Holman [150].  
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Equation (4.2) describes conduction inside material (see green cells in Figure 4.3), 

and is numerically solved with central differencing scheme by  

 
𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡+∆𝑡

𝑖𝑛 =
𝑘∆𝑡

𝜌𝐶𝑝(∆𝑑)2
(𝑇𝑥−∆𝑑,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ + 𝑇𝑥+∆𝑑,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦−∆𝑑,𝑧,𝑡

′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦+∆𝑑,𝑧,𝑡
′

+ 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧−∆𝑑,𝑡
′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧+∆𝑑,𝑡

′ − 6𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′ ) + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ . 

(4.4) 

Equation (4.3) describes convection and radiation between material at the 

boundaries and the environment, and is calculated based on three different 

situations:  

In Case (i), where one cell face is adjacent to environment in either 𝑥, 𝑦, or 𝑧 

direction (see blue cells in Figure 4.3), Equation (4.3) is numerically solved by 

 
𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡+∆𝑡

𝑤 =
𝑘∆𝑡

𝜌𝐶𝑝(∆𝑑)2
(

2ℎ𝑛∆𝑑

𝑘
(𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ ) + 2𝑇𝑥−∆𝑑,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦−∆𝑑,𝑧,𝑡

′

+ 𝑇𝑥,𝑦+∆𝑑,𝑧,𝑡
′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧−∆𝑑,𝑡

′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧+∆𝑑,𝑡
′ − 6𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ ) + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′ ; 

(4.5) 

In Case (ii), where two cell faces are adjacent to environment in either 𝑥 − 𝑦, 𝑦 −

𝑧, or 𝑥 − 𝑧 direction (see purple cells in Figure 4.3), Equation (4.3) is numerically 

solved by  

 
𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡+∆𝑡

𝑤 =
2𝑘∆𝑡

𝜌𝐶𝑝(∆𝑑)2
(

2ℎ𝑛∆𝑑

𝑘
(𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ ) + 𝑇𝑥−∆𝑑,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦−∆𝑑,𝑧,𝑡

′

+ 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧−∆𝑑,𝑡
′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧+∆𝑑,𝑡

′ − 4𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′ ) + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ ; 

(4.6) 

In Case (iii), where three faces are adjacent to environment (see yellow cells in 

Figure 4.3), Equation (4.3) is numerically solved by 
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𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡+∆𝑡

𝑤 =
2𝑘∆𝑡

𝜌𝐶𝑝(∆𝑑)2
(

2ℎ𝑛∆𝑑

𝑘
(𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ ) + 𝑇𝑥−∆𝑑,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′ + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦−∆𝑑,𝑧,𝑡

′

+ 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧−∆𝑑,𝑡
′ − 3𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡

′ ) + 𝑇𝑥,𝑦,𝑧,𝑡
′ . 

(4.7) 

 

Figure 4.3 Schematic of finite difference method in numerical solution of heat 

transfer. 

The laser energy 𝑄𝑙 in Equation (4.1) is calculated by the definition of energy 

absorbed by material in given area and time as follows [151] 

 𝑄𝑙 = 𝛽(∆𝑑)2∆𝑡𝜂𝐼, (4.8) 

where 𝛽 is the laser absorptivity of material (0.3 for Ion-based alloy under  wave 

length of 1𝜇𝑚 [152]), ∆𝑡 is the calculation time step, 𝜂 is the attenuation function 

and 𝐼 is the laser intensity defined by the energy in unit area and time. The 
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attenuation function 𝜂  describes the remaining of the laser intensity 𝐼  after 

absorbed by the material along the penetration path and can be written as [152]  

where ℎ is the height of bulge, 𝐶𝑎𝑏 is absorption coefficient [152] which is the 

material property that describes the extent of absorbing radiation (More 

descriptions in Section 4.5.1 Geometrical profiles model validation). Moreover, 

the processing parameters will be the factors of the energy absorption in such a 

way: (i) the scanning speed determines the dwell time, i.e. the accumulation of 

Equation (4.8) and (ii) the combination of scanning speed and wire feed rate 

determines the mass of material that absorbs the energy, i.e. the attenuation of 

Equation (4.9). 

The laser intensity 𝐼 in Equation (4.8) follows the super Gaussian distribution 

written as [48] 

 
𝐼 =

21 𝑛⁄ 𝑛𝑃

𝜋𝑟2𝛤(
1
𝑛)

𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−2 (
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑙)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑣𝑠𝑡𝑖)2

𝑟2
)

𝑛

] , (4.10) 

where 𝑃 is the laser power, 𝑟 is the radius of laser beam, 𝑛 is the super Gaussian 

order and 𝛤 is the Gamma function. Laser beam radius 𝑟 is different at each cross 

section written as [48] 

 

𝑟 = 𝑟𝑤√1 + (
𝑑𝑤

𝑑𝑅𝐺
)

2

, (4.11) 

 
𝑑𝑅𝐺 =

𝜋𝑟𝑤
2

𝜆𝑀2
, (4.12) 

 𝜂 =  𝑒𝑥𝑝[−𝐶𝑎𝑏(ℎ(𝑣𝑠, 𝑣𝑓) − 𝑧)], (4.9) 
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where 𝑟𝑤 is the radius at waist, 𝑑𝑧 is the distance from waist, 𝑑𝑅𝐺 is the Rayleigh 

Range, 𝜆 is laser wavelength, and 𝑀2 is beam propagation factor. Super Gaussian 

order 𝑛 is characterized using Lorentz function [48] 

 𝑛 =
𝐴𝐿

𝐵𝐿 + 𝑑𝑤
2

, (4.13) 

where 𝐴𝐿 and 𝐵𝐿 are constants calibrated by laser measurement (𝐴𝐿 = 5.53 ∗ 10−4 

and 𝐵𝐿 = 6.91 ∗ 10−5). The Gamma function 𝛤 is written as [153] 

 𝛤(𝑥) = ∫ 𝑒−𝑡𝑡𝑥−1𝑑𝑡
∞

0

, (4.14) 

Along the propagation direction, only the possible useful section from 10mm 

above the waist to 20mm below the waist is extracted for laser model validation 

(see Figure 4.4a). Data are restored from the cross sections from A-A to D-D (see 

Figure 4.4b). As can be seen, the output laser energy intensity follows super 

Gaussian distribution, i.e. the intensity at the laser spot distributed in flat-top 

function (see Figure 4.4b A-A) while the intensity gradually evolves to normal 

Gaussian function as extending along z axis (see Figure 4.4b from B-B to D-D). 

Under the need of the model validation in laser intensity, calculation results from 

Equation (4.10) are put together with experiment results. The model precisely 

mimics the laser intensity distribution in reality. 

Based on above, the temperature in each cell is calculated by heating effect of 

Equations (4.1-4.3). 
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Figure 4.4 Laser intensity tested under power of 1 kW shown in aspects of: (a) 

the outline of the laser, (b) laser intensity at cross sections of A-A with flat-top 

profile and from B-B to D-D evolved to the normal Gaussian profile gradually. 

4.3.3 Calculation of bulge profile 

Based on the temperature field, the bulge profile can be calculated. 

Based on the capillary theory [154], the capillary force counteracts the 

gravitational influence on fluid units for the liquid system within the capillary 

length 𝜆𝑐 = √𝛾/𝜌𝑔, where 𝛾 is the surface tension, 𝜌 is the density of fluid and 𝑔 

is the gravity acceleration. According to the Laplace’s equation [154], the 

curvature of the outer surface is constant. As a result, the bulge deposited on a 

horizontal surface forms the cross-section profile of arc whose edge intersects 
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the substrate with the contact angle 𝜃. With the same contact angle 𝜃, a series 

of arc in similarity are produced. To form the exact profile, the height ℎ is selected 

as another determinant parameter. Based on the geometrical relation of the arc, 

the profile of bulge is written as  

 
𝑥2 + (𝑧 +

ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
)

2

= (
ℎ

1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
)

2

, (4.15) 

where 0° < 𝜃 < 180°. 

Based on geometrical conversion of an arc, the height ℎ is calculated as  

 

ℎ = √
𝑆(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)2

𝜃 −
1
2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

,  (4.16) 

where 𝜃 is the contact angle and 𝑆 is the cross-section area of the cladded bulge.  

The cross-section area 𝑆 in Equation (4.16) can be considered equal to the wire 

volume melt by laser energy per unit time and length as Equation (4.17). This 

means, if the laser energy is high enough to melt all fed-in wire, the cross-section 

area 𝑆 should be fully melt material as 
𝜋𝑅𝑤

2 𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑠
, while if the laser energy is not 

enough, the cross-section area 𝑆  should be partially melt material as 

𝛽𝑃

𝜌𝑣𝑠(𝐿𝑓+𝐶𝑝(𝑇𝑚−𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟))
 . 

 

𝑆 = min (
𝜋𝑅𝑤

2 𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑠
,

𝛽𝑃

𝜌𝑣𝑠 (𝐿𝑓 + 𝐶𝑝(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟))
), (4.17) 

where 𝑣𝑠 is the scanning speed, 𝑣𝑓 is the wire feed rate, 𝑅𝑤 is the radius of wire, 

and 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟 is the average temperature at the cross section.  
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According to the Young’s law [154], which describes the equilibrium of tensions 

at interface, the contact angle 𝜃  is related to the surface tension 𝛾, i.e. the 

contact angle 𝜃 is the monotonic function of 𝛾 expressed as [155]  

 cos 𝜃 = 𝐴𝐶 − 𝐵𝐶𝛾, (4.18) 

where the surface tension 𝛾 is dependent on temperature (More descriptions in 

Section 3.5.1 Geometrical profiles model validation). Please note Equation (4.18) 

was based on the assumptions including (i) the effect of melt pool wall of 

supporting bulge liquid is the same as the one of flat solid surface and (ii) the 

melt and deposited bulge does not solidify until contact angle reaches an 

equilibrium (More descriptions in Section 4.5 Geometrical profiles model 

validation).  

According to the Eötvös rule, the surface tension 𝛾 is related to temperature 

written as [156] 

 𝛾𝑉
2
3 = 𝑘𝑐(𝑇𝐶 − 𝑇𝑅), (4.19) 

where 𝑉 is the mole volume of material, 𝑘𝑐 is the constant for Eötvös rule, 𝑇𝐶 is 

the critical temperature of material (At the critical temperature the surface 

tension is zero) and 𝑇𝑅 is one reference temperature (𝑉 = 7.09 ∗ 10−5𝐿/𝑚𝑜𝑙, 𝑘𝑐 =

2.1 ∗ 10−7𝐽/(𝐾 ∗ 𝑚𝑜𝑙^(2/3)) and 𝑇𝐶 = 8500𝐾). The reference temperature 𝑇𝑅  is the 

average temperature of melting zone at the current cross section because the 

Marangoni flow of melt liquid would lead to drastic heat exchange, and then 

uniformise the cross section temperature [157]. 
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Based on above and making appropriate substitutions ((4.19)→(4.18)→(4.15) 

and (4.17)→(4.16)→(4.15)), the cross-section profile of bulge is obtained by 

Equation (4.15). 

4.3.4 Calculation of melt pool profile 

The calculation of melt pool profile, which, to the best knowledge of the authors, 

has not been reported before. The geometric profile of the melt pool has a 

stabilizing effect on the cladding layer, just like the root of the tooth has a 

stabilizing effect on the tooth, and the foundation has a stabilizing effect on the 

building. When it is necessary to model the structural sustainability of the 

workpiece after cladding, the predicted geometric profile of the melt pool will 

come to use. Therefore, the calculation of the melt pool profile is absolutely 

necessary.  

Interfacial tension exists at the interface between any two different phases. There 

is a thin sticky layer between the melt pool and the substrate named mushy zone 

[158], can be assumed as a different phase of fluid. Hence, at the interface 

between the melt pool and the mushy zone, the melt pool profile is modelled by 

the analytical solution of the interfacial tension written as [159] 

 𝑑𝜑

𝑑𝑠
=

𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑚(𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧)

𝛾𝑠𝑙
−

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑

𝑥
+

2

𝑅0
, (4.20) 

 𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑, (4.21) 

 𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑, (4.22) 

 𝜑(0) = 𝑥(0) = 0, 𝑧(0) = 𝑧𝑚, (4.23) 
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where 𝑧𝑚  is the lowest point of melt pool obtained from temperature field, 

coefficient 𝑐𝑚  is the modification factor to ensure the curve constructed by 

Equations (4.20)-(4.23) align with the curve of the bulge, 𝛾𝑠𝑙 is interfacial tension 

and 𝑅0 is the curvature radius at melt pool bottom. In addition, 𝜌𝑔(𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧) in 

Equation (4.20) measures the hydrostatic pressure difference from the melt pool 

bottom to the calculated point. 

Under the same assumptions as Equations (4.20)-(4.23), the interfacial tension 

𝛾𝑠𝑙 in Equation (4.20) has been correlated to temperature with high accuracy 

written as [160] 

 
𝛾𝑠𝑙 =

𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑚

𝛺𝑠𝑚
2/3

(𝐴𝐼 + 𝐵𝐼

𝑇𝑅

𝑇𝑚
), (4.24) 

where 𝑇𝑚 is the melting point, 𝑇𝑅 is the reference temperature calculated from 

Equation (4.1) in Section 4.3.2, 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, and 𝛺𝑠𝑚 is the 

atomic volume at the melting point (𝐴𝐼 = 0.228, 𝐵𝐼 = 0.3135, 𝑘𝐵 = 1.38 ∗ 10−23𝐽/𝐾 and 

𝛺𝑠𝑚 = 1.15 ∗ 10−25𝑚3).  

Under the same assumptions as Equations (4.20)-(4.23), half width 𝑤/2 

multiplied with the ratio 𝛿  based on numerous preliminary experimental 

observations, i.e. 

 𝑅0 =  𝛿𝑤/2, (4.25) 

where 𝛿 can be determined by one trial and it is specific for each process setup 

(e.g. wire and substrate material type); hence, this can be considered as a part 

of a calibration procedure (𝛿 = 0.8). Based on above, the melt pool profile is 

obtained by Equations (4.20)-(4.23).  
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4.3.5 Flowchart of modelling 

The flowchart of the full profile calculation is presented as Figure 4.5 to conclude 

the modelling steps. All the equations mentioned above are transferred into codes 

in MATLAB. 

 

Figure 4.5 Flowchart of theoretical modelling to calculate the temperature field, 

the bulge profile and the melt pool profile by inputting processing parameters 

including the laser power, the scanning speed, and the wire feed rate.  

4.4 Experimental setup 

To validate the proposed model that predicts cladding affected area, a set of 

experiments were performed.  
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During cladding, the employed parameters for cladding experiments (see Table 

4.1) were based on single-variable principle as it enabled robust evaluation of the 

model in relation to the described physics of the process (described in Section 

4.3). To obtain a steady and smooth track, laser power ranged from 0.8kW to 

2.0kW, scanning speed ranged from 0.175m/min to 0.22m/min and wire feed 

rate ranged from 0.3m/min to 0.9 m/min at the fed in angle of 45 degrees. Each 

track was kept 60mm in length to ensure reaching stable thermal status and also 

for the convenience of selecting the smooth section to cut samples for analysis. 

Two neighbouring tracks had the interval of 15mm and 15 minutes to avoid any 

thermal influence between the trials. 𝑁2 protection gas kept feeding onto the 

cladding surface steadily (the above setup, see Figure 4.6).  

Table 4.1 Track parameters for WLC experiments 

Track 𝑃 (𝑘𝑊) 𝑣𝑠 (𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛) 𝑣𝑓 (𝑚/𝑚𝑖𝑛) 

1 0.8 0.1 0.6 

2 1.2 0.1 0.6 

3 1.6 0.1 0.6 

4 2.0 0.1 0.6 

5 1.6 0.25 0.6 

6 1.6 0.225 0.6 

7 1.6 0.2 0.6 

8 1.6 0.175 0.6 

9 1.6 0.1 0.3 

10 1.6 0.1 0.5 

11 1.6 0.1 0.7 

12 1.6 0.1 0.9 
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Figure 4.6 Illustration of experiment: (a) laser manufacturing centre and (b) 

cladding setup. 
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4.5 Model validation 

Figure 4.7(a-d) shows that in general the calculated full track profile is close to 

the experimental ones when changing the laser power, where the maximum 

relative error is 15% at the melt pool. The alignment of measured and simulated 

profile depends on the laser position marking on the substrate before doing the 

cladding. The increase rate of melt pool depth when changing the laser power 

from 0.8kW to 1.2kW (see Figure 4.7a and b) is larger than from 1.2kW to 2.0kW 

(see Figure 4.7b to d). When the laser power is low, the contact angle of bulge 

metal is large because the temperature is low. As laser power is increased, the 

temperature and the contact angle of bulge metal reach a heat balance because 

larger portion of heat at high temperature than low temperature escapes from 

the bulge metal to the substrate metal through conduction Equation (4.2) and to 

the environment through convection and radiation Equation (4.3).  

Figure 4.7(e-h) shows that in general the calculated full track profile is close to 

the experimental ones when the scanning speed is changed, where the maximum 

relative error is 19% at the bulge. The deviation of model may come from the 

assumption that some thermal properties of material are constants while they 

vary with temperature in actual condition. Some properties may increase while 

some others may decrease when varying scanning speed or wire feed rate. 

Moreover, the higher errors of bulge, compared to laser power group (a-d), can 

be explained with the energy density index 𝑃𝑣𝑠/𝑣𝑓  based on Equation (4.17). 

Higher energy density causes higher thermal expansion of melt material and 

forces material from melt pool to bulge. Yet the material in melt pool solidifies 
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earlier than bulge. Therefore, more material stays in bulge and then causes the 

larger cross section areas in experiment. Compared inside the scanning speed 

group (e-h), both the calculated and experimental results indicate the same 

tendency, i.e. when scanning speed decreases, the bulge cross-section areas 

increase accordingly due to the increase of material based on the Equation (4.17). 

The contact angles also increase with decrease of temperature based on 

Equations (4.18)-(4.19) due to the decrease of energy density.  

Figure 4.7(i-l) shows that, in general, the calculated full track profile is close to 

the experimental ones when the wire feed rate is changed, where the maximum 

relative error is 25% at the melt pool and occurs mainly in the necking section of 

melt pool; this means the necking section (the transition section with smallest 

width between bulge and melt pool) is highly sensitive to any error because it is 

close to the centre of profile, i.e. reference distance is shorter than other sections, 

then the relative error is higher. Another explanation about the larger errors 

under different wire feed rate is also the energy density. High energy density has 

the same effect on (i-j) as in group (e-h) which has been explained. Low energy 

density affects the continuity and smoothness of track which are highly 

dependent on the balance of energy and material. When the bulge is not steady, 

the melt pool should be unsteady because the bulge affects the energy reaching 

the melt pool. It is suggested that the model works within the range of cladding 

steady track, which can be referred to the work of identifying steady range [61]. 

Compared inside the wire feed rate group (i-l), both the calculated and 

experimental results indicate the same tendency, i.e. when wire feed rate 

increases, the bulge cross-section areas increase accordingly due to the increase 
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of material based on the Equation (4.17). Because more material disperses the 

energy and then the temperature of the melt metal in the bulge decreases, the 

contact angles increase, which are exhibited by calculations and experiments. 

Moreover, the depth of melt pool tends to decrease in the experiments and the 

model reacts accordingly. It means that the increase of material does mitigate 

the extent of laser penetrating through material based on Equation (4.9). 

Although the absorption coefficient 𝐶𝑎𝑏 in Equation (4.9) is the material property, 

it also changes when the surface geometry of melt pool bottom varies, referred 

to the phenomenon of conduction-to-penetration mode change [66, 161] due to 

laser entrapment [162]. Then 1/𝐶𝑎𝑏  is called penetration coefficient. In 

conduction mode, the radiation hits the bottom of melt pool and reflects out to 

the atmosphere, then the penetration coefficient 1/𝐶𝑎𝑏  is lower because the 

reflected energy does not continue to penetrate through material. In penetration 

mode, the radiation hits the bottom of melt pool but bounds around inside the 

melt pool, then the penetration coefficient 1/𝐶𝑎𝑏 is higher because all the energy 

stays inside the material and are directed to deeper region. This mode change 

occurs in the model validation. Track 1 (see Figure 4.7a) is in the conduction 

mode while other tracks (see Figure 4.7b - i) experience from the conduction 

mode to the penetration mode. The transition factor is the ratio of half width and 

depth 𝑤/2𝑑. At the beginning of cladding when 𝑤/2𝑑 ≥  1, penetration coefficient 

1/𝐶𝑎𝑏 is one value (calibrated by one trial, i.e. track 1), namely 1/𝐶𝑎𝑏(𝑑1), which 

is in conduction mode. When energy absorption is high enough leading to 𝑤/2𝑑 <

 1, penetration coefficient 1/𝐶𝑎𝑏 increases to another value (calibrated by one trial, 

i.e. track 2), namely 1/𝐶𝑎𝑏(𝑑2), which is in penetration mode.  
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Figure 4.7 Cross sections of the cladding affected area for varying process 

parameters: laser power 𝑃 (a) 0.8kW (b) 1.2kW (c) 1.6kW (d) 2.0kW at constant 

( 𝑣𝑠 =0.1m/min and 𝑣𝑓 =0.6m/min); scanning speed 𝑣𝑠  (e) 0.25m/min (f) 

0.225m/min (g) 0.2m/min (h) 0.175m/min at constant ( 𝑃 =1.6kW and 

𝑣𝑓=0.6m/min); wire feed rate 𝑣𝑓 (i) 0.3m/min (j) 0.5m/min (k) 0.7m/min (l) 

0.9m/min at constant (𝑃=1.6kW and 𝑣𝑠=0.1m/min). 
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The unknown variables 𝐴𝐶 and 𝐵𝐶 in Equation (4.18) are calibrated by two sets of 

the contact angle 𝜃 and the temperature 𝑇. One set is obtained by increasing 

laser power to observe boiling phenomenon, then the temperature 𝑇 is the boiling 

point 𝑇𝑏. The other set is obtained by decreasing laser power to observe material 

being barely melted, then the temperature 𝑇 is the melting point 𝑇𝑚. For both 

sets of temperature, the contact angles 𝜃 are measured by cutting and measuring 

from cross section, namely 𝜃𝑏 and 𝜃𝑚. As a result,  

 
𝐴𝐶 = cos 𝜃𝑚 + (cos 𝜃𝑚 − cos 𝜃𝑏)

𝑇𝑐 − 𝑇𝑚

𝑇𝑏 + 𝑇𝑚
, (4.26) 

 

𝐵𝐶 =
𝑉

2
3(cos 𝜃𝑚 − cos 𝜃𝑏)

𝑘𝑐(𝑇𝑏 + 𝑇𝑚)
, (4.27) 

where 𝐴𝐶 = 2.299 and 𝐵𝐶 = 3.606 under material properties in this thesis. 

For the assumption of surface tension calculation in Equation (4.18), it can be 

proved by the schematic and experimental evidence as follows: 

1 - As shown in Figure 4.8a, because the liquid is incompressible, the support of 

melt liquid in melt pool to bulge can be considered equivalent to the support of 

flat surface. 

2 - As shown in Figure 4.8b, the melt track reaches equilibrium before 

solidification (see dash line marked on the monitor). 
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Figure 4.8 Schematic of (a) bulge supported by melt pool and (b) experimental 

image of track that has reached equilibrium before solidification. 

The cell size ∆𝑑  and time step ∆𝑡 are important because they determine the 

calculation accuracy. Moreover, these two parameters do not affect calculation 

accuracy independently based on Equation (4.28) [150]: the time span cannot 

surpass the thermal conduction distance. Several runs of simulations proved that 

∆𝑑 with the value of 0.1 mm and ∆𝑡 with the value of 0.1 ms can achieve a good 

balance between calculation accuracy and efficiency (see Figure 4.9a). Please 

note further reduced cell size ∆𝑑 (even with the reduction ratio of 50%) can only 

lead to result difference of 0.18% but with highly increased computation effort 

by 1500% (see Figure 4.9b). 

 
∆𝑡 ≤

𝜌𝐶𝑝(∆𝑑)2

4𝑘
. (4.28) 

The model is validated by geometrical profiles. Yet more information can be found 

with the model. 
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Figure 4.9 Sensitivity analysis and determinations of cell size ∆𝑑 and time step 

∆𝑡: (a) profile variation and (b) difference convergence. 

4.6 Further discussions based on the model 

Some metallurgical observations fit with the performance from the model when 

the solidification pattern is calculated with the model. The cooling rate (𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑡) at 

the cell (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) at the time when it reaches melting point is plotted (see Figure 

4.10a), where the points with the same cooling rate is classified in the same 

region although they solidify at different time. Then lowering the classification 

resolution will separate the overall cooling rate plot into several characteristic 

regions (see Figure 4.10b). The vast area above melt pool bottom is in relatively 

slower cooling rate. The faster cooling rate appears at the bottom of melt pool. 

Compared to microstructure in separate regions (see Figure 4.10c), the even 

temperature region owns the equiaxed grains, which are generated due to even 
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temperature (see Figure 4.10d and e) with the grains in the same size. The melt 

pool bottom region owns dendritic grains (see Figure 4.10f), which are generated 

due to fast cooling rate and large temperature gradient [163].  

The microhardness also proves these observations. Figure 4.11a shows target 

points of hardness test which are selected according to the heat transfer path 

and probable cooling rate. Point A is the reference point at the substrate selected 

at a corner of the sample where heat affected zone won’t reach. Point B is in the 

heat affected zone where heat is conducted from melt pool above. Point C 

collinear with base line is located where points surrounding it are waiting to cool 

down and heat conduction is highly dependent on temperature variation. Point D 

is cooled by conduction with substrate and point E is cooled by convection of 

protection gas above.  

Figure 4.11b shows respective hardness values. From a preliminary observation, 

the hardness of all targets is higher than reference point, which means cladding 

universally brings hardening to substrate, contrast to some observation [164]. 

This hardening effect is most significant at point C where cooling rate is highest 

by conduction. Compared to point C, hardness at point B and D are lower due to 

the lower cooling rate by convection of protection gas and by heat transferred 

from melt pool respectively. Hardness at point D is most suspicious because it 

may be higher or lower than point C. 

Till this moment, the potential of the model is proved in geometrical profiles and 

metallurgical aspects. To further approve the validated model, the cases for 

applications are presented next. 
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Figure 4.10 Solidification pattern: (a) overall cooling rate plot, (b) regions of 

cooling rate plot, (c) regions of observation, (d) region near the top surface, (e) 

region at the inner of bulge, and (f) region near the bottom surface.  
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Figure 4.11 Hardness value at different targets under different laser power: (a) 

measurement points, and (b) HV hardness at the measurement points. 

4.7 Model application cases 

4.7.1 Prediction of defocus distance on dilution 

The first application of the model is to predict the dilution by setting the defocus 

distance. A mathematical expression for dilution was developed in terms of clad 

geometric elements [165]. Contrast to welding [166] and sub-surface defects 

repairing [167], deep penetration of melt pool into substrate is not ideal in laser 

cladding [168]. To have shallow melt pool, a plausible option is to increase the 

defocus distance 𝑑𝑜  (decreasing the laser power 𝑃 may be one option [169] but 

the energy to melt wire material is the concern). By increasing the defocus 

distance 𝑑𝑜  from 0mm to 40mm linearly (see Figure 4.12a), the dilution 𝐷 

decreases from 70% to 20% abruptly (see Figure 4.12b). But when the defocus 

distance 𝑑𝑜 keeps increasing to 50mm, the dilution 𝐷 drops to 0, meaning the 

additive material does not have proper bonding to the substrate. Increasing the 
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defocus distance 𝑑𝑜 also leads to the transition of the bulge centre 𝑧𝑜 (meaning 

stronger growth in vertical direction) and contact angle 𝜃 (meaning the body of 

bulge wider than the root of the bulge) (see Figure 4.12c and d). Without the 

model, this detailed description of process change can not be fulfilled and one 

can only obtain limited information by cutting cross sections through multiple 

material preparation procedures. This proposed model is superior to the one 

based on energy balance approach using regression analysis [170]. 

 

Figure 4.12 Profile at different defocus distance: (a) full profile of bulge and melt 

pool, (b) depth of melt pool, (c) vertical position of bulge centre, (d) contact 

angle.  
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4.7.2 Prediction of heat flow inside cladded track 

The second application of the model is to predict the heat flow by calculating the 

temperature gradient. While the heat flow inside the material is impossible to 

detect in experiments, the proposed model is capable to provide detailed 

temperature on each cell (see Figure 4.13a and b) and heat flow direction (see 

Figure 4.13c).  

Based on the heat flow direction and isotherm density inside the region enclosed 

by the melting isotherm (see Figure 4.13b), the melting region at the top of track 

dispersed heat outwards slower than the region at the wetting corner. As a result, 

the melted track has enough time to smoothen (driven by surface tension) any 

unsteadiness (e.g. the movement of wire feeding in) of the surface before the 

wetting region solidified. With the boiling region (enclosed by boiling isotherm) 

existing, the fluid inside the region must expand and move upwards until it 

reaches the top and is restrained by surface tension. The rising up fluid must 

escape backwards (towards the cladded track) because there is more space (than 

towards the wetting corner) for the movement. This movement will bring more 

heat backwards, further delaying the solidification. 

After the thermodynamic condition is known, the thermostatics can also be 

deducted. Figure 4.13c shows the thermostatics inside the cladding zone based 
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on the calculation of the model. Obviously, it does not contain any fluid dynamics 

which will bring in the modelling complexity and time-consuming calculation. 

From the thermostatic condition, the bulge and melt pool profiles in the proposed 

model are calculated based on the average temperature in the melt liquid, any 

change of processing parameters (i.e. laser power, scanning speed and wire feed 

rate) will lead to the temperature change and reflect as the profiles change of 

bulge and melt pool. Besides, the melting isotherm marks the melt pool depth no 

matter it is shallow or deep. Traditionally, the deep melt pool is not acceptable 

because the dilution is large and the superior of the cladded surface is mitigated. 

However, the deep melt pool is able to directly repair any defects (e.g. cracks, if 

any existing) below the substrate surface.  

In summary, this diagram supports the following items: 

 The model is able to track solidification rate at each location. 

 The model is able to correlate track profile to any processing parameter. 

 The model is able to avoid the modelling complexity and time-consuming 

calculation of fluid dynamics. 

 The model is able to predict melt pool depth which can be used for repairing. 
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Figure 4.13 Calculation results of temperature field and heat flow in (a) 

isometric view, (b) slice view, and (c) cross sectional view. 
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4.7.3 Control strategy of single-track profiles with the change of scanning speed 

The final aim of the proposed model is to facilitate the WLC process by an 

automated system (e.g. manipulator/machine tool) which offers the advantage 

of varying scanning speed with high accuracy and thus, enabling easy 

implementation of control strategies. Therefore, in this part, the outcomes of 

changing scanning speed during WLC process are presented as a way forward to 

use the models for process control. This means that the shape of the bulge and 

the melt pool will be dynamically controlled by only varying the scanning speed. 

To prove this, the scanning speed is varied in a range (between 0.05m/min - 

0.2m/min) that ensures track continuity (see Figure 4.14a and b) while the laser 

power and wire feed rate are kept constant at 1.6kW and 0.6m/min respectively; 

these process parameters are expected to yield stable process outputs (e.g. 

continuous and geometrically well-defined clads). After started, the scanning 

speed keeps constant at 0.1m/min at the first section (see y1-y2 in Figure 4.14a) 

to ensure cladding process under a relatively steady heat balance. Subsequently, 

the scanning speed decreases to 0.05m/min (see y2-y3 in Figure 4.14a) and then 

increases to 0.2m/min till the end (see y3-y5 in Figure 4.14a). 

Under the continuous change of scanning speed, the cladding affected area is 

changing also continuously and smoothly in accordance with the dependencies 

highlighted by the previously presented models. Figure 4.14a shows that in 

general the calculated bulge height and melt pool depth are close to the 

experimental ones when the scanning speed is changed, where the maximum 

relative error is 30% at the bulge (see y2-y3 in Figure 4.14a). Both the calculated 
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and experimental results indicate the same tendency, i.e. when the scanning 

speed changes linearly, the bulge height follows the tendency of cross section 

area in Equation (4.17).  

 

Figure 4.14 Control strategy of varied scanning speed, (a) bulge height in 

longitudinal direction obtained under CMM and melt pool depth in longitudinal 
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direction obtained by measuring cross sections, (b) cladding sample and (c) bulge 

and melt pool profiles at different cross sections under varied scanning speed. 

The melt pool depth does not strictly follow the variation of scanning speed. This 

is caused by two aspects: i) On one hand, it takes time for a cross section to 

reach heat balance under one specific scanning speed. When the scanning speed 

changes continuously, the melt pool does not have time to reach the expected 

depth; ii) On the other hand, the variation of scanning speed leads to the material 

volume change in the same time. For example, when scanning speed decreases, 

the heat fluence increases. Yet in the same time, the bulge size increases, and 

the extra heat fluence is distributed by the extra material. As a result, the 

variation of melt pool depth does not have an obvious variation tendency. 

Up to now, no generation varying clad surfaces by continuously altering the 

scanning speed has been reported. However, based on the proposed models this 

is now possible. Figure 4.14c shows that in general the calculated cross-section 

profiles (from B-B to G-G) are close to the experimental ones when the scanning 

speed is changed continuously, where the maximum relative error is 30% at the 

bulge (see Figure 4.14c C-C). If the proposed model is used to predict the 

temperature (see diagrams in Figure 4.14c), the bulge and the melt pool at any 

scanning speed continuously, it is likely there is some discontinuity when 

changing the scanning speed. While the model calculates all the bulges and melt 

pools continuously, although the movement of laser is continuous, the 

phenomenon occurring at one scanning speed is very likely affected by another 
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one (i.e. the steady-state conditions are not reached). For example, the abnormal 

section (see Figure 4.14c C-C) occurs probably because the scanning speed 

changes too fast which causes the mass of current section is pulled by the 

previous section due to surface tension. This phenomenon occurs when scanning 

speed change (either increase or decrease) above a certain rate that is dependent 

on the material properties and flux of input energy. The determinant factor is the 

change rate; less is the change rate, lower error occurs. To generate precise clad 

surface, the change rate of scanning speed needs to be considered, and in the 

present conditions, it should not be bigger than the rate at section y3-y4 because 

surface tension is happening. These observations are based on the proposed 

models (firstly employed to generate clads at constant parameters) but they 

enable making informed judgements on the sensitivity of the models when 

conducting the WLC in a dynamic mode (i.e. varying scanning speed). 

The model, developed from principle, deduction, to validation, is complete in 

explanation. To conclude the process, the model is transformed into the GUI with 

input parameters and output results on the control panel to simulate the industrial 

application (see Figure 4.15). The necessary inputs should be only processing 

parameters, e.g. laser power, scanning speed, and wire feed rate, for the user 

convenience. Laser configuration and material type that contain a set of 

properties are imported while they can also be selected after storage in database 

(see Figure 4.16). Output results show the temperature field and geometrical 

profile in different views, giving operators the chance to evaluate the cladding 
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process and adjust the input parameters. This simplistic version of GUI 

demonstrates the purpose of the model while it can be further designed based on 

requirement. 

 

Figure 4.15 GUI control panel with built in model. 
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Figure 4.16 GUI of laser and material. 
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4.8 Summary 

In this chapter, an analytical modelling approach is proposed for predicting the 

shape of the cladding affected area, i.e. deposited bulge and melt pool) in wire 

laser cladding (WLC). Firstly, the temperature field is constructed based on the 

laser intensity distribution. Then, the temperature-dependent interfacial tension 

is used to form the profile of bulge and melt pool. Finally, the direct relation 

between input processing parameters and output profiles of bulge and melt pool 

is built in the model. The model, validated at the geometrical and the physical 

aspects, distinguishes itself through the following key findings: 

 The profiles of the bulge and the melt pool are calculated analytically with the 

proposed model under various processing parameters. As a result, the errors 

are 20% in average including bulges and melt pools. Moreover, predictions in 

high laser power, high scanning speed and low wire feed rate exhibit high 

accuracy (with maximum error as low as 14% at the bulge). 

 The model reveals the underlying physics on track profile and correlates the 

thermal and geometrical parameters in the cladding process, giving the 

opportunity to analyse and understand the effect of varying processing 

parameters. As a result, it enables the engineers in industry to identify the 

window of processing parameters rather than to adopt a trial-and-error 

approach [171]. 

 The model avoids the calculation of fluid dynamics during cladding process and 

provides fast prediction of the cladding geometry. As a result, the model 

provides the tool for the efficient control of process when implemented on 

modern CNC manufacturing cells.  
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 By predicting the shape pool, the proposed model could turn a traditional 

approach that this is undesirable process outcome into, potentially, useful 

outcome. This refers to the possibility that a known shape of the melt pool 

could be useful when cracks under substrate surface existed prior the cladding 

process and, thus, these could be repaired.  

In conclusion, the proposed model has been proven capable of predicting at an 

acceptable level of accuracy the temperature-dependent shape of the cladding 

affected area through the inclusion of capillary effect in the form of an interfacial 

tension function. Further, it is expected to provide the basis for overlap laser 

cladding modelling in the parts repairing and complex components additive 

manufacturing. 
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Chapter 5 Modelling of overlap wire-fed laser 

cladding on horizonal surface 

5.1 Introduction 

The modelling approach of WLC is presented in the previous chapter. It is proven 

applicable on the profile prediction of single track on horizontal surface. However, 

single track is usually limited in application, which brings the necessity of overlap 

cladding with multiple tracks. Stable overlap structure includes a layer (with 

tracks side by side) and a pad (with layer on layer).  

The structure brings complexities on the model in terms of geometry, 

temperature, and metallurgy. Material remelting and bonding behaviour are 

involved in the integrity of cladding layer. The operating window of the track 

spacing was considered to avoid a lack of bonding between the tracks and 

substrate surface as well as protrusions between two tracks [76]. To study the 

overlap ratio, a recursive model was developed for predicting the profile of the 

coating layer formed via track overlap [172]. An ideal overlapping model was 

proposed based on which the optimal processing parameters were obtained and 

proved by the orthogonal experiments with 316 stainless steel powder [173]. A 

multi-bead tangent overlapping model was proposed with the concept of the 

critical valley for the stable overlapping process based on wire and arc additive 

manufacturing observations [174]. A geometrical model of the optimal overlap 

ratio was derived based on which reduced surface fluctuation in multi-track 
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claddings was obtained [175]. The thermal accumulation effect through the layers 

in multi-layer deposition led to a discrepancy between the height increment and 

the growth rate [50]. To study this height discrepancy, a model of multi-layer 

powder-fed laser cladding was developed based on which the process 

heating/cooling rates, and 3D clad geometry can be efficiently predicted [176]. 

Strategies were also proposed for the deposition quality control. The deficiency 

in the layer height was compensated by adjusting the wire feed rate on the next 

deposition layer [177] while cooling rates were increased on Ti-6Al-4V wire 

cladding buildups by increasing scanning speed [178]. 

The structure of this chapter is: (i) the full overlap shape of the material 

deposition on horizontal surface is analytically modelled, (ii) validation by 

experiments for various process parameters followed by the appropriate 

measurements under optical microscope of the cross sections cutups, (iii) further 

discussions about the model, e.g. useful information from the model compared 

with microstructure observations, and (iv) application cases with the model based 

on the encountered situations in repair. 

5.2 Process background 

In WLC process, a laser beam radiates on a feeding wire and static substrate 

while the laser beam and the wire move along the cladding direction (see Figure 

5.1a). The wire material absorbs the energy, melts, and forms a track of 

deposited material on the substrate. When cladding the 𝑖th layer, the subsequent 
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𝑗th tracks are cladded aside with the previous tracks with overlapping areas. Thus, 

the following aspects should be considered in the modelling:  

 The remelting and bonding between horizonal overlap tracks. The subsequent 

track brings heat to the previous track by conduction through overlap area. 

The remelting of material raises the problems including material deposition 

location of subsequent track, metallurgy, and mechanical properties [179]. 

The bonding at the overlap area raises the problem of layer integrity [180]. 

These problems are expected to be predicted in the model. 

 The valid thickness measured at the valleys of horizontal cladded layer. On 

horizontal surface, the overlap ratio between tracks significantly affects the 

surface flatness of a layer [181, 182]. When overlap ratio is low, the distance 

between peak and valley is obvious which impairs the flatness. When overlap 

ratio is high, the bulge height accumulates which leads to a variant thickness 

of layer. 

 The real-time, theoretically predictable layer thickness control. For industrial 

application, the adaptive, time-variant layer thickness control will not depend 

on the feedback from on-site monitoring [183] which is an additional system 

that is not incorporated into the cladding system. Thus, the theoretically 

predictable layer thickness will release the burden of adding monitoring 

system. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematics of WLC process: overlap on horizontal surface. 

5.3 Model description 

5.3.1 Modelling principle 

The proposed model, in general, is based on the discretization of the full 3d 

computation domain into cubic unit cells. The computation domain (see Figure 

5.2a) includes the substrate part and the deposition zone with dimensions. For 

modelling, the computation domain is sliced into pieces (see Figure 5.2b). The 

model inherits the single-track model that is in a circle shape governed by 

interfacial tension (see Figure 5.2c). The subsequent tracks will also be circle 

shapes that contain the overlap area. 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic of tracks overlap modelling:(a) computation domain, (b) 

slices of the computation domain, and (c) the parameters in the modelling steps. 

5.3.2 Calculation of temperature field in the tracks and substrate 

The temperature field is calculated to estimate the shapes of the bulge and melt 

pool. To obtain the full temperature field in the WLC, the calculation domain is 

divided into cubic cells with the edge length ∆𝑑. Each cell position is defined as 

(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) in the coordinate system (see Figure 5.2c) and has a varied temperature 
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owing to both the laser heating and the heat transfer. The detailed modeling 

process is presented in Chapter 4. 

5.3.3 Calculation of bulges profile on horizontal surface 

Based on the observations of trial of two horizontal bulges overlap, the as-clad 

bulge and newly cladded bulge are both in circle shapes. Therefore, we can 

assume the newly cladded bulge evolves from the as-clad bulge into a bigger 

bulge with the centre line aligned with its own position (see Figure 5.2a), written 

as 

 
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑡)2 + (𝑧 − ℎ′ +

ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
)

2

= (
ℎ

1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
)

2

. (5.1) 

where 𝑥𝑡  is the horizontal position, ℎ′  is the vertical position, 𝜃  is the bulge 

contact angle and ℎ the bulge height.  

The bulge height ℎ is deduced by geometrical relation with cross section area of 

an arc written as 

 

ℎ = √
𝑆(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃)2

𝜃 −
1
2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃

.  (5.2) 

To calculate the area of the evolved bulge, we first assume the contact angle 𝜃 is 

constant. The newly added area is calculated by iteration until it equals to the 

mass input 

𝑆 − 𝑆(𝑖,𝑗)∩(𝑖−1,𝑗−1) − 𝑆(𝑖,𝑗)∩(𝑖−1,𝑗) − 𝑆(𝑖,𝑗)∩(𝑖−1,𝑗+1) − 𝑆(𝑖,𝑗)∩(𝑖,𝑗−1) =
𝜋𝑅𝑤

2 𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑠
, (5.3) 
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where 𝑣𝑠 is the scanning speed, 𝑣𝑓 is the wire feed rate and 𝑅𝑤 is the radius of 

wire. 

The horizontal position of the current bulge 𝑥𝑡 in Equation (5.1) is calculated from 

overlap rates and widths by 

 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝑠 + 𝑤(𝑗 − 1)(1 − 𝜂), (5.4) 

where 𝑤 is the width of first bulge at the first layer, 𝑗 denotes the 𝑗th bulge of the 

layer, 𝜂 is the overlap ratio, and 𝑥𝑠 is the stagger distance starting from second 

layer written as 

 𝑥𝑠 = 𝑤𝛿(𝑖 − 1)(1 − 𝜂), (5.5) 

where 𝛿 is the stagger ratio and 𝑖 denotes the 𝑖th layer. 

The vertical distance ℎ′ in Equation (5.1) is the platform which is calculated by 

iteration from initial 𝑧𝑡 to steady ℎ𝑖,𝑗
′  (see Figure 5.3), written as 

 
ℎ′ = {

𝑧𝑡   ,   𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

ℎ𝑖,𝑗
′   ,   𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦

. (5.6) 

Figure 5.3 shows the track evolution that includes initial material drop, remelt 

and combination with the as-clad tracks. The final profile is the calculated result 

that rests on its calculated platform. There are occasions with predictable 

behaviours: (i) at the first layer and (ii) at the second layer, as follows. 

(i) At the first layer (see Figure 5.3a), the melted track only interacts with the 

previous track and the platform is on the substrate surface.  

(ii) At the second layer and when the first track is laid close to the edge (see 

Figure 5.3b), the melted track remelts the entire lower track and the platform is 
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still on the substrate surface. When the second track is laid (see Figure 5.3c), the 

melted track remelts the adjacent tracks and the platform is on the lower layer 

with the rest point that depends on the material balance. 

When the first track is laid far enough away the edge (see Figure 5.3d), the 

melted track remelts the adjacent tracks and the platform is on the lower layer 

with the rest point that depends on the material balance. When the second track 

is laid (see Figure 5.3e), the melted track rests on the lower layer with the point 

that depends on the material balance.  

Please note that the principle shown in Figure 5.3 is based on the determination 

of the one side that rests on a lower point than the other side. It covers the 

occasion that the track is laid at the edge of the lower layer, or other occasions 

such as the to-be-clad layers are inside a cavity, i.e. the groove after material 

being machined, in which the track at the edge leans on the cavity wall. 

Profile sections that overlap with the as-clad profile are imaginary, bulge and melt 

pool, as assumed in the model which do not necessarily represent the actual 

melting line. It is still justified by the reasons that the outline of the as-clad layers 

fulfils the filler material needs as can be predicted by the model and the interior 

material enclosed by the outline merges as an entity. 

The contact angle of each track is assumed not dependant on the curve surface 

based on the fact that the melted platform is horizontal and flat. The contact 

angle, therefore, can be assumed as the usual concept of intrinsic angle [184] 

that is correspond to gravitational horizontal plane regardless of the solid 

geography [185, 186]. 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic of platform height evolution: (a) platform of the first layer 

on the substrate, (b) platform of the first track when stagger ratio is low, (c) 

platform of the subsequent tracks when stagger ratio is low, (d) platform of the 

first track when stagger ratio is high, and (e) platform of the subsequent tracks 

when stagger ratio is high. 
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5.3.4 Calculation of melt pools profile below horizontal surface 

The calculation method of melt pools profile is the same as described in Chapter 

4, which is modelled analytically as [159] 

 𝑑𝜑

𝑑𝑠
=

𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑚(𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧)

𝛾𝑠𝑙
−

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑

𝑥
+

2

𝑅0
, (5.7) 

 𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑, (5.8) 

 𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑, (5.9) 

 𝜑(0) = 0, 𝑥(0) = 𝑥𝑡, 𝑧(0) = 𝑧𝑚, (5.10) 

where the only difference is the starting point 𝑥(0) = 𝑥𝑡. 

Please note that there is an assumption, that the melt pool profile coincides with 

the bulge profile at the calculated platform while they usually do not coincide at 

the platform because the bulge profile usually does not extend to the platform. 

In this research, it is assumed acceptable because the melt pool profile is still 

inside the predicted deposition layer profiles while the outer boundary profile is 

the main focus.  

5.3.5 Flowchart of modelling 

The work fulfils the calculation loops from track, layer to pad under the input of 

processing parameters with the geometrical horizontal overlap profiles output 

(see Figure 5.4). The mathematical model is realized by putting codes on the 

MATLAB calculation platform. 
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Figure 5.4 Flowchart of theoretical modelling from inputting processing 

parameters to outputting horizontal overlap profiles. 

5.4 Experimental setup 

To validate the proposed model that predicts cladding affected area, a set of 

experiments were performed.  

The employed parameters for cladding experiments (see Table 5.1) were based 

on single-variable principle as it enabled robust evaluation of the model in relation 
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to the described physics of the process (described in Section 5.3). To obtain 

steady smooth tracks and sufficient bonding, laser power was set 1.6kW, 

scanning speed 0.1m/min and wire feed rate 0.6m/min at the fed in angle of 45 

degrees. Under the same processing parameters, three trials were arranged. Trial 

1 was designed to explore the two bulges overlap behaviours at overlap ratios of 

10%, 30%, 50%, 70% (set up as Figure 5.5b). Trial 2 was designed to explore 

the layer effect at overlap ratios of 10% and 50% (set up as Figure 5.5c). Trial 3 

was designed to explore the layers effect at overlap ratio of 10% and stagger 

ratios of 0%, 25%, 50%, and 75% (set up as Figure 5.5d, with the distance of 

25mm at the second layer from the threshold to avoid the stagnation). Each track 

was cladded 70mm in length to ensure reaching stable thermal status and for the 

statistical sampling for analysis. 𝑁2 protection gas kept feeding onto the cladding 

surface steadily. Two neighboring tracks had a time interval of 30 min so that 

heat effect on the next track can be reduced.  

Table 5.1 Parameters for WLC experiments of overlap on horizontal surface 

 Aims Parameters Values 

Trial 1 Two overlap bulges Overlap ratio 10%, 30%, 50%, 70% 

Trial 2 One layer Overlap ratio 10%, 50% 

Trial 3 Two layers 

Overlap ratio 10% 

Stagger ratio 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% 
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Figure 5.5 Illustration of experiment: (a) laser manufacturing centre and (b) two-

tracks cladding setup for Trial 1, (c) one-layer cladding setup for Trial 2, and (d) 

two-layers cladding setup for Trial 3. 
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5.5 Model validation 

The new estimation method of the geometrical profile is introduced first. The 

sections are divided into: (i) error estimation, (ii) two bulges overlap, (iii) one 

layer on horizontal surface, and (iv) two layers on horizontal surface. 

5.5.1 Error estimation 

A new method of error estimation is firstly proposed (see Figure 5.6). The 

estimation for one track requires the error at the sampling points on the profile, 

while it is not highly necessary and operable on the multiple tracks overlap profile. 

The profiles that come from the multiple cross sections of experiment are put 

together and only one of the cross sections is considered the valid experiment 

area. The profile that comes from the calculation are align with the experiment 

at the original point. Therefore, the error can be estimated according to the ratio 

of discrepancy area (the unit of experiment and calculation minus the intersection 

of the experiment and calculation) to experiment area, written as 

 
𝜖 =

𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∪ 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑝 ∩ 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙

𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑝
, (5.11) 

where 𝑆𝑒𝑥𝑝 is the set of elements inside experiment profile and 𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙 is the set of 

elements inside calculation profile. 
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Figure 5.6 Schematic of error estimation according to the ratio of discrepancy 

area to experiment area. 

5.5.2 Two bulges overlap on horizontal surface 

Figure 5.7 shows that, in general, the calculated full track profiles on horizontal 

surface is close to the experimental ones when the overlap ratio is changed, 

where the maximum relative error is 21.3%. 

The first issue is to verify whether the second bulge still stays at the position align 

with the laser, e.g. its cladding position. The laser positions are marked on the 

figure (3.42mm at 10%, 2.66mm at 30%, 1.9mm at 50%, and 1.14mm at 70%) 

which are measured and input on the laser automation system. The laser position 

is held in the accuracy of 0.001mm. Judged by the position of melt pool apex, we 

can determine that the centre of track is aligned with laser. 
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Figure 5.7 Observations of two horizontal bulges overlap at ratios of (a)10%, 

(b)30%, (c)50%, and (d)70% at constant ( 𝑃 =1.6kW, 𝑣𝑠 =0.1m/min and 

𝑣𝑓=0.6m/min).  

While the first bulge is in a circle shape, the second bulge also remains a circle 

shape bigger than the previous one. It validates the assumption of mimicking 

circles for each bulge which is the basis of the model. The model is also able to 

predict the contact angle of the bulges.  

This result vividly shows the evolution of overlap. As overlap ratio increases, the 

second bulge is approaching, climbing on the first bulge, and trying to melt partial 

material of the first bulge. There are rare chances that gaps occur between two 

bulges because the cladding wire is pointed at the substrate surface where melt 

material starts accumulations. It is not like the occasion of the drop-on-demand 
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metal droplet printing where melt droplet drops on the previous drop but solidifies 

instantly without filling the gaps [187, 188]. Therefore, the laser cladding is a 

superior method that can avoid gaps as long as overlap ratio is properly chosen 

(better above 10%).  

The next step is to validate the model capability of predicting a horizontally 

cladded layer.  

5.5.3 One layer on horizontal surface 

Figure 5.8 shows that, in general, the calculated full track profiles on horizontal 

surface is close to the experimental ones when the overlap ratio is changed, 

where the maximum relative error is 20.9%.  

The height of each track in overlap ratio of 10% does not deviate a lot. Each 

bulge is the mimic of the first bulge with around the same size. It is the 

convenient case when the layer thickness requires strict control. If the model 

prediction is accurate, the valid height at the valleys between bulges can also be 

predicted accurately. The machining afterwards can be conducted to remove the 

caps above the valid height. In the mechanical properties point of view, the 

bonding force at the overlap region at cladding layer of overlap ratio 10% should 

be tested before it can be relied on. If there is more than one layer, the valley 

between each track in a lower overlap ratio contributes to the balance of the 

upper layer and the bonding force problem will be improved. The melt pool depth 

in the experiment remains the relative same level while in the calculation it keeps 

increasing although the cooling time has been considered in the model.  
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The height of each track in overlap ratio of 50% keeps increasing. If the caps 

above the valleys are removed horizontally, much of the material is wasted. The 

overlap ratio should be kept less to ensure valid height and no gaps at the same 

time. The high overlap ratio can also be utilized to obtain the inclined feature 

when slicing horizontal to the valleys. If the model accuracy is ensured, the valley 

height can be accurately predicted, thus the accurate inclined slope. It should be 

noted that the height will gradually reach balance as track number increases. 

Since the layer height at overlap ratio of 10% is steady, it is selected to stack 

another on top of the first layer at the next step. 

 

Figure 5.8 Cross sections of the cladding affected area for varying overlap ratio: 

(a) 10% and (b) 50% at constant (𝑃=1.6kW, 𝑣𝑠=0.1m/min and 𝑣𝑓=0.6m/min). 

5.5.4 Two layers on horizontal surface 

Figure 5.9 shows that in general the calculated full tracks profile is close to the 

experimental ones when the stagger ratio is changed, where the maximum 
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relative error is 16.8% at the stagger ratio of 25%. The error mainly comes from 

the first track of the second layer when the remelting condition at the first layer 

is predicted inaccurately. Pores were also observed due to bubbles [189]. 

The selection of stagger ratio depends on the repair requirement. The collapse of 

the first track at the second layer due to the remelting leads to the delay of 

gaining average height of the second layer. The decrease valid height at the 

beginning edge of the layer may be avoided by increasing the stagger ratio or 

shifting the position forwards away from the high strength requirement zone 

when low stagger ratio is selected. The model is responsible for predicting both 

of the occasions. Other than increasing stagger ratio, the track collapsing can 

also be eliminated by reducing material input [190]. 

The melt pool profiles above the first layer may not be required in the geometrical 

predictions but are still presented in the results. It is only required in the 

metallurgical prediction of microstructure that goes through different stages of 

remelting and solidification, and in the mechanical properties prediction of 

overlap region that generates internal forces at the interface. These topics are 

not the focus of this thesis but are listed as one of the items at the chapter of 

future works.  

After investigating the beginning edge of the cladded layer closely, the layers that 

reach flat are investigated next since the flat layers are actually needed in the 

application. 
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Figure 5.9 Cross sections of the cladding affected area at the beginning edge for 

varying stagger ratio: (a) 0%, (b) 25%, (c) 50%, and (d) 75% at constant 

(𝑃=1.6kW, 𝑣𝑠=0.1m/min, 𝑣𝑓=0.6m/min and overlap ratio 10%). 
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Figure 5.10 shows that in general the calculated full tracks profile is close to the 

experimental ones when the stagger ratio is changed, where the maximum 

relative error is 18.5% at the first layer.  

At the second layer, there is a preparation range at the beginning where bulges 

climb up until they reach steady height. As stagger ratio increases, this 

preparation range decreases. Although the first layer with overlap ratio of 10% 

seems flat, the second layer still shows obvious climbing characteristics. It is one 

guess that the new cladded bulge melts the previous bulge partially and absorbs 

the extra material. It can be observed that the extra material may not come from 

the previous bulge at the same layer because there is some lack of fusion between 

two horizontal bulges. Then the extra material should come from the previous 

layer. Therefore, the stagger ratio is chosen from 50% to 75% where the 

preparation range is short. 

Another problem is that the number of tracks in one layer decreases one as layer 

level increases. Eventually, only the trapezoid pad, or even the triangle pad, is 

obtained. It has the limitation on the geometry although it is not a problem in V- 

or U-grooves filling [191]. One solution is to make complementary track on the 

sunken track. It requires the model to predict the sunken ratio accurately. Based 

on the observation, the complementary solution is better conducted at overlap 

ratio of 50% because the complementary track will fill the sunken height and 

stagger width at the beginning and end tracks. Possible additional adjustment 

may be conducted from one of the processing parameters, e.g. laser power, 

scanning speed, and wire feed rate. Laser power determines the sunken ratio. 
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Scanning speed and wire feed rate determine the complementary width and 

height.  

 

Figure 5.10 Cross sections of the cladding affected area for varying stagger ratio: 

(a) 25%, (b) 50%, and (c) 75% at constant ( 𝑃 =1.6kW, 𝑣𝑠 =0.1m/min, 

𝑣𝑓=0.6m/min and overlap ratio 10%). 

5.6 Further discussions based on the model 

Metallurgical observations around the two bulges overlap are discussed based on 

the model (see Figure 5.11a).  
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Figure 5.11 The metallurgy inside the core of two tracks: (a) picture under optical 

microscope with 8X, (b) upper overlap corner picture under SEM with 300X, (c) 

contact corner picture under SEM with 300X, (d) bottom overlap corner picture 

under SEM with 300X, and (e) interior picture under SEM with 1.8kX. 

The overall microstructure distribution of two bulges overlap trace is revealed 

where the second bulge penetrates into the substrate and intrudes into the first 

bulge at the same time (see Figure 5.11a). There is no obvious divide line of 

microstructure, meaning no abrupt temperature variation (see Figure 5.11b). It 

indicates that there is enough time for the bulge to form shape under the control 

of surface tension. It meets the assumption of the model that the second will 

mimic the circle shape. Dendritic grains are distributed at the temperature 

gradient direction normal to the melt pool-substrate boundary (see Figure 5.11c). 

It should be noted that the temperature gradient is the sign of rapid solidification 
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at the contact corner which lock the contact angle at a rapid speed once the laser 

moves past the present cross section. Dendritic grains distribute at the 

temperature gradient direction normal to the melt pool-substrate boundary (see 

Figure 5.11d). It profoundly changes the grain direction of the first track melt 

pool. The behaviour brings out the necessity of predicting the melt pool profile 

for the mechanical behaviour model. Grains at the core of bulge point at the 

direction of feeding, e.g. normal into screen (see Figure 5.11e). If the mechanical 

behaviour model is to be developed, the direction of this grain is another 

significant factor to be considered. It should determine the force direction and 

the breakage behaviour, i.e. the fatigue crack path development or the force 

distribution when the track being pulled up.  

5.7 Model application cases  

5.7.1 Control strategy of temperature on tracks and substrate 

The first application of the model is to control the temperature on the tracks and 

substrate. The analytical model provides the transient temperature calculations 

of overlap WLC on horizontal surface (see Figure 5.12). The heat focuses on the 

laser leading area while the periphery extends to the neighbouring tracks. The 

extension of heat periphery leads to the partial remelting of the previous one or 

two tracks. The base temperature is also increasing (colour is more and more 

bright) as the tracks are subsequently laid out on the surface. The interval time 

between two tracks is the factor to set so that the periodic base temperature can 

be maneuvered, lower or higher than a value, as the need of metallurgy after the 

periodic tempering [192, 193]. Strategies can also be made to fabricate thin-wall 
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part that was sensitive to temperature [194, 195]. Without the model, this 

detailed description of process change can not be fulfilled. 

 

Figure 5.12 Temperature field calculation results of overlap WLC on horizontal 

surface: (a) track (1,1), (b) track (1,2), (c) track (1,3), (d) track (1,4), (e) track 

(2,1), and (f) track (2,2).  
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The overall transient dimensional temperature information can be further used 

for other occasions. Therefore, the analytical model developed in this study is a 

potential part of another bigger model based on the application requirements with 

further combinations, i.e. the microstructure simulation [196, 197]. 

5.7.2  Control strategy of gear tooth rebuild 

The second application of the model is to control the gear tooth rebuild. Gear is 

the motion and torque transmission part in mechanical equipment. The 

manufacturing process of a gear involves special procedures: initializing (i.e. 

casting, forging, extrusion, and blanking), forming (i.e. milling, shaping, and 

hobbing), enhancing (i.e. heat treatment, carburization, and shot blasting), and 

finishing (i.e. formed grinding), which makes it the high value component. A gear 

ended by the failure, which includes breaking, wearing, pitting, and sticking, is 

expected to repair. To demonstrate the application of the proposed model in the 

repair process, the gear with a broken tooth is prepared to repair with the additive 

process, e.g. WLC in this case (see Figure 5.13a).  

The parameters of the gear tooth, especially the modulus, can be calculated by 

measuring the diameter of the gear and counting the tooth number (see Figure 

5.13b). The pressure angle can be measured by the protractor. The thickness is 

measured with ruler. The whole broken tooth is machined, leaving the horizontal 

flat surface. The surface is polished to Ra 1.6μm to remove contaminations (see 

Figure 5.13c). With the modulus, tooth number, and pressure angle, the profile 

of the gear tooth can be generated with gear profile tool (see Figure 5.13d). The 

model is used to calculate the bugles distribution on each layer that fill the tooth 
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profile while the material collapse at the edge is considered and the interference 

with the next tooth is avoided.  

 
Figure 5.13 The additive repair process of gear: (a) gear with one broken tooth, 

(b) measurements, (c) cladding surface preparation, (d) model calculation, (e) 

cladding process, and (f) final view of repaired gear.  
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During cladding, processing parameters include laser power 1.6kW, scanning 

speed 0.1m/min, and wire feed rate 0.6m/min which enable the smooth tracks. 

For each layer, the track at the symmetry line is cladded first, then the tracks at 

both sides are cladded. After one layer is completed, the upper layer begins (see 

Figure 5.13e). Please note that an extension section at the end of track is added 

to delay the defective ending. The completed cladding is finalized by formed 

milling to obtain the final tooth shape, with the accuracy marked by the reference 

card (see Figure 5.13f). This application case proves the capability of the model 

on the overlap behavior prediction and the suggestion of bulges distribution 

within each layer to fill the designed profile.  

The model, developed from the single track to horizontal overlap, is complete in 

explanation. The GUI transformation of model demonstrated in Chapter 4 is still 

applicable on horizontal surface cladding. In this chapter, there are additional 

parameters, e.g. layers, tracks, overlap ratio, and stagger ratio, that require 

inputs by operators on the GUI control panel (see Figure 5.14). The laser 

configuration and material type are already explained in Chapter 4. Another new 

characteristic of cladding on horizontal surface is the prejudgement of the filler 

layers to cover the designated area and thickness by determining layers, tracks, 

overlap ratio and stagger ratio. It is also helpful to judge on the melt pools at the 

bottom layer to ensure the subsurface defects are covered, based on the profile 

prediction on the repair requirements. The calculation capability of the 

workstation, or server, should be powerful enough to enable the multiple 

adjustments of input parameters until the output results reach the repair 

requirements. 
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Figure 5.14 GUI control panel with built in model. 

5.8 Summary 

In this chapter, an analytical modelling approach is proposed for predicting the 

shape of the cladding affected area, i.e. deposited overlap tracks, in wire laser 
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cladding (WLC). Firstly, the overlap profile on horizonal surface is constructed 

based on the principle that the secondary track partially melts the previous track 

and takes the material to form a larger track with the same cross section profile, 

namely an arc. The model, validated at the geometrical and the physical aspects, 

distinguishes itself through the following key findings: 

o The model successfully incorporates the remelting and bonding between 

newly-clad and as-clad tracks, especially the material deposition on the as-

clad layers. It enables the geometrical solve of profile prediction based on the 

as-clad single track complete profiles and process accumulations.  

o The profiles of the horizontal overlap cladding are calculated analytically with 

the proposed model under various overlap ratio and stagger ratio. As a result, 

the errors are in range of 10%-20%. 

o The model reveals the underlying physics on overlap track profile and 

correlates the thermal and geometrical parameters in the cladding process, 

giving the opportunity to analyse and understand the effect of varying overlap 

ratio and stagger ratio. As a result, it enables the engineers in industry to 

identify the distribution of tracks and layers on the designated area on the to-

be-repaired parts. 

In conclusion, the proposed model has been proven capable of predicting at an 

acceptable level of accuracy for the temperature-dependent shape of the overlap 

cladding on horizontal surface.  
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Chapter 6 Modelling of overlap wire-fed laser 

cladding on inclined surface 

6.1 Introduction 

The model has been through the previous chapters 4 and 5 and developed with 

the prediction capability of a layer cladded on the horizonal surface. However, 

the industry applications require more from the model, i.e. the prediction of 

cladding on the inclined surface. The need for WLC on inclined, or even non-

horizontal, surfaces is largely driven by the vast repairing market of high-valued 

parts such as molds and dies [198], aerostructures [199], and power units [200]. 

The geometrical complexity of these components are: (i) molds and dies contain 

cavity walls that are frequently the combinations of  drafts, fillets, notches, pads, 

steps, and round corners; (ii) aerostructures, i.e. turbine blade tip, contain 

aerodynamically optimized features that are frequently the combinations of 

varied profile cross sections, forward sweep, and twist; (iii) power units, i.e. 

bearing girder, contain rotational features that are frequently the combinations 

of concave and convex surfaces. The non-horizontal surfaces or features on these 

components lead to substantial unique physical phenomena in WLC on inclined 

surfaces [201] (such as downward migration owing to gravity [202-204]) in 

comparison with the one on flat surfaces. This uniqueness challenges the stable 
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formation (e.g. Marangoni convection instability [205]) of self-retained tracks and 

requires frequent manual intervention. 

The structure of this chapter is: (i) the full shape of the material deposition on 

inclined surface is analytically modelled, (ii) validation by experiments for various 

process parameters followed by the appropriate measurements, e.g. on 

coordinate measurement machine of deposition layer and under optical 

microscope of the cross sections cutups, (iii) further discussions about the model, 

e.g. useful information from the model compared with microstructure 

observations, and (iv) application cases with the model based on the encountered 

situations in repair. 

6.2 Process background 

In the WLC process, a high-intensity focused laser beam radiates on a feeding 

wire and fixed substrate, while the wire follows the laser beam moving along the 

designated direction (see Figure 6.1a). The wire material absorbs the radiative 

energy, melts and forms liquid tracks, and a marked sequence with (layer 𝑖, pass 

𝑗) of the deposited material on the substrate. The laser radiates through the liquid 

track and brings heat to the bulge and melt pool. Heat transfers, including 

conduction, convection, and radiation, are involved inside the track from the 

periphery of the bulge and melt pool to the substrate and environment.  
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Figure 6.1 Schematics of WLC process: (a) cladding on horizontal surface and 

inclined surface, (b) tensions on the interface that forms the track geometry, (c) 

cladding in the climbing-up direction, and (d) cladding in the step-down direction. 

Thus, the following aspects should be considered in the modeling:  
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 The balance between the interfacial tension and gravity is the dominant factor 

in track profile modeling (see Figure 6.1b). The profiles of the liquid bulge and 

melt pool are governed by the temperature-dependent interfacial tension. For 

horizontal surface cladding, gravity can be ignored, and each track remains an 

arc cross-section owing to the surface tension. However, for the inclined 

surface cladding, gravity intervenes in the interfacial tension and forces the 

bulge and melt pool to migrate and deform. Eventually, the heat transfer 

mechanism finishes the heat balance, when the liquid bulge and melt pool 

cease from evolving and solidify on the substrate. 

 Climbing and step-down characteristics of overlap on inclined surfaces are the 

two different conditions that need specific considerations. On climbing, the 

position of the tracks follows the rise of height, accompanied by the 

deformation and shifting of tracks (see Figure 6.1c). The climbing situation is 

in contrast to the step-down situation, where the second bulge is pushed 

downward the incline and causes the collapse of the bulge (see Figure 6.1d). 

It enables the focus on the climbing situation while exploring the step-down 

situation by mitigating the inclined angle.  

6.3 Model description 

6.3.1 Model principle 

The concept of surface tension is widely used to account for the shape of a droplet 

pending on a surface. However, it is usually not sufficient to explain the 
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interaction force between particles from a microscopic point of view and not 

strong when the condition is slightly altered, i.e., from a horizontal to an inclined 

surface (see Figure 6.2). Therefore, as a priority, the fundamental principle of 

droplet forming shape should be supported by the following theory:  

The cladding track can be viewed as a string of droplets pending on the substrate 

surface. When it is on the horizontal surface (see Figure 6.2a), the geometry of 

the track can be illustrated in the cross-section from the middle A-A and from the 

bottom B-B. When viewed from plane A-A (see Figure 6.2b), the internal 

microscopic structure of the droplet can be simplified as a system of springs that 

are actually the van der Waals force. The van der Waals force holds a constant 

distance between the two particles. The van der Waals force (tension or 

compression) between two particles should be equal so that the entire system is 

in a balanced state. Under such circumstances, the curvature should be constant. 

Otherwise, imagine that there is one particle deviated from the system, the 

unbalanced tension force must pull it back to the system and the whole system 

reaches a new balance state. Viewed from plane B-B (see Figure 6.2c), the 

internal microscopic structure of the droplet, e.g., the system of springs, holds 

the bottom curvature constant. 

When on the inclined surface (see Figure 6.2d), the geometry of the track can be 

illustrated in the cross-section from the middle C-C and from the bottom D-D. 
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When viewed from the plane C-C (see Figure 6.2e), the spring system is still the 

internal microscopic structure that holds the shape of the track, except the 

material shifts downward and exhibits two parts. As there can only be one state 

of the spring, either tension or compression, the part that is constructed by the 

compressed springs exhibits one curvature, while the other part constructed by 

the tension springs exhibits another curvature. When viewed from planes D-D 

(see Figure 6.2f), owing to the downward-shifting material, the geometry also 

exhibits two parts. The part constructed by the compressed springs is compressed 

from the circle into one ellipse, while the other part constructed by the tension 

springs is pulled from the circle into another ellipse. Please note that this spring 

system is proposed only to illustrate the balance state while spring parameters, 

e.g. elastic coefficient, are not involved in the discussions. 

Based on the above discussion, the track geometry governed by surface tension 

is strongly supported by the theory of the internal microscopic spring system. 

The spring system ascertains the constant curvature of the track at the cross-

section and bottom on the horizontal surface, the two curved parts of the track 

on the inclined surface, and the two elliptical parts of the track bottom profile on 

the inclined surface. Therefore, the modeling process can proceed based on the 

above theory. 
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Figure 6.2 The schematics of (a) the track on the horizontal surface, (b) the spring 

system inside the cross-section plane A-A, (c) the spring system inside the 

longitudinal plane B-B, (d) the track on the inclined surface, (e) the spring system 

inside the cross-section plane C-C, and (f) the spring system inside the 

longitudinal plane D-D. 
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In general, the proposed model is based on the segmentation of the full 3D 

computation domain into cubic unit cells. The computation domain (see Figure 

6.3a) includes the substrate and deposition zones with dimensions. For modeling, 

the computation domain was sliced into pieces (see Figure 6.3b). To obtain the 

3D temperature field in the WLC, the calculation domain is segmented into cubic 

cells with the edge length ∆𝑑. Each cell position is marked as (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) in the 

predefined coordinate system (see Figure 6.3c) and a transient-spacial 

temperature owing to both the laser heating and the heat transfer. 

The model begins with the calculation of laser energy absorption and heat transfer 

and determines the complete profiles of the deposited material when varying the 

inclined angles with the same processing parameters (e.g., laser power, scanning 

speed, and wire feed rate). As the tracks are cladded on the inclined surface, the 

deformation pulled by gravity is considered in the model. Therefore, the modeling 

process is divided into:  (i) the calculation of the temperature field based on 

absorptivity and heat transfer (see Section 6.3.2), (ii) the bulge profile on the 

inclined surface (see Section 6.3.3), and (iii) the melt pool profile under an 

inclined surface (see Section 6.3.4). 
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Figure 6.3 Schematics of theoretical modelling on inclined surface: (a) 

computation domain, (b) slices of computation domain, and (c) modelling 

parameters. 
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6.3.2 Calculation of temperature field in the tracks and substrate 

Our temperature field calculation is based on laser absorptivity and heat transfer. 

Heat transfer means that the heat is transferred from the periphery of bulge to 

the environment by convection and radiation, while at the periphery of melt pool, 

the heat is transferred to the substrate by conduction and eventually to the 

environment by convection and radiation. The detailed modeling and time-

dependent calculation process is the same as the one has been published in our 

previous study [206]. Here only the difference on the consideration of 

absorptivity is explained.  

The absorptivity of material 𝛽 describes the absorption of laser intensity 𝐼 by the 

material and will vary due to the evolution of the melt pool written as follows 

[207] 

where 𝜎 = 0.65 is the Fresnel reflection of stainless steel [152] under the laser 

wavelength of 1 𝜇𝑚 [67], 𝜃𝑚 is the estimated angle to measure the extension of 

the melt pool (see Figure 6.3c), and it calculates the ratio of entrapped laser 

caused by multiple reflections inside the melt pool. 

6.3.3 Calculation of bulges profile on inclined surface 

Based on the experimental observations [208, 209], the cross-sectional retention 

profile of a bulge on an inclined surface can be approximated by two sections of 

arc (see Figure 6.3c), written as  

 
𝛽 = 1 − 𝜎

𝜋
4𝜃𝑚

+1
,  (6.1) 
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 (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑎)2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑎)2 = 𝑟1
2,  (6.2) 

 (𝑥 − 𝑥𝑟)2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑟)2 = 𝑟2
2, (6.3) 

where the position (𝑥𝑎, 𝑧𝑎), (𝑥𝑟, 𝑧𝑟), and radii 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are calculated as follows:  

The positions (𝑥𝑎, 𝑧𝑎) and (𝑥𝑟, 𝑧𝑟) are at the global coordinate and are transferred 

from the relative coordinates for deduction easiness, written as 

 [
𝑥𝑎 𝑧𝑎 1
𝑥𝑟 𝑧𝑟 1

]

= [
𝑥0 𝑧0 1
𝑥0 0 1

] [
−cos 𝛼 − sin 𝛼 0
−sin 𝛼 cos 𝛼 0

(𝑟2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑟) sin 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑥 cos 𝛼 + 𝑥𝑡 𝑓(𝑥𝑡) − (𝑟2𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑟) cos 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑥 sin 𝛼 1
], 

 (6.4) 

where 𝑓(𝑥) is the function of the inclined surface, and 𝑧𝑖𝑛 is the height at the 

intersection point of the two bulges at the lower layer (see Figure 6.3c). 

The horizontal position of the current bulge, 𝑥𝑡 in Equations (6.2) and (6.3) is 

calculated from the overlap rates and widths by 

 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑤(1 − 𝜂𝑂𝑅)((𝑗 − 1) + 𝜂𝑆𝑅(𝑖 − 1)), (6.5) 

where 𝑤 is the width of the first bulge in the first layer, 𝜂𝑂𝑅 is the overlap ratio, 

and 𝜂𝑆𝑅 is the stagger ratio, 𝑖 denotes the 𝑖th layer, and 𝑗 denotes the 𝑗th bulge 

of the layer. 

The horizontal position 𝑥0  is calculated based on the drop height reaching a 

maximum, which is deduced as follows: 

 
𝑥0 =

−𝑐3 + √𝑐3
2 − 2𝑐1𝑐2

𝑐1
, (6.6) 
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𝑐1 =

(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑎)𝑔𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

𝛾
, (6.7) 

 
𝑐2 =

1

2
(sin 𝜃𝑎 − sin 𝜃𝑟 −

(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑎)𝑔𝐿𝑏
2 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼

𝛾
), (6.8) 

 
𝑐3 =

sin 𝜃𝑎 + sin 𝜃𝑟

2𝐿𝑏
, (6.9) 

where 𝜃𝑎 and 𝜃𝑟 are the advancing and receding angles, respectively, 𝜌𝑙 and 𝜌𝑎 

are the densities of the metal liquid and air, 𝛾 is the surface tension, 𝑔 is the 

gravity acceleration, 𝛼  is the inclined angle, and 𝐿𝑏  is the half-length of the 

retention drop. 

The vertical position 𝑧0  is calculated based on two circles having a common 

tangent at the maximum value of the 𝑧-coordinate, which is deduced as follows: 

 
𝑧0 =

𝐿2

sin 𝜃𝑟
−

𝐿1

sin 𝜃𝑎
, (6.10) 

 
𝐿1 =

2𝐿𝑏𝐿𝑓

1 + 𝐿𝑓
, (6.11) 

 
𝐿2 =

2𝐿𝑏

1 + 𝐿𝑓
, (6.12) 

 
𝐿𝑓 =

sin 𝜃𝑎 (1 − cos 𝜃𝑟)

sin 𝜃𝑟 (1 − cos 𝜃𝑎)
. (6.13) 

The radius 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are calculated as 

 
𝑟1 =

𝐿𝑏 − 𝑥0

sin 𝜃𝑎
, (6.14) 

 
𝑟2 =

𝐿𝑏 + 𝑥0

sin 𝜃𝑟
. (6.15) 
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The above position (𝑥0, 𝑧0) and radii 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are related to the corresponding 

advancing and receding angles 𝜃𝑎  and 𝜃𝑟 . The advancing angle 𝜃𝑎  can be 

calculated based on the intrinsic angle 𝜃 [184], written as follows: 

 𝜃𝑎 = 𝜃 − 𝛼. (6.16) 

The receding angle 𝜃𝑟  can be calculated based on the force balance [210] 

between gravity in x component 𝐹𝑔𝑥 [211] and surface tension 𝛾 (see Figure 6.4), 

written as 

 
𝜃𝑟 = cos−1 (

𝐹𝑔𝑥

𝛾𝑙
+ cos 𝜃𝑎), (6.17) 

 
𝐹𝑔𝑥 =

𝜋𝑅𝑤
2 𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑠
𝑙(𝜌𝑙 − 𝜌𝑔)𝑔 sin 𝛼, (6.18) 

where 
𝜋𝑅𝑤

2 𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑠
 denotes the area calculated from the wire material addition, and the 

half-length of the retention drop 𝐿𝑏 is limited by the cross-sectional area, which 

can be deduced based on the geometrical relation as an implicit function of the 

advancing and receding angles 𝜃𝑎 and 𝜃𝑟, written as 

(𝐿𝑏 − 𝑥0)2 (
𝜃𝑎 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑎

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑎
) + (𝐿𝑏 + 𝑥0)2 (

𝜃𝑟 − 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑟

𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜃𝑟
) = 2 (

𝜋𝑅𝑤
2 𝑣𝑓

𝑣𝑠
+ 𝑆𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝). 

(6.19) 

where 𝑆𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝 is the overlap area with the previous bulge calculated by a grid. 

The above discussions are with regard to the profile geometry, yet the position 

of the profile has shifted down the inclined surface (see Figure 6.4). As the drop 

profile from the normal top view can be fitted by a circle at the drop front and an 

ellipse at the drop tail, as explained in Section 6.3.1 [208], the shifted distance 

𝑑𝑥 can be calculated by subtracting the ellipse focus 𝑐 by the transition position 
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𝑥0. The ellipse focus 𝑐, by definition, is calculated by multiplying the eccentricity 

𝑒 (regarded as 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼) of the ellipse with the semi-major axis 𝐿2, written as 

 𝑑𝑥 = 𝐿2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛼 − 𝑥0. (6.20) 

 

Figure 6.4 Schematic of forces on the droplet on inclined surface and the 

determination of shifted distance. 

6.3.4 Calculation of melt pools profile below inclined surface 

As the material of the bulge shifted downward from the inclined surface, the 

profile of the melt pool had to be adapted to the bulge profile. Based on the 

experimental observations, the melt pool profiles are different as the inclined 

angle varies and can be modeled based on the extension of the melt pool: (i) 

penetration mode and (ii) conduction mode.  
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(i) Penetration mode 

The melt pool learns the behavior of the pendant droplet on an inclined surface. 

Simultaneously, based on the experimental observations of the melt pool profile, 

the bottom of the melt pool aligns with the laser location. The melt pool profile is 

separated into two sections, i.e., the advancing and receding sides, because there 

are different calculation methods for them, although the principle is based on the 

same interfacial tension of the pendant droplet.  

For the advancing side, the melt pool boundary profile is modeled by the 

traditional pendant droplet with analytical solution 𝑧 = 𝑓(𝑥)  of the interfacial 

tension [159] connecting the points (𝑥𝑡, 𝑧𝑚) and (𝑥𝑏𝑎, 𝑧𝑏𝑎), written as 

 𝑑𝜑

𝑑𝑠
=

𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑚(𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧)

𝛾𝑠𝑙
−

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑

𝑥
+

2

𝑅0
, (6.21) 

 𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑, (6.22) 

 𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑, (6.23) 

 𝑅0 = 𝛿𝑎(𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥𝑏𝑎) (6.24) 

 𝜑(0) = 0, 𝑥(0) = x𝑡 , 𝑧(0) = 𝑧𝑚, (6.25) 

where 𝑧𝑚 is the lowest point of the melt pool obtained from the temperature field, 

and coefficient 𝑐𝑚  is the modification factor that ensures that the curve 

constructed by Equations (6.21)-(6.25) aligns with the curve of the bulge, 𝛾𝑠𝑙 is 

the interfacial tension, and 𝑅0 is the curvature radius at the bottom of the melt 

pool.  
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For the receding side, the melt pool boundary profile is modeled by the traditional 

pendant droplet with analytical solution 𝑧 = 𝑓(𝑥)  of the interfacial tension, 

hanging below the middle point of bulge (0.5(𝑥𝑏𝑎 + 𝑥𝑏𝑟), 𝑧𝑚) and later aligning back 

to the laser location connecting the points (𝑥𝑡, 𝑧𝑚) and (𝑥𝑏𝑟 , 𝑧𝑏𝑟), written as 

 𝑑𝜑

𝑑𝑠
=

𝜌𝑔𝑐𝑚(𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧)

𝛾𝑠𝑙
−

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑

𝑥′
+

2

𝑅0
, (6.26) 

 𝑑𝑥′

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑, (6.27) 

 𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑, (6.28) 

 𝑅0 = 𝛿𝑟(𝑥𝑏𝑟 − 𝑥𝑏𝑎)/2 (6.29) 

 𝜑(0) = 0, 𝑥′(0) = 0.5(𝑥𝑏𝑎 + 𝑥𝑏𝑟), 𝑧(0) = 𝑧𝑚, (6.30) 

 
𝑥 = 𝑥′ +

𝑥𝑡 − 𝑥′(0)

(𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧𝑏𝑟)
(𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧). (6.31) 

In Equations (6.21)–(6.31), the interfacial tension 𝛾𝑠𝑙  is correlated to the 

reference temperature, e.g. the average temperature in the melt liquid [206]; 

and the coefficients 𝛿𝑎 and 𝛿𝑟 affect the melt pool profile and are related to the 

wire and substrate material type which can be determined by a calibration 

procedure (see Section 6.4). 

The melt pool profile constructed by Equations (6.21)–(6.31) is assumed as a 

liquid-fluid system due to the existence of a sticky mushy layer, another phase 

of fluid, between the melt liquid and substrate solid [158].  

Please note, 𝜌𝑔(𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧) in Equation (6.21) and (6.26) is the hydrostatic pressure 

difference from the melt pool bottom to the calculated point. As the WLC is 
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conducted on an inclined surface, the static pressure contribution to balance the 

surface tension force takes the inclined angle into consideration by the height 

difference (𝑧𝑚 − 𝑧). 

(ii) Conduction mode 

If the advancing side of the melt pool (𝑥𝑏𝑎, 𝑧𝑏𝑎) is lower than the melt pool bottom 

(𝑥𝑡, 𝑧𝑚), the melt pool wall profile is modeled by the parabola [212] with analytical 

solution 𝑧 = 𝑓(𝑥), hanging between the two retention points of bulge (𝑥𝑏𝑎, 𝑧𝑏𝑎), 

(𝑥𝑏𝑟 , 𝑧𝑏𝑟) and the melt pool bottom (𝑥𝑡, 𝑧𝑚), written as 

 

𝑧 = [𝑥2 𝑥 1] [

𝑥𝑏𝑎
2 𝑥𝑏𝑎 1

𝑥𝑏𝑟
2 𝑥𝑏𝑟 1

𝑥𝑡
2 𝑥𝑡 1

]

−1

[

𝑧𝑏𝑎

𝑧𝑏𝑟

𝑧𝑚

]. (6.32) 

In summary, the melt pool profile is obtained using Eqs. (6.21)–(6.32).  

All the related parameters in the model are concluded (see Table 6.1). Most of 

the parameters in the equations are referred to the existing research, which are 

applied in the same conditions. Only the melt pool profile coefficients 𝛿𝑎 and 𝛿𝑟 

need calibration. 

Table 6.1 Parameters in the proposed model 

Properties Values Units Applied conditions 

𝑔 9.8 𝑚/𝑠^2 near earth surface 

𝜎 0.65 [152]  
wavelength 1.070 𝜇𝑚, 

stainless steel 

𝛿𝑎 and 𝛿𝑟 see Section 6.4  calibration 

𝜌𝑙 7130 [213] 𝑘𝑔/𝑚^3 Liquid 316L 

𝜌𝑎 1.225 [214] 𝑘𝑔/𝑚^3 At sea level and 15 °𝐶 
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6.3.5 Flowchart of modelling 

A flowchart of the complete profile calculation is presented in Figure 6.5 to 

conclude the modeling steps. All above-mentioned equations were transferred 

into codes in MATLAB. 

 

Figure 6.5 Flowchart of theoretical modelling to calculate horizontal overlap and 

inclined retention profile by inputting processing parameters including laser 

power, scanning speed and wire feed rate. 
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6.4 Experimental setup 

To validate the proposed model that predicts the cladding-affected area, a set of 

experiments was performed. During cladding, the employed parameters for 

cladding experiments (see Table 6.2) were divided into the common processing 

parameters—Trial 1 for the single track on an inclined surface, and Trial 2 for the 

overlap on the inclined surface—as it enabled robust evaluation of the model in 

relation to the described physics of the process (mentioned in Section 6.3).  

Table 6.2 Track parameters for WLC experiments 

No. Aims Parameters Values 

Trial 1 Single track on inclined surface Inclined angle 10°, 30°, 45° 

Trial 2 Overlapped track on inclined surface 

Overlap ratio 10% 

Stagger ratio 50% 

Inclined angle 30° 

To obtain a steady and smooth track, the laser power was set to 1.6 kW, scanning 

speed to 0.1 m/min, and wire feed rate to 0.6 m/min at the feed in and inclined 

angle of 45°. Each track was kept 60 mm in length to ensure a stable thermal 

status and for the convenience of selecting the smooth section to cut samples for 

analysis (see Figure 6.6b). Trial 1 was set up at inclined angles of 10°, 30°, and 

45° (see Figure 6.6c to e). Trial 2 was set up at an inclined angle of 30° with an 

overlap ratio of 10% and a stage ratio of 50% (margins can be referred to Figure 

6.6b with an overlap layer filling the area). N2 protection gas was steadily fed 

onto the cladding surface. Two neighboring tracks had a time interval of 30 mins 

so that heat effect on the next track can be reduced (see Figure 6.7).  
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Figure 6.6 Illustration of experiment: (a) laser manufacturing centre, (b) cladding 

setup, (c) 10° inclined setting, (d) 30° inclined setting, and (e) 45° inclined 

setting.  

The calibration of the coefficients 𝛿𝑎 and 𝛿𝑟 (mentioned in Section 6.3.4) included 

three steps: (i) one cladding trial on an inclined substrate with 30° was performed 

firstly (the angle was enough to show incline effect while tracks were in stable 

states as Figure 6.8a); (ii) the melt pool profile was then measured and compared 

with the profiles calculated by different coefficients 𝛿𝑎 and 𝛿𝑟(see Figure 6.8b); 
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and (iii) the coefficients 𝛿𝑎 and 𝛿𝑟 were determined when the experimental and 

calculated profiles matched the most. 𝛿𝑎=0.6 and 𝛿𝑟=0.9 were determined in this 

paper (see Figure 6.8b). 

 
Figure 6.7 Temperature domain: (a) after cladding and (b) after 30 mins. 

 
Figure 6.8 The calibration of the coefficients 𝛿𝑎 and 𝛿𝑟: (a) experimental trial on 

an inclined substrate with 30° and (b) comparisons between experimental and 

calculated profiles. 
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6.5 Model validation 

The model validation includes: (i) one track on the inclined surface, and (ii) one 

layer on the inclined surface, and (iii) two layers on the inclined surface. 

6.5.1 Single track on the inclined surface 

Figure 6.9 shows that, in general, the calculated full track profile on the inclined 

surface is close to the experimental profile when the inclined angle is changed, 

where the maximum relative error is 25% at the melt pool of 45° inclined angle. 

The calculations rightly simulate the retention of one bulge in the deformation 

and shifting aspects when the inclined angle is changed. The melt material was 

deposited onto the inclined surface, while melting was always accompanied by 

material migration. The complex fluid dynamics are bypassed by focusing on the 

boundary where surface tension exists. The force acting on the interface is a 

convenient factor for determining the advancing and receding angles, and 

therefore, to determine the entire geometry of the bulge. 

The advancing angle is calculated using the inclined angle and intrinsic angle. The 

accuracy of predicting the intrinsic angle is relatively unreliable and may be a 

source of error. It is usually affected by the surface roughness of the substrate 

surface and the probable outcomes of discontinuous migration. However, it does 

not profoundly affect the geometry profile. The material shift is an internal factor 

of the boundary deformation but not an independent move of deposition. This is 
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calculated separately owing to the need for a mathematical model. The 

relationship to the inclined angle seems accurate based on the results. 

 

Figure 6.9 Cross-sections of the cladding-affected area for varying inclined angle: 

(a) exp. 10° (b) exp. 30° (c) exp. 45° (d) exp. and cal. 10° (e) exp. and cal. 30°, 

and (f) exp. and cal. 45° (𝑃 = 1.6 kW, 𝑣𝑠 = 0.1 m/min, 𝑣𝑓 = 0.6 m/min). 

The melt pool interface profile is constructed with two sections: the advancing 

side and the receding side. The near surface end of the advancing side evolves 

downward the inclined surface owing to the bulge migration at the advancing 

contact corner. This is the cause of the obvious narrowing section on the profile, 
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as can be seen in the results, and it raises the requirement for the model to 

predict it. However, migration does not affect the melt pool bottom. The near 

surface end of the receding side also follows the bulge migration at the receding 

contact corner, and there is also an obvious narrowing section on the profile, 

except for the 45° inclined angle. 

The detailed estimation of the profile error validates the model in the single-track 

aspect, while the overlap profiles are also required of the model and are 

introduced next. 

6.5.2 One layer on the inclined surface 

Figure 6.10 shows that the calculated one-layer profile on the inclined surface is 

close to the experimental one, with an error of 15.1%, mainly at the melt pool. 

The error is estimated as the ratio of the discrepancy area to the experimental 

area. Under such an estimation method, any discrepancy in the profile reflects 

the error value, thereby making it reasonable and convenient to quantify the 

accuracy of the overlap track profile.  

Please note the cap thickness is defined by a line fitted with the valley points B 

to H in Figure 6.11 based on least square method (except the ones at both ends 

A and I which are usually unstable). 

There are gaps between tracks that indicate unmelted regions, which means 

there will be discontinuous spots on the surface when the caps are machined. As 

the gaps are regular and visible, repairing it with another laser pass to remelt the 

overlapping regions is convenient. The gaps and porosities are normal 
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phenomena occurring in additive manufacturing, especially the scheme involving 

powder, i.e., powder bed fusion, powder-fed laser cladding where defects usually 

occur irregularly [215] or invisible [216]. One case is concerned about the repair 

of porosities and cracks on laser-sintered tools with WLC [217]. 

 

Figure 6.10 Cross-sections of the one-layer cladding-affected area on 30° inclined 

surface: (a) experimental cutups and (b) validation results, at constant (𝑃 = 1.6 

kW, 𝑣𝑠 = 0.1 m/min, 𝑣𝑓 = 0.6 m/min, and overlap ratio = 10%). 
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One-layer cladding is usually applied when the thickness is highly restricted or 

when only one layer can be conducted. Under such conditions, the thickness 

control method is operable by tilting the substrate at the calculated angle, 

achieving a valid thickness. There are three advantages to conducting such a 

scheme: (i) to eliminate the caps that need to be machined, which increases 

material utilization; (ii) to expand the cover area in one pass under the optimized 

processing parameters (for a stable track); and (iii) to reduce dilution (ratio of 

melt pool depth to total height), which reserves the add-in material properties in 

the cladding of dissimilar materials.  

While the cladding on an inclined flat surface can be stable, the cladding on an 

as-clad layer on an inclined surface may be a challenge, which is discussed next. 

 

Figure 6.11 The measurement of cap thickness based on least square method. 
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6.5.3 Two layers on the inclined surface 

Figure 6.12 shows that the calculated two-layer profile on inclined surface is close 

to the experimental ones with the error of 13.2%. The second layer is able to rest 

on the inclined wavy surface of the first layer. Although there are gaps between 

tracks that indicate unmelt regions, they are eliminated when the second layer is 

cladded (see Figure 6.12a). It is reasonable to consider the pad (more than one 

layer) as a unit and only estimate the error of the pad outline for application 

purpose (see Figure 6.12b). For example, the detachment of the cladded pad can 

be analyzed when the workpiece sustains mechanical loads, i.e. tension, 

compression, bending, or torsion. Alternative noncontact  procedures were 

proposed for measuring mechanical properties of laser cladded parts by using 

femtosecond laser ultrasonics [218]. The behavior must be highly related to the 

profile. The melt pool profiles above the first layer in the calculation may not be 

required in the geometrical predictions but are still presented in the results (see 

Figure 6.12b). It may be required in the metallurgical prediction of 

microstructures that go through different stages of remelting and solidification, 

as well as in the prediction of the mechanical properties of the overlap region that 

generates internal forces at the interface. External forces, encountered with the 

characteristic crystallographic orientation, were also required for machinability 

assessment of any alloy manufactured by laser cladding [219]. 
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Figure 6.12 Cross-sections of the two-layer-cladding-affected area on 30° 

inclined surface: (a) experimental cutups and (b) validation results, at constant 

(𝑃 = 1.6 kW, 𝑣𝑠  = 0.1 m/min, 𝑣𝑓 = 0.6 m/min, overlap ratio  = 10%, and stagger 

ratio = 50%). 

Please note that the inter-layer temperature is naturally considered in the model 

because our model is calculated based on time. Figure 6.13 is an example that 
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shows the capability of predicting the fixed point temperature at the inter-layer 

where the point temperature is time dependent and it will also influence the melt 

pool shape of the second layer. The inclusion of dwell times between individual 

layers to allow for additional cooling during the deposition process brought 

decreased distortion and residual stress levels in a Inconel 625 laser cladding 

[220]. 

The model is validated by comparing the profiles of experiments and model 

calculations in a single track, one layer, and two layers on an inclined surface. An 

application case regarding the model is discussed next to reveal the 

characteristics of the CNC machine. 

 

Figure 6.13 The temperature of a fixed point at the inter-layer predicted by the 

model. 

6.6 Further discussions on the model 

Metallurgical observations abound the track on inclined surface are discussed 

based on the model. The bulge shifts down along the surface compared to the 

laser position and the melt pool follows the change, (see Figure 6.14a). The small 
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equiaxed grains at the core of bulge point at the direction of feeding, e.g. normal 

into screen (Figure 6.14b). It indicates that the slow cooling rate during 

solidification. The dendritic grains distribute at the temperature gradient direction 

normal to the melt pool-substrate boundary (Figure 6.14c). It should be noted 

that the temperature gradient is the sign of rapid solidification at the contact 

corner which lock the contact angle at a rapid speed once the laser moves past 

the present cross section. The measurements of the diffusivity for both inter- and 

intralayer transport placed an upper bound on the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier for 

downhill interlayer diffusion [221]. 

 

Figure 6.14 Microstructure observations of single track WLC on inclined surface: 

(a) track overview, (b) inside bulge, (c) receding side, (d) advancing side, and 

(e) melt pool bottom. 
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6.7 Model application cases 

6.7.1 Control strategy of temperature on track and substrate 

The first application of the model is to control the temperature on the track and 

substrate. The analytical model provides the transient temperature calculations 

of WLC on inclined surface (see Figure 6.15).  

The heat focuses on the laser leading area while the periphery extends to the 

neighbouring tracks. The extension of heat periphery leads to the partial 

remelting of the previous one or two tracks, which is calculated by the model.  

The base temperature is also increasing (colour is more and more bright) as the 

tracks are subsequently laid out on the surface which is calculated by the model. 

The interval time between two tracks is the factor to set so that the periodic base 

temperature can be maneuvered lower or higher than a value, as the need of 

metallurgy after the periodic tempering.  

Without the model, these detailed descriptions of process change can not be 

fulfilled. 
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Figure 6.15 Temperature field calculation results of WLC on inclined surface: (a) 

track (1,1), (b) track (1,2), (c) track (1,3), (d) track (1,4), (e) track (2,1), and 

(f) track (2,2). 
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6.7.1 Control strategy of mould surface cladding  

The second application of the model is to control the cladding layer thickness on 

the mould surfaces. The mould usually contains inclined surfaces and the cladding 

may be following the height variation [222], or perpendicular to height variation 

in this application case. One of the potentials of the developed model is to ensure 

that the cladding layer has a constant thickness. The valid thickness of the layer 

is the thickness at the valleys between the two bulges, while the caps above the 

valleys are machined. The model is expected to predict the valley thicknesses 

and provide an adjustment plan for one of the processing parameters, i.e., laser 

power, scanning speed, and wire feed rate, to maintain the thickness variations 

within an acceptable range. In this case, the scanning speed is varied because it 

is convenient and accurate for the automation system.  

To prove this, the scanning speed is calculated by the model (0.102 m/min at 5° 

step-down, 0.075° m/min at 40°, 0.085 m/min at 30°, and 0.105 m/min at 10°) 

that ensures valleys between tracks in constant thickness in reference to the 

horizontal cladding section (see Figure 6.16a) while the laser power and wire feed 

rate are kept constant at 1.6 kW and 0.6 m/min, respectively; these process 

parameters are expected to yield stable process outputs (e.g. continuous and 

geometrically well-defined clads).  
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Figure 6.16 Trial results of cladding on continuous inclined surface with constant 

layer thickness parameters adjustments: (a) valleys thickness vs varied scanning 
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speed on inclined surface; (b) cladding experiment blocks with designed inclined 

angle; and (c) layer thickness before and after machining. 

Before the cladding, the substrate with continuous inclined surfaces was 

machined into a shape (see Figure 6.16b) from the raw 316 L stainless steel block 

by electrical discharge machining. The surface roughness was within Ra3.2.  

The cladding starts from the slow 5° step-down section with a track length of 100 

mm. The interval distance was maintained when the cladding was pushed forward 

onto the inclined surfaces. Two neighboring tracks had a gap of 30 min to avoid 

the heat accumulation effect. The N2 protection gas continues to feed on the 

cladding surface steadily. 

Half of the track length was machined to remove the caps, for example, the part 

above the valley line. The flat machined surface was profiled using a coordinate 

measurement machine with a probe of diameter 2 mm. The other half was placed 

under an optical microscope to obtain the profile. As a result, the layer thickness 

with removed caps is revealed with positive and negative errors in reference to 

the calculated horizontal valley thickness (see Figure 6.16c). The profile can be 

divided into four sections: step-down section, post-concave section, accurate 

prediction section, and horizontal section. The step-down section is thicker 

because the laser tends to radiate on the previous track more closely and melts 

its material, thereby increasing the valley thickness. Each section gains thickness, 

which is a normal phenomenon due to the overlap accumulation, except for the 

post-concave section. The post-concave section is affected by the piles up of the 
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bulges owing to the concave corner. The secondary machining plan is also 

proposed in both sections at the concave corner because it is the usual procedure 

to remove excessive thickness by milling [223] or grinding [224], and probably 

the surface finish as a last step [225].  

Overall, the idea of model application on constant layer thickness control by 

adjusting the processing parameters is validated by the experiment on 

continuous inclined angle change surfaces. The main problem of the model 

calculation is the thickness of the valleys, which depend sensitively on the 

geometries of the bulges. The accuracy of the model was critically tested in the 

trial. The thickness is approximately 1.5 mm under the processing parameters. 

There are many methods to increase the thickness if necessary: (i) addition of a 

layer over the as-clad or machined layer; (ii) decreasing the scanning speed or 

increasing the wire feed rate (laser power must be increased simultaneously for 

either adjustment); and (iii) increasing the overlap ratio, for example, decreasing 

the distance between bulges. All above-mentioned methods can be based on the 

same model for convenient calculations. The convenience depends on the only 

necessary calculation of the first two bulges for each inclined angle surface 

because the valley thickness after the first two bulges will increase. Therefore, 

the model also meets the requirements of efficiency in repair procedures. The 

model can also be applied on freeform surface which is partitioned into separate 

inclined cladding surfaces [226]. Additional attentions are paid to the tracks at 

the sharp edge [227], the effect of contact line pinning to the contact angle [228]. 
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In this chapter, the additional parameter that requires inputs from operator on 

the GUI control panel is the inclined angle (see Figure 6.17). The inclined surface 

may be in varied angle gradients, i.e. the substrate in the previous application 

case. The possible increasing complexity of the substrate geometry will require a 

new graphic model design module or external CAD imported model.  

 

Figure 6.17 GUI control panel with built in model. 
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6.8 Summary 

This chapter investigated the overlapped WLC on inclined surfaces by not only 

proposing and validating an analytical model but also providing a model 

application. The possible new findings can include: 

o By considering the balance between gravity and surface tension, the analytical 

model is proposed to predict the deposition shapes on a surface with various 

inclined angles. The model is experimentally validated, where the two-

dimensional profile errors are within an acceptable range. 

o The gravity effect on shape deformations and overlap cladding situations 

(including climb-up and step-down behaviors) are obviously observed in the 

experimental trials, proving the importance of the proposed model. 

o To show the model ability, the deposited bulge shapes on various inclined 

surfaces are accurately controlled by calculating the scanning speed according 

to the proposed model. The generated layer thickness error is within an 

acceptable range.  

Based on above, the proposed model can predict temperature-dependent shape 

of the overlapped cladding-affected area on an inclined surface with an acceptable 

accuracy, and therefore can be considered promising in repairing of high-valued 

parts including molds and dies, aerostructures, and power units. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

The overall research works are completely presented by the previous chapters. 

This chapter aims to summarize the research, discuss the findings, contributions 

to knowledge, and suggest some possible future works.  

7.1 Research work summaries 

This thesis begins with the evaluation of the trend, possibility and development 

of the part repair industry and laser cladding in application. At the same time, it 

reveals some general limitations of the current technology, thus proposing 

academic research under the motivation of solving obstacles (Chapter 1). 

Literatures are reviewed to follow the current research states (including WLC 

physics, outputs, and modellings) and the research gaps are identified in these 

aspects (Chapter 2). In order to fill the research gaps, this research work is 

started on the basis of previewing the overall method including material selection, 

experimental procedures, and analytical modelling process (Chapter 3). The 

detailed modelling processes are unfolded regarding single track (Chapter 4), 

overlap (Chapter 5), and retention behaviours (Chapter 6) during WLC process. 

7.2 Research findings and outcomes 

The model, validated at the geometrical and the thermal aspects, distinguishes 

itself through the following key findings and outcomes: 

o The model reveals the underlying physics on track profile and correlates the 

thermal and geometrical parameters in the cladding process, giving the 
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opportunity to analyse and understand the effect of varying processing 

parameters. As a result, the errors are 20% in average including bulges and 

melt pools. Moreover, predictions in high laser power, high scanning speed 

and low wire feed rate exhibit high accuracy (with maximum error as low as 

14% at the bulge). 

o The model successfully incorporates the remelting and bonding between 

newly-clad and as-clad tracks, especially the material deposition on the as-

clad layers. It enables the geometrical solve of profile prediction based on the 

as-clad single track complete profiles and process accumulations. As a result, 

the profiles of the horizontal overlap cladding are calculated analytically with 

the proposed model under various overlap ratio and stagger ratio with the 

errors in range of 10%-20%.  

o The model considers the effects of gravity and surface tension so that it can 

predict the shape of a bulge deposited on a surface with various angles/slope 

gradients, which has been validated on a flat (initially machined) surface. As 

a result, the two-dimensional profile errors can be within 17%. The model can 

also predict the interaction between tracks deposited on an inclined surface so 

that the resultant surface can be predicted after successive deposited layers, 

and the two-dimensional profile error can be within 13%. 

The model is developed within the acceptable accuracy. 

7.3 Contributions to knowledge 

The development of the model provides the following contributions to the 

knowledge of laser cladding: 
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o Cease the argument of the basic shape. The basic shape of cladding has been 

a continuous argument due to the lack of physics justification and application 

condition. This is ceased by the consideration of surface tension within the 

capillary length in WLC.  

o Lift the overlapping restriction. The overlapping has been a concerning 

situation due to the lack of proper material interaction prediction. This 

restriction is lifted by the model that is able to predict the interaction between 

tracks and layers. 

o Allow the external force incorporation. The external force is an inevitable  

condition in laser cladding. The model enables the incorporation of the external 

force by the proposed spring system theory. 

The proposed model extends the understanding of WLC. 

7.4 Future works 

This research thesis has presented an analytical modelling of WLC. The model 

works fine at the single track, overlap, and retention behaviours. However, the 

following works are not proceeded due to the limit of the project period but worth 

of bringing up for future works. 

o Theoretical modelling of overlap on freeform surface. This project stops at the 

theoretical modelling of overlap on inclined surface and does not reach the 

overlap on freeform surface with the laser head following a three-dimensional 

path [229], probably with laser incidence angle changing [230] or adjusting 

[231]. Although the freeform surface can be discretized into separate inclined 
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surface, this theory is not really validated especially the distortion of substrate 

in reality [232, 233]. The bigger problem is that the stepping down cladding 

one steep angle cannot be done because overlap bulges are not steady and 

will collapse as it has been observed in the exploratory trials. If the tilted 

worktable is not an option and all of the freeform surface is only cladded in 

climbing up method, the path planning of arranging areas is the topic to 

discuss [234].  

o Longitudinal cladding profile modelling. While the cross section cladding profile 

is the focus of this thesis, the longitudinal profile has never been discussed. 

Bulges collapse at the edge while they also do at the front and tail (referred 

to the repair case of gear in Chapter 5). Another problem in the longitudinal 

direction is that the height variation [235-241] from the previous tracks and 

the dynamic melt pool [242, 243] may lead to the discontinuous track of upper 

layer if the capillary bridge cannot compensate the height variation [244, 245]. 

The integration of capillary bridge into the model is necessary based on the 

current research regarding stabilization [246], dynamic contact angle 

hysteresis [247], geometrical modelling [248], and non-isothermal dynamic 

response [249]. 

o Dissimilar cladding material in the model. The materials used in the research 

is the same for wire and substrate. However, the dissimilar material cladded 

is not validated whether the model can still adapt to the prediction [250]. 

o Detachment model based on the melt pool profile. One significant meaning of 

predicting the model pool profile in the above model is that the melt pool 

profile can be further used to analyse the detachment when the track is 
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exerted external force, i.e. vertical force (like pulling up a tooth) or horizontal  

force (like pushing the building on a foundation) or bending force  (like popping 

out a nut) [251]. The profile of melt pool will act in certain pattern under such 

force conditions. The detachment model, based on the melt pool profile, will 

be useful for the predictions of breaking behaviours such as tension, 

compression, bend, torsion, vibration, and especially fatigue. 
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Appendices  

Appendix A MATLAB code of Main, Parameters, and Initialization 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% main %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

parameters; 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% initialization %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

initialization; 

  

for zi=1:zn %vertical 

  

if zi>1 

  

buildup; 

  

iniverclad; 

  

end 

  

for xi=1:xn %horizontal 

  

if xi>1 

  

xt=x0+(xi-1)*l; 

  

xpi(zi,xi)=xt; 

  

layer; 

  

inihoriclad; 

  

end 

  

for ti=0:dt:6 

     

yt=v*ti+y0; 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% clad %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

clad; 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% heating %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

heating; 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% conduction %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

heat_transfer; 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% temperature field %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

Temperature_field; 

  

end 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% cooling %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

for ti=6+dt:dt:10-dt %ti=6+dt:dt:10-dt 
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    heat_transfer; 

     

end 

  

if zi==zn && xi==xn-1 && zn>1 

    break; 

end 

  

end 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% relocation %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

     

xi=1; 

  

x0=x0+0.5*l; %stagger 

  

xt=x0; 

  

end 

  

final; 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%calibration from Hans 

cin=0.85; 

  

%processing 

P=1.6*1000*cin; %laser power (kW) 

v=0.1/(60); %scanning speed (m/min) 

F=0.6/(60); %wire feed rate (m/min) 

  

%dimension 

Hc=0.01; %height of clad (m) 

Hs=0.01; %height of substrate (m) 

H=Hs+Hc; %height (m) (substrate+clad) 

Wl=0.005;%computation left width (m) 

Wr=0.03;%computation right width (m) 

W=Wl+Wr; %computation width (m) %0.04 

L=0.03; %length (m) 

  

%material 

Tb=3300; %boiling point of material (K) 

T0=300; %ambient temperature T0 (K) 

em=0.59; %emissivity of material 

Tm=1700; %melting temperature of material (K) 

Lf=260*1000; %latent heat of fusion (kJ/kg) 260*1000 140 

Cp0=450; %specific heat capacity (J/(kg*K)) 450 300 

Cp=Lf/(Tm-T0)+Cp0; %modify Cp 

ab=2.5*10^2; %absorption coefficient (m^(-1)) 

beta=0.03; %absorptivity 0.5 0.6 

g=9.8; %gravity (m/s^2) 

rho=8000; %density (kg/m^3) 

k=20; %thermal conductivity (W/m*K) 

alpha=k/(rho*Cp); %thermal diffusivity 

V=7.09/(100000); %molar volume (mL/mol) 

Tc=8500; %critical temperature (K) 

kc=2.1*10^(-7); %contant for Eotvos rule (J/(K*mol^(2/3))) 

R=0.6/(1000); %radius of wire (mm) 

kb=1.38*10^(-23); %Boltzmann constant (J/K) 

Ratom=0.126*10^(-9); %radius of atom (nm) 

om=(4/3)*pi*Ratom^3; %atomic volume (m^3) 

 

  

%laser 
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lambda=1.06*10^(-6); %wave length (m) 

Msq=20.9; %mode factor squared  

rw=0.4/1000; %radius of waist (mm) 

zR=pi*rw^2/(lambda*Msq); %Rayleigh range (m) 

  

%time 

ti=0; %transient time (s) 

x0=0; %starting x (m) 

xt=x0; %transient x (m) 

y0=0.005; %starting y (m) 

yt=y0; %transient y (m) 

z0=0; %starting z (m) 

zt=z0; %transient z (m) 

seg=5; %segments in one mm %5 

dt=10/10000; %time increment (s) %10/10000 

Fo=alpha*dt/(1/seg/1000)^2; %time factor 

tclad=0; %time to creat clad (s) 

j=0; %sequence to save image 

zn=2;%number of layer 

xn=8;%number of bulge 

eta=0.1;%horizontal overlap ratio 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% initialization %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

%record geometry 

the=0*ones(zn,xn); 

h=0*ones(zn,xn); 

the0=0*ones(zn,xn); %initial contact angle 

h0=0*ones(zn,xn); %initial height 

hpi=0*ones(zn,xn); %height of platform 

xpi=0*ones(zn,xn); %position of bulge 

s=0*ones(zn,xn); %melt pool depth 

ga2=0*ones(zn,xn); %melt pool tension 

theq=the; 

hq=h; 

hpiq=hpi; 

% xpiq=xpi; 

sq=s; 

ga2q=ga2; 

  

%bulge geometry 

ga=kc*(Tc-(Tm+450))/(V^(2/3)); %initialize surface tension 

A=pi*R^2*F/v; %cross section area 

the(1,1)=acos(2.299-3.606*ga); %theta 

h(1,1)=sqrt(A*(1-cos(the(1,1)))^2/(the(1,1)-0.5*sin(2*the(1,1)))); %height 

rp=h(1,1)/(1-cos(the(1,1))); %radius 

b=rp*cos(the(1,1)-pi/2); %half width 

hpi(1,1)=0; 

xpi(1,1)=xt; 

w=2*rp;%bulge width 

l=w*(1-eta);%distance of two bulges 

  

%melt pool 

% ga2=0.54*kb*Tm/(om^(2/3)); %liquid-solid interfacial tension 

s(1,1)=0; %record melt pool bottom 

cm=4; %coefficient to modify melt pool boundary 

er=0.00001; %error to modify melt pool boundary width 

  

%domain 

T=0*ones(round(L*1000*seg)+1,round(W*1000*seg)+1,round(H*1000*seg)+1); 

S=T; 

[X,Y,Z]=meshgrid(-Wl:1/seg/1000:Wr,0:1/seg/1000:L,-Hs:1/seg/1000:Hc); 
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Th=squeeze(T(1,:,:)); %to plot heat map 

Sh=Th; %mark temperature below melting point 

  

%laser 

rl=rw*sqrt(1+((Z-zt)/zR).^2); %radius of laser beam (m) 

ks=0.022^2/7*8./(0.022^2/7+(Z-zt).^2); %power of super Gaussian 

% laserbeam; %show laser beam 

  

%substrate 

T(1:end,1:end,1:Hs*1000*seg)=T0; 

S(1:end,1:end,1:Hs*1000*seg)=1; 

  

%clad 

x=-Wl; 

z=0; 

  

for u=Hs*1000*seg+1:1:H*1000*seg+1 

    for f=1:1:W*1000*seg+1 

        if x^2<=(h(1,1)/(1-cos(the(1,1))))^2-(z+h(1,1)*cos(the(1,1))/(1-

cos(the(1,1))))^2 

             

  

            T(y0*1000*seg+7,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+7,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+6,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+6,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+5,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+5,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+4,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+4,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+3,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+3,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+2,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+2,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+1,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+1,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg-1,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg-1,f,u)=1;         

             

        end 

            x=x+1/seg/1000; 

    end 

    x=-Wl; 

    z=z+1/seg/1000; 

end 

Appendix B MATLAB code of Add step, track, and layer 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% add step %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

if floor(yt*1000*seg)+1-v*tclad*1000*seg>0 || ti==0 

     

    tclad=ti; 

    S(floor(yt*1000*seg)+8,:,Hs*1000*seg+1:end)=S(y0*1000*seg,:,Hs*1000*seg+1:end); 

    

T(floor(yt*1000*seg)+8,:,Hs*1000*seg+1:end)=T(floor(yt*1000*seg)+8,:,Hs*1000*seg+1:end)-

T0; 

    T(T<0)=0; 

    

T(floor(yt*1000*seg)+8,:,Hs*1000*seg+1:end)=T(floor(yt*1000*seg)+8,:,Hs*1000*seg+1:end)+

T0*S(floor(yt*1000*seg)+8,:,Hs*1000*seg+1:end); 

     

end 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% add track %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% calculate track in one layer %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

%cal platform height based on melt pool bottom and laser height 

  

if zi>1 

    if x0~=0 %stagger 

    if xt>xpi(zi-1,xi) && xt<xpi(zi-1,xi+1)-h0(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))) %left 

        zt=sqrt((h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi)-h0(zi-1,xi)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi)))+hpi(zi-1,xi); 

    elseif xt<xpi(zi-1,xi+1) && xt>xpi(zi-1,xi)+h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))) 

%right 

        zt=sqrt((h0(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-

1,xi+1))^2)+hpi(zi-1,xi+1)-h0(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the0(zi-

1,xi+1)))+hpi(zi-1,xi+1); 

    elseif sqrt((h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi)-h0(zi-1,xi)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))) ...  

            >= sqrt((h0(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-

1,xi+1))^2)+hpi(zi-1,xi+1)-h0(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))) 

%middle-left 

        zt=sqrt((h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi)-h0(zi-1,xi)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi)))+hpi(zi-1,xi); 

    else %middle-right 

        zt=sqrt((h0(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-

1,xi+1))^2)+hpi(zi-1,xi+1)-h0(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the0(zi-

1,xi+1)))+hpi(zi-1,xi+1); 

    end 

    else %array 

        zt=sqrt((h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi)-h0(zi-1,xi)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi)))+hpi(zi-1,xi); 

    end 

    hpi(zi,xi)=zt; 

end 

  

ga=kc*(Tc-Tcon)/(V^(2/3)); %initialize surface tension 

  

the(zi,xi)=acos(2.299-3.606*ga); %theta 

  

A=pi*R^2*F/v; %cross section area 

  

h(zi,xi)=sqrt(A*(1-cos(the(zi,xi)))^2/(the(zi,xi)-0.5*sin(2*the(zi,xi)))); %height 

  

Aiter=0; %cross section area iteration 

hiter=h(zi,xi); %height iteration 

x=-Wl; 

z=0; 

while Aiter<A 

    Aiter=0; 

    for u=Hs*1000*seg*10+1:1:H*1000*seg*10+1 

        for f=1:1:W*1000*seg*10+1 

            if zi==1 %base layer 

                if (x-xpi(zi,xi))^2<=(hiter/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi,xi)+hiter*cos(the(zi,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2 ... %self 

                        && (x-xpi(zi,xi-1))^2>(h0(zi,xi-1)/(1-cos(the0(zi,xi-1))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi,xi-1)+h0(zi,xi-1)*cos(the0(zi,xi-1))/(1-cos(the0(zi,xi-1))))^2 %left 

                    Aiter=Aiter+(1/(seg*10)/1000)^2; 

                end 

            else %top layer 

                if (x-xpi(zi,xi))^2<=(hiter/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi,xi)+hiter*cos(the(zi,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2 ... %self 

                        && (x-xpi(zi,xi-1))^2>(h0(zi,xi-1)/(1-cos(the0(zi,xi-1))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi,xi-1)+h0(zi,xi-1)*cos(the0(zi,xi-1))/(1-cos(the0(zi,xi-1))))^2 ... %left 
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                        && (x-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2>(h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi-1,xi)+h0(zi-1,xi)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2 ... %down 

                        && (x-xpi(zi-1,xi+1))^2>(h0(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the0(zi-

1,xi+1))))^2-(z-hpi(zi-1,xi+1)+h0(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the0(zi-

1,xi+1))))^2 %down-right 

                    Aiter=Aiter+(1/(seg*10)/1000)^2; 

                end 

            end 

            x=x+1/(seg*10)/1000; 

        end 

        x=-Wl; 

        z=z+1/(seg*10)/1000; 

    end 

    hiter=hiter+1/(seg*10)/1000; 

    z=0; 

end 

  

h(zi,xi)=hiter; 

  

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% initialize horizontal clad %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

%clad 

x=-Wl; 

z=0; 

  

if zi==1 

  

for u=Hs*1000*seg+1:1:H*1000*seg+1 

    for f=1:1:W*1000*seg+1 

        if (x-xt)^2<=(h(zi,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2-(z+h(zi,xi)*cos(the(zi,xi))/(1-

cos(the(zi,xi))))^2 ...  

                && (x-xpi(zi,xi-1))^2>(h0(zi,xi-1)/(1-cos(the0(zi,xi-1))))^2-

(z+h0(zi,xi-1)*cos(the0(zi,xi-1))/(1-cos(the0(zi,xi-1))))^2 

             

            T(y0*1000*seg+7,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+7,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+6,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+6,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+5,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+5,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+4,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+4,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+3,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+3,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+2,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+2,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+1,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+1,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg-1,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg-1,f,u)=1; 

  

             

        end 

            x=x+1/seg/1000; 

    end 

    x=-Wl; 

    z=z+1/seg/1000; 

end 

  

else 

  

for u=Hs*1000*seg+1:1:H*1000*seg+1 

    for f=1:1:W*1000*seg+1 

        if (x-xt)^2<=(h(zi,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi,xi)+h(zi,xi)*cos(the(zi,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2 ... % self 
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                && (x-xpi(zi,xi-1))^2>(h0(zi,xi-1)/(1-cos(the0(zi,xi-1))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi,xi-1)+h0(zi,xi-1)*cos(the0(zi,xi-1))/(1-cos(the0(zi,xi-1))))^2 ... % left 

                && (x-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2>(h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2-(z-hpi(zi-

1,xi)+h0(zi-1,xi)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2 % down 

             

            T(y0*1000*seg+7,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+7,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+6,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+6,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+5,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+5,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+4,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+4,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+3,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+3,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+2,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+2,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+1,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+1,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg-1,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg-1,f,u)=1; 

  

             

        end 

            x=x+1/seg/1000; 

    end 

    x=-Wl; 

    z=z+1/seg/1000; 

end 

  

end 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% add layer %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% calculate buildup structure %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

xpi(zi,xi)=xt; 

  

%cal platform height based on melt pool bottom and laser height 

  

if xt>=xpi(zi-1,xi) && xt<xpi(zi-1,xi+1)-h(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))) %left 

%     hpi(zi,xi)=sqrt((h(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi)-h(zi-1,xi)*cos(the(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi)))+(hpi(zi-1,xi)+s(zi-1,xi))/2; 

    zt=sqrt((h(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-1,xi)-h(zi-

1,xi)*cos(the(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi)))+hpi(zi-1,xi); 

elseif xt<xpi(zi-1,xi+1) && xt>xpi(zi-1,xi)+h(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi))) %right 

%     hpi(zi,xi)=sqrt((h(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-

1,xi+1))^2)+hpi(zi-1,xi+1)-h(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the(zi-

1,xi+1)))+(hpi(zi-1,xi)+s(zi-1,xi+1))/2; 

    zt=sqrt((h(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi+1))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi+1)-h(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1)))+hpi(zi-1,xi+1); 

elseif sqrt((h(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-1,xi)-h(zi-

1,xi)*cos(the(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi))) …  

        >= sqrt((h(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi+1))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi+1)-h(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))) %middle-left 

%     hpi(zi,xi)=sqrt((h(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi)-h(zi-1,xi)*cos(the(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi)))+(hpi(zi-1,xi)+s(zi-1,xi))/2; 

    zt=sqrt((h(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2)+hpi(zi-1,xi)-h(zi-

1,xi)*cos(the(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi)))+hpi(zi-1,xi); 

else %middle-right 

%     hpi(zi,xi)=sqrt((h(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-

1,xi+1))^2)+hpi(zi-1,xi+1)-h(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the(zi-

1,xi+1)))+(hpi(zi-1,xi)+s(zi-1,xi+1))/2; 
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    zt=sqrt((h(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-(xt-xpi(zi-1,xi+1))^2)+hpi(zi-

1,xi+1)-h(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the(zi-1,xi+1)))+hpi(zi-1,xi+1); 

end 

  

hpi(zi,xi)=zt; 

  

ga=kc*(Tc-Tcon)/(V^(2/3)); %initialize surface tension 

  

the(zi,xi)=acos(2.299-3.606*ga); %theta %2.299-3.606*ga 5.305-7.212*ga 

  

A=pi*R^2*F/v; %cross section area 

  

h(zi,xi)=sqrt(A*(1-cos(the(zi,xi)))^2/(the(zi,xi)-0.5*sin(2*the(zi,xi)))); %height 

  

Aiter=0; %cross section area iteration 

hiter=h(zi,xi); %height iteration 

x=-Wl; 

z=0; 

while Aiter<A 

    Aiter=0; 

    for u=Hs*1000*seg*10+1:1:H*1000*seg*10+1 

        for f=1:1:W*1000*seg*10+1 

            if (x-xpi(zi,xi))^2<=(hiter/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi,xi)+hiter*cos(the(zi,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2 … %self 

                    && (x-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2>(h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi-1,xi)+h0(zi-1,xi)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2 … %down 

                    && (x-xpi(zi-1,xi+1))^2>(h0(zi-1,xi+1)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))))^2-

(z-hpi(zi-1,xi+1)+h0(zi-1,xi+1)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi+1))))^2 %down-

right 

                    Aiter=Aiter+(1/(seg*10)/1000)^2; 

            end 

            x=x+1/(seg*10)/1000; 

        end 

        x=-Wl; 

        z=z+1/(seg*10)/1000; 

    end 

    hiter=hiter+1/(seg*10)/1000; 

    z=0; 

end 

  

h(zi,xi)=hiter; 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% initialize clad %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

%clad 

x=-Wl; 

z=0; 

  

for u=Hs*1000*seg+1:1:H*1000*seg+1 

    for f=1:1:W*1000*seg+1 

        if (x-xt)^2<=(h(zi,xi)/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2-(z-

hpi(zi,xi)+h(zi,xi)*cos(the(zi,xi))/(1-cos(the(zi,xi))))^2 ... %self 

                && (x-xpi(zi-1,xi))^2>(h0(zi-1,xi)/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2-(z-hpi(zi-

1,xi)+h0(zi-1,xi)*cos(the0(zi-1,xi))/(1-cos(the0(zi-1,xi))))^2 %down 

             

            T(y0*1000*seg+7,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+7,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+6,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+6,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+5,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+5,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+4,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+4,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+3,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+3,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+2,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg+2,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg+1,f,u)=T0; 
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            S(y0*1000*seg+1,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg,f,u)=1; 

            T(y0*1000*seg-1,f,u)=T0; 

            S(y0*1000*seg-1,f,u)=1; 

%              

        end 

            x=x+1/seg/1000; 

    end 

    x=-Wl; 

    z=z+1/seg/1000; 

end 

Appendix C MATLAB code of Heating and Heat transfer 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% laser heating %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

ab1=ab; %save absorption coefficient 

  

Tx=T(floor(yt*seg*1000)+1,:,:); 

Tx=squeeze(Tx); 

Tmx=Tx'; 

[row,col]=find(Tmx>=Tm); 

  

s0=s; %record original melt pool bottom 

  

if length(row)>=1 

    s=-Hs+min(row)/seg/1000; 

    if s<0 && abs(s)>b 

        ab=ab1-0.7*10^2; %penetration mode 

    else 

        ab=ab1; %conduction mode 

    end 

end 

  

Ixy=2.^(1./ks).*ks*P./(pi*rl.^2.*gamma(1./ks)).*exp(-2*(((X-xt).^2+(Y-

yt).^2)./rl.^2).^ks); %laser intensity (J/(m^2*s)) 

Ha=h-Z; %attenuation layer; 

Ha(:,:,ceil((h+Hs)*1000*seg):end)=0; %confine attenuation 

I=exp(-ab*Ha).*Ixy; %attenuation (J/(m^2*s)) 

Ql=(1/seg/1000)^2*dt*I; %laser enregy (J) 

T=T+beta*S.*Ql/(rho*(1/seg/1000)^3*Cp); 

  

ab=ab1; %based on conduction mode 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% heat transfer %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%convection & radiation 

hc=24.1*10^(-4)*em*T.^(1.61); %combined coefficient 

hc(:,:,Hs*seg*1000:end)=hc(:,:,Hs*seg*1000:end)+1000; %forced convection surface 

Bi=hc*(1/seg/1000)/k; %Biot number 

  

%interior 

Tnew=Fo*S.*(circshift(T,[0 0 -1])+circshift(T,[0 -1 0])+circshift(T,[0 0 

1])+circshift(T,[0 1 0])+circshift(T,[1 0 0])+circshift(T,[-1 0 0])-6*T)+T; 

  

%face 

Tex=T(1:2,:,1:Hs*seg*1000); %front 

Biex=Bi(1:2,:,1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=Fo*(2*circshift(Tex,[-1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-

1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])-6*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(1,2:W*seg*1000,2:Hs*seg*1000-1)=Tex(1,2:W*seg*1000,2:Hs*seg*1000-1); 
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Tex=T(L*1000*seg:end,:,1:Hs*seg*1000); %back 

Biex=Bi(L*1000*seg:end,:,1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=Fo*(2*circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-

1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])-6*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(end,2:W*seg*1000,2:Hs*seg*1000-1)=Tex(2,2:W*seg*1000,2:Hs*seg*1000-1); 

  

Tex=T(:,:,1:2); %bottom 

Biex=Bi(:,:,1:2); 

Tex=Fo*(2*circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])+circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-

1,0])+circshift(Tex,[-1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])-6*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(2:L*1000*seg,2:W*seg*1000,1)=Tex(2:L*1000*seg,2:W*seg*1000,1); 

  

Tex=T(:,1:2,1:Hs*seg*1000); %left 

Biex=Bi(:,1:2,1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=Fo*(2*circshift(Tex,[0,-1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-

1])+circshift(Tex,[-1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])-6*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(2:L*1000*seg,1,2:Hs*seg*1000-1)=Tex(2:L*1000*seg,1,2:Hs*seg*1000-1); 

  

Tex=T(:,W*seg*1000:end,1:Hs*seg*1000); %right 

Biex=Bi(:,W*seg*1000:end,1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=Fo*(2*circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-

1])+circshift(Tex,[-1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])-6*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(2:L*1000*seg,end,2:Hs*seg*1000-1)=Tex(2:L*1000*seg,2,2:Hs*seg*1000-1); 

  

%edge 

Tex=T(:,1:2,1:2); %left-bottom 

Biex=Bi(:,1:2,1:2); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[0,-1,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[-

1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(2:L*1000*seg,1,1)=Tex(2:L*1000*seg,1,1); 

  

Tex=T(:,W*seg*1000:end,1:2); %right-bottom 

Biex=Bi(:,W*seg*1000:end,1:2); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[-

1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(2:L*1000*seg,end,1)=Tex(2:L*1000*seg,2,1); 

  

Tex=T(:,1:2,Hs*seg*1000-1:Hs*seg*1000); %left-up 

Biex=Bi(:,1:2,Hs*seg*1000-1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[0,-1,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[-

1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(2:L*1000*seg,1,Hs*seg*1000)=Tex(2:L*1000*seg,1,2); 

  

Tex=T(:,W*seg*1000:end,Hs*seg*1000-1:Hs*seg*1000); %right-up 

Biex=Bi(:,W*seg*1000:end,Hs*seg*1000-1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[-

1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(2:L*1000*seg,end,Hs*seg*1000)=Tex(2:L*1000*seg,end,2); 

  

Tex=T(1:2,:,1:2); %front-bottom 

Biex=Bi(1:2,:,1:2); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-1,0])+circshift(Tex,[-

1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(1,2:W*seg*1000,1)=Tex(1,2:W*seg*1000,1); 

  

Tex=T(1:2,:,Hs*seg*1000-1:Hs*seg*1000); %front-up 

Biex=Bi(1:2,:,Hs*seg*1000-1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-1,0])+circshift(Tex,[-

1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(1,2:W*seg*1000,Hs*seg*1000)=Tex(1,2:W*seg*1000,2); 

  

Tex=T(L*1000*seg:end,:,1:2); %back-bottom 

Biex=Bi(L*1000*seg:end,:,1:2); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-

1,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(end,2:W*seg*1000,1)=Tex(end,2:W*seg*1000,1); 
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Tex=T(L*1000*seg:end,:,Hs*seg*1000-1:Hs*seg*1000); %back-up 

Biex=Bi(L*1000*seg:end,:,Hs*seg*1000-1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-

1,0])+circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(end,2:W*seg*1000,Hs*seg*1000)=Tex(end,2:W*seg*1000,2); 

  

Tex=T(1:2,1:2,1:Hs*seg*1000); %front-left 

Biex=Bi(1:2,1:2,1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[-1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-

1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(1,1,2:Hs*seg*1000-1)=Tex(1,1,2:Hs*seg*1000-1); 

  

Tex=T(1:2,W*seg*1000:end,1:Hs*seg*1000); %front-right 

Biex=Bi(1:2,W*seg*1000:end,1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[-

1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])-

4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(1,end,2:Hs*seg*1000-1)=Tex(1,end,2:Hs*seg*1000-1); 

  

Tex=T(L*1000*seg:end,1:2,1:Hs*seg*1000); %back-left 

Biex=Bi(L*1000*seg:end,1:2,1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,-

1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,-1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(end,1,2:Hs*seg*1000-1)=Tex(end,1,2:Hs*seg*1000-1); 

  

Tex=T(L*1000*seg:end,W*seg*1000:end,1:Hs*seg*1000); %back-right 

Biex=Bi(L*1000*seg:end,W*seg*1000:end,1:Hs*seg*1000); 

Tex=2*Fo*(circshift(Tex,[1,0,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,1,0])+circshift(Tex,[0,0,1])+circshift

(Tex,[0,0,-1])-4*Tex+2*Biex.*(T0-Tex))+Tex; 

Tnew(end,end,2:Hs*seg*1000-1)=Tex(end,end,2:Hs*seg*1000-1); 

  

%corner 

%front-left-bottom 

Tnew(1,1,1)=2*Fo*(T(1,2,1)+T(1,1,2)+T(2,1,1)-3*T(1,1,1)+2*Bi(1,1,1)*(T0-

T(1,1,1)))+T(1,1,1);  

  

%front-right-bottom 

Tnew(1,end,1)=2*Fo*(T(1,W*seg*1000,1)+T(1,end,2)+T(2,end,1)-

3*T(1,end,1)+2*Bi(1,end,1)*(T0-T(1,end,1)))+T(1,end,1);  

  

%front-left-up 

Tnew(1,1,Hs*seg*1000)=2*Fo*(T(1,2,Hs*seg*1000)+T(1,1,Hs*seg*1000-1)+T(2,1,Hs*seg*1000)-

3*T(1,1,Hs*seg*1000)+2*Bi(1,1,Hs*seg*1000)*(T0-T(1,1,Hs*seg*1000)))+T(1,1,Hs*seg*1000);  

  

%front-right-up 

Tnew(1,end,Hs*seg*1000)=2*Fo*(T(1,W*seg*1000,Hs*seg*1000)+T(1,end,Hs*seg*1000-

1)+T(2,end,Hs*seg*1000)-3*T(1,end,Hs*seg*1000)+2*Bi(1,end,Hs*seg*1000)*(T0-

T(1,end,Hs*seg*1000)))+T(1,end,Hs*seg*1000);  

  

%back-left-bottom 

Tnew(end,1,1)=2*Fo*(T(end,2,1)+T(end,1,2)+T(L*1000*seg,1,1)-

3*T(end,1,1)+2*Bi(end,1,1)*(T0-T(end,1,1)))+T(end,1,1);  

  

%back-right-bottom 

Tnew(end,end,1)=2*Fo*(T(end,W*seg*1000,1)+T(end,end,2)+T(L*1000*seg,end,1)-

3*T(end,end,1)+2*Bi(end,end,1)*(T0-T(end,end,1)))+T(end,end,1); 

  

%back-left-up 

Tnew(end,1,Hs*seg*1000)=2*Fo*(T(end,2,Hs*seg*1000)+T(end,1,Hs*seg*1000-

1)+T(L*1000*seg,1,Hs*seg*1000)-3*T(end,1,Hs*seg*1000)+2*Bi(end,1,Hs*seg*1000)*(T0-

T(end,1,Hs*seg*1000)))+T(end,1,Hs*seg*1000);  

  

%back-right-up 

Tnew(end,end,Hs*seg*1000)=2*Fo*(T(end,W*seg*1000,Hs*seg*1000)+T(end,end,Hs*seg*1000-

1)+T(L*1000*seg,end,Hs*seg*1000)-3*T(end,end,Hs*seg*1000)+2*Bi(end,end,Hs*seg*1000)*(T0-

T(end,end,Hs*seg*1000)))+T(end,end,Hs*seg*1000); 
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for u=1:1:H*1000*seg+1 

    for d=1:1:L*1000*seg+1 

    for f=1:1:W*1000*seg+1 

        if T(d,f,u)~=0 

            if u==Hs*seg*1000 && f~=1 && f~=W*seg*1000+1 && d~=1 && d~=L*1000*seg+1 && 

T(d,f,u+1)==0 

            Tnew(d,f,u)=Fo*(2*T(d,f,u-1)+T(d,f-1,u)+T(d,f+1,u)+T(d-1,f,u)+T(d+1,f,u)-

6*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %up 

            end 

            if d>1 && d<L*1000*seg+1 && f>1 && f<W*seg*1000+1 && u>Hs*seg*1000 && 

u<H*seg*1000+1 

                if u==Hs*seg*1000 && T(d,f-1,u+1)==0 && T(d,f,u+1)~=0 && d==y0*1000*seg-

1 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=(4/3)*Fo*(Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u))+T(d,f+1,u)+(T(d,f-

1,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+T(d-1,f,u)+T(d,f,u-1)+T(d,f,u+1))-6*T(d,f,u))+T(d,f,u); %front-left-

contact corner 

                elseif u==Hs*seg*1000 && T(d,f+1,u+1)==0 && T(d,f-1,u+1)~=0 && 

d==y0*1000*seg-1 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=(4/3)*Fo*(Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u))+T(d,f+1,u)+(T(d,f-

1,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+T(d-1,f,u)+T(d,f,u-1)+T(d,f,u+1))-6*T(d,f,u))+T(d,f,u); %front-right-

contact corner 

                elseif u==Hs*seg*1000 && T(d,f-1,u+1)==0 && T(d,f,u+1)~=0 && 

d==floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=(4/3)*Fo*(Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u))+T(d,f+1,u)+(T(d,f-

1,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+T(d-1,f,u)+T(d,f,u-1)+T(d,f,u+1))-6*T(d,f,u))+T(d,f,u); %back-left-

contact corner 

                elseif u==Hs*seg*1000 && T(d,f+1,u+1)==0 && T(d,f-1,u+1)~=0 && 

d==floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=(4/3)*Fo*(Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u))+T(d,f+1,u)+(T(d,f-

1,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+T(d-1,f,u)+T(d,f,u-1)+T(d,f,u+1))-6*T(d,f,u))+T(d,f,u); %back-right-

contact corner 

                elseif u==Hs*seg*1000 && T(d,f-1,u+1)==0 && T(d,f,u+1)~=0 && 

d~=y0*1000*seg-1 && d~=floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=(4/3)*Fo*(Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u))+T(d,f+1,u)+T(d,f-

1,u)+T(d-1,f,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+T(d,f,u-1)+T(d,f,u+1)-6*T(d,f,u))+T(d,f,u); %left-contact 

edge 

                elseif u==Hs*seg*1000 && T(d,f+1,u+1)==0 && T(d,f,u+1)~=0 && 

d~=y0*1000*seg-1 && d~=floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=(4/3)*Fo*(Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u))+T(d,f-

1,u)+T(d,f+1,u)+T(d-1,f,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+T(d,f,u-1)+T(d,f,u+1)-6*T(d,f,u))+T(d,f,u); 

%right-contact edge 

                elseif T(d,f-1,u)==0 && T(d,f+1,u)~=0 && d==y0*1000*seg-1 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=2*Fo*(T(d,f+1,u)+T(d+1,f,u)-2*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-

T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %track front-left curve 

                elseif T(d,f+1,u)==0 && T(d,f-1,u)~=0 && d==y0*1000*seg-1 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=2*Fo*(T(d,f-1,u)+T(d+1,f,u)-2*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-

T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %track front-right curve 

                elseif T(d,f,u+1)==0 && T(d,f-1,u)~=0 && T(d,f+1,u)~=0 && 

d==y0*1000*seg-1 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=2*Fo*(T(d,f-1,u)+T(d,f+1,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+T(d,f,u-1)-

4*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %missing points 

                elseif T(d,f-1,u)==0 && T(d,f+1,u)~=0 && d==floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=2*Fo*(T(d,f+1,u)+T(d-1,f,u)-2*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-

T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %track back-left curve 

                elseif T(d,f+1,u)==0 && T(d,f-1,u)~=0 && d==floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=2*Fo*(T(d,f-1,u)+T(d-1,f,u)-2*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-

T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %track back-right curve 

                elseif T(d,f,u+1)==0 && T(d,f-1,u)~=0 && T(d,f+1,u)~=0 && 

d==floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=2*Fo*(T(d,f-1,u)+T(d,f+1,u)+T(d-1,f,u)+T(d,f,u-1)-

4*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %missing points 

                elseif d==y0*1000*seg-1 && T(d,f-1,u)~=0 && T(d,f+1,u)~=0 && T(d,f,u-

1)~=0 && T(d,f,u+1)~=0 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=Fo*(2*T(d+1,f,u)+T(d,f-

1,u)+T(d,f+1,u)+T(d,f,u+1)+T(d,f,u-1)-6*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); 

%track front 
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                elseif d==floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 && T(d,f-1,u)~=0 && T(d,f+1,u)~=0 && 

T(d,f,u-1)~=0 && T(d,f,u+1)~=0 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=Fo*(2*T(d-1,f,u)+T(d,f-

1,u)+T(d,f+1,u)+T(d,f,u+1)+T(d,f,u-1)-6*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); 

%track back 

                elseif T(d,f-1,u)==0 && T(d,f+1,u)==0 && d~=y0*1000*seg-1 && 

d~=floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=Fo*(T(d-1,f,u)+T(d+1,f,u)-4*T(d,f,u)+2*T(d,f,u-

1)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %track top type one 

                elseif T(d,f,u+1)==0 && T(d,f+1,u)~=0 && T(d,f-1,u)~=0 && 

d~=y0*1000*seg-1 && d~=floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=Fo*(2*T(d,f,u-1)+T(d,f-1,u)+T(d,f+1,u)+T(d-

1,f,u)+T(d+1,f,u)-6*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %track top type two 

                elseif T(d,f-1,u)==0 && T(d,f+1,u)~=0 && d~=y0*1000*seg-1 && 

d~=floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=Fo*(T(d-1,f,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+2*T(d,f+1,u)-

4*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %track left 

                elseif T(d,f+1,u)==0 && T(d,f-1,u)~=0 && d~=y0*1000*seg-1 && 

d~=floor(yt*1000*seg)+7 

                    Tnew(d,f,u)=Fo*(T(d-1,f,u)+T(d+1,f,u)+2*T(d,f-1,u)-

4*T(d,f,u)+2*Bi(d,f,u)*(T0-T(d,f,u)))+T(d,f,u); %track right 

                end 

            end 

        end 

    end 

    end 

end 

  

Tnew(Tnew>Tb)=Tb; %evaporation 

 

  

T=Tnew; 

Appendix D MATLAB code of Temperature field output 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% temperature field output %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% axonometric view %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

EX=T(1:end,1:end,Hs*1000*seg:end); %temperature data array 

  

Tshow=EX(EX~=0); %extract nonzero temperature data 

  

Yshow=rem(rem((find(EX)-1),(L*1000*seg+1)*(W*1000*seg+1)),L*1000*seg+1)+1; 

%Y index 

  

Xshow=fix(rem((find(EX)-1),(L*1000*seg+1)*(W*1000*seg+1))/(L*1000*seg+1))+1; 

%X index 

  

Zshow=fix((find(EX)-1)/((L*1000*seg+1)*(W*1000*seg+1)))+1; %Z index 

  

figure(1) scatter3(Xshow/seg,Yshow/seg,Zshow/seg,1,Tshow,'.'); axis equal 

xlabel('x/(mm)'); ylabel('y/(mm)'); zlabel('z/(mm)'); colormap jet; 

colorbar('location','EastOutside');  

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% fixed crosssection %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

dis=0.01; %distance of plane 

Tx=T(dis*seg*1000,:,:); 

Tx=squeeze(Tx); 

Tx(Tx>Tm)=Tm; %mark melt pool 

figure(2) 

contour((1:W*1000*seg+1)/seg,(1:H*1000*seg+1)/seg,Tx',40);axis equal 

xlabel('x/(mm)'); 

ylabel('z/(mm)'); 

colormap jet; 
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colorbar('location','EastOutside'); 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% cross section following laser %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Tx=T(floor(yt*seg*1000)+1,:,:); 

Tx=squeeze(Tx); 

  

Tcon=mean(Tx(Tx>=Tm)); 

 

%update geometry 

if ti==6 || ti==0 

updategeo; 

end 

  

Tx(Tx>Tm)=Tm; %mark melt pool 

figure(3) 

contour((1:round(W*1000*seg)+1)/seg,(1:H*1000*seg+1)/seg,Tx',40);axis equal 

xlabel('x/(mm)'); 

ylabel('z/(mm)'); 

colormap jet; 

colorbar('location','EastOutside'); 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% longitudinal cross section %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Tx=T(:,W/2*1000*seg+1,:); 

Tx=squeeze(Tx); 

Tx(Tx>Tm)=Tm; %mark melt pool 

figure(4) 

contour((1:L*1000*seg+1)/seg,(1:H*1000*seg+1)/seg,Tx',40);axis equal 

hold on; 

plot([yt*1000,yt*1000],[1,H*1000],'-.','color','r'); 

plot([dis*1000,dis*1000],[1,H*1000],'--','color','b'); 

hold off; 

xlabel('y/(mm)'); 

ylabel('z/(mm)'); 

colormap jet; 

colorbar('location','EastOutside'); 

Appendix E MATLAB code of Geometry profile output 

E.1 On horizontal surface 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% geometry profile %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% on horizontal surface %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

for q=1:zn 

    for p=1:xn 

  

%bulge 

angle=0:pi/10000:2*theq(q,p); 

rp=hq(q,p)/(1-cos(theq(q,p))); 

x=xpi(q,p)+rp*cos(angle-(theq(q,p)-pi/2)); 

z=hpiq(q,p)+rp*sin(angle-(theq(q,p)-pi/2))+rp*sin(theq(q,p)-pi/2); 

  

%melt pool 

     

b=rp*cos(theq(q,p)-pi/2); %half width of track 

     

for sqDel=hpiq(q,p)+(sq(q,p)-hpiq(q,p))/10:(sq(q,p)-hpiq(q,p))/10:sq(q,p) 

     

if abs(hpiq(q,p)-sqDel)<b 

    cm=4; 

end 

     

if (-sqDel/b)>2.5 

    er=0.00002; %modify tolerance for deep melt pool 
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end 

  

if -sqDel>=0.0038 

    er=0.00003; 

end 

  

     

meltpool; 

  

%modify melt pool boundary 

while abs(b-xp(end))>er && ((hpiq(q,p)-sqDel)/b)>0.3 

     

    if b<xp(end) 

        cm=cm-1.01/exp(((hpiq(q,p)-sqDel)/b)^2); %2 

        meltpool; 

    else 

        cm=cm+1/exp(((hpiq(q,p)-sqDel)/b)^2); 

        meltpool; 

    end 

  

end 

  

end 

  

  

figure(6) 

  

plot(x*1000,z*1000,'r',(xpi(q,p)+xp)*1000,zp'*1000,'b',(xpi(q,p)-

xp)*1000,zp'*1000,'b','LineWidth',3); %plot bulge & melt pool 

  

  

hold on; 

  

if q==zn && p==xn-1 && zn>1 %stagger 

    break; 

end 

  

    end 

  

end 

hold off; 

axis equal 

set(gca,'XAxisLocation','origin'); 

xlim([-5 20]); 

ylim([-5 10]); 

xlabel('x(mm)'); 

ylabel('z(mm)'); 

E.1.1 Melt pool boundary 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% geometry profile %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% melt pool boundary %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

%solve melt pool boundary 1 

tspan=[0 2*(zmp-sqDel+b)]; 

xm0=[0 eps sqDel]; 

[tm,xm]=ode45(@(tm,xm) interface(tm,xm,rho,g,ga2(zi,xi),cm,sqDel,R0),tspan,xm0); 

  

for zpik=1:length(xm(:,3)) 

    if xm(zpik,3)>zmp 

        break; 

    end 

end 

  

%fit melt pool boundary 

[zData,xData]=prepareCurveData(xm(1:zpik-1,3),xm(1:zpik-1,2)); 
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ft='linearinterp'; 

[fitresult,gof]=fit(zData,xData,ft,'Normalize','on'); 

zp=linspace(sqDel,zmp); 

xp=feval(fitresult,zp); 

E.1.2 Melt pool interface 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% geometry profile %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% melt pool interface %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

function dxdy=interface(t,y,rho,g,ga,cm,s,R0) %y(1) to the, y(2) to x, y(3) to z 

  

f=(rho*g*(s-y(3))*cm)/ga-sin(y(1))/y(2)+2/R0; %force balance f=(rho*g*(h-y(3))*cm)/ga-

sin(y(1))/y(2); 0.8*b 

  

k=cos(y(1)); 

  

q=sin(y(1)); 

  

dxdy=[f;k;q]; 

  

end 

E.2 On inclined surface 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% geometry profile %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% on inclined surface %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%% bulge %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

if Tcon>Tm && Tcon<=Tb 

  

ga=kc*(Tc-Tcon)/(V^(2/3)); %surface tension 

  

ga2(zi,xi)=kb*Tm/(om^(2/3))*(0.228+0.3135*Tcon/Tm); %liquid-solid interfacial tension 

  

end 

  

the(zi,xi)=acos(2.299-3.606*ga); 

  

if xi==1 && zi==1 

     

    A=pi*R^2*F/v; %cross section area 

     

    Aiter2=0; 

     

    Lb(zi,xi)=rp/2; %initial half length 

     

    retention; %first bulge geometry 

     

    lr=(X5(end)-X5(1))*(1-eta);%distance of two retention 

     

    l=lr; %update to temperature field 

  

else 

     

A=pi*R^2*F/v; %cross section area 

  

Lb(zi,xi)=rp; %initial half length 

  

Aiter2=0; %overlap area iteration 

  

retention; 
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Aiter=0; %cross section area iteration 

  

% x=-Wl; 

% z=0; 

while Aiter-Aiter2<=A 

    retention; 

    Aiter2=0; 

    x=-Wl; 

    z=0; 

    for u=Hs*1000*seg*50+1:1:H*1000*seg*50+1 

        for f=1:1:W*1000*seg*50+1 

            if zi==1 %base layer 

                if (x-xpia(zi,xi))^2<=(r1(zi,xi))^2-(z-zpia(zi,xi))^2 ... %self 

                        && (x-xpir(zi,xi-1))^2<=(r2(zi,xi-1))^2-(z-zpir(zi,xi-1))^2 ... 

%left 

                        && z>=freeform(x) %inclined surface 

                    Aiter2=Aiter2+(1/(seg*50)/1000)^2; 

                end 

            else %top layer 

                if xi==1 %first bulge 

                    if (((x-xpia(zi,xi))^2<=(r1(zi,xi))^2-(z-zpia(zi,xi))^2 && 

z<=zpia(zi,xi)+tan(pi/2-alp*pi/180)*(xpia(zi,xi)-x)) || ((x-

xpir(zi,xi))^2<=(r2(zi,xi))^2-(z-zpir(zi,xi))^2 && z>=zpia(zi,xi)+tan(pi/2-

alp*pi/180)*(xpia(zi,xi)-x))) ... %self 

                            && (((x-xpir(zi-1,xi))^2<=(r2(zi-1,xi))^2-(z-zpir(zi-

1,xi))^2) ... %down 

                            || ((x-xpia(zi-1,xi+1))^2<=(r1(zi-1,xi+1))^2-(z-zpia(zi-

1,xi+1))^2 && z<=zpia(zi-1,xi+1)+tan(pi/2-alp*pi/180)*(xpia(zi-1,xi+1)-x)) || ((x-

xpir(zi-1,xi+1))^2<=(r2(zi-1,xi+1))^2-(z-zpir(zi-1,xi+1))^2 && z>=zpia(zi-

1,xi+1)+tan(pi/2-alp*pi/180)*(xpia(zi-1,xi+1)-x))) ... %down-right 

                            && z>=freeform(x)+hinter 

                        Aiter2=Aiter2+(1/(seg*50)/1000)^2; 

                    end 

                else 

                    if (((x-xpia(zi,xi))^2<=(r1(zi,xi))^2-(z-zpia(zi,xi))^2 && 

z<=zpia(zi,xi)+tan(pi/2-alp*pi/180)*(xpia(zi,xi)-x)) || ((x-

xpir(zi,xi))^2<=(r2(zi,xi))^2-(z-zpir(zi,xi))^2 && z>=zpia(zi,xi)+tan(pi/2-

alp*pi/180)*(xpia(zi,xi)-x))) ... %self 

                            && (((x-xpir(zi,xi-1))^2<=(r2(zi,xi-1))^2-(z-zpir(zi,xi-

1))^2) ... %left 

                            || ((x-xpir(zi-1,xi))^2<=(r2(zi-1,xi))^2-(z-zpir(zi-

1,xi))^2) ... %down 

                            || ((x-xpia(zi-1,xi+1))^2<=(r1(zi-1,xi+1))^2-(z-zpia(zi-

1,xi+1))^2 && z<=zpia(zi-1,xi+1)+tan(pi/2-alp*pi/180)*(xpia(zi-1,xi+1)-x)) || ((x-

xpir(zi-1,xi+1))^2<=(r2(zi-1,xi+1))^2-(z-zpir(zi-1,xi+1))^2 && z>=zpia(zi-

1,xi+1)+tan(pi/2-alp*pi/180)*(xpia(zi-1,xi+1)-x))) ... %down-right 

                            && z>=freeform(x)+hinter 

                        Aiter2=Aiter2+(1/(seg*50)/1000)^2; 

                    end 

                end 

            end 

            x=x+1/(seg*50)/1000; 

        end 

        x=-Wl; 

        z=z+1/(seg*50)/1000; 

    end 

    z=0; 

end 

  

end 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% melt pool %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

if sq(zi,xi)<Y5(1) && ((Y5(1)-sq(zi,xi))/abs(X5(1)-xt))>0 

  

%left side 

  

b=abs(X5(1)-xt); %half width of track 0.5*abs(X5(1)-X5(end)); 
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R0=0.6*b; %radius of melt pool bottom 0.6 

  

zmp=Y5(1); %obtain melt pool top 

     

meltpool; 

  

Xm1=xt-xp; 

  

Zm1=zp'; 

  

%right side 

  

b=0.5*abs(X5(1)-X5(end)); %half width of track 

  

R0=0.9*b; 

  

zmp=Y5(end); %obtain melt pool top 

     

meltpool; 

  

Xm2=(X5(1)+X5(end))/2+xp; 

  

Zm2=zp'; 

  

Xm2=Xm2+abs((Xm2(1)-xt)./(Zm2(1)-Zm2(end)))*(Zm2(end)-Zm2); 

  

else 

     

    Xm1=(X5(1):(X5(end)-X5(1))/20:X5(end))'; 

    Zm1=[Xm1.^2 Xm1 Xm1./Xm1]*inv([(X5(1))^2 X5(1) 1;(X5(end))^2 X5(end) 1;(xt)^2 xt 

1])*[Y5(1);Y5(end);sq(zi,xi)]; 

     

  

end 

  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% output %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

figure(10); 

  

if zi==1 && xi==1 

  

xf=-0.005:0.0001:0.045; 

  

plot(xf*1000,freeform(xf)*1000,'b','LineWidth',1); %plot substrate 

  

end 

  

hold on; 

  

if sq(zi,xi)<Y5(1) && ((Y5(1)-sq(zi,xi))/abs(X5(1)-xt))>0 

    plot(X5*1000,Y5*1000,Xm1*1000,Zm1*1000,Xm2*1000,Zm2*1000,'LineWidth',1); %plot track 

else 

    plot(X5*1000,Y5*1000,Xm1*1000,Zm1*1000,'LineWidth',1); 

end 

  

axis equal 

xlim([-5 5]); 

ylim([-5 7]); 

xlabel('x(mm)'); 

ylabel('z(mm)'); 

  

if zn==1 && xn==1 

    hold off; 

end 

E.2.1 Retention 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% geometry profile %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% on inclined surface %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% retention %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

%geometry 

 

thea(zi,xi)=the(zi,xi)-alp; %advancing angle 

  

 

Aiter=0; %cross section area iteration 

  

Fgr=pi*R^2*F/v*rho*g*sin(alp); 

  

 

while Aiter-Aiter2<=A 

     

    ther(zi,xi)=acos(Fgr/ga-cos(pi-thea(zi,xi))); 

     

    c1=rho*g*sin(alp)/ga; 

     

    c3=0.5*(sin(thea(zi,xi))-sin(ther(zi,xi))-rho*g*Lb(zi,xi)^2*sin(alp)/ga); 

     

    c5=(sin(thea(zi,xi))+sin(ther(zi,xi)))/(2*Lb(zi,xi)); 

     

    X0=(-c5+sqrt(c5^2-2*c1*c3))/c1; 

     

    Lf=sin(thea(zi,xi))*(1-cos(ther(zi,xi)))/(sin(ther(zi,xi))*(1-cos(thea(zi,xi)))); 

     

    L1=2*Lb(zi,xi)*Lf/(1+Lf); 

  

    L2=2*Lb(zi,xi)/(1+Lf); 

     

    r1(zi,xi)=L1/sin(thea(zi,xi)); 

     

    r2(zi,xi)=L2/sin(ther(zi,xi)); 

     

    Aiter=0.5*((r1(zi,xi))^2*thea(zi,xi)+(r2(zi,xi))^2*ther(zi,xi)-

(r1(zi,xi))^2*sin(thea(zi,xi))*cos(thea(zi,xi))-

(r2(zi,xi))^2*sin(ther(zi,xi))*cos(ther(zi,xi))); 

  

    Lb(zi,xi)=Lb(zi,xi)+0.0000001; 

     

end 

  

Y0=L2/sin(ther(zi,xi))-L1/sin(thea(zi,xi)); 

  

angle=pi/2-thea(zi,xi):pi/10000:pi/2; 

  

x1=r1(zi,xi)*cos(angle)+X0; 

  

y1=r1(zi,xi)*sin(angle)+Y0; 

  

angle=pi/2:pi/10000:pi/2+ther(zi,xi); 

  

x2=r2(zi,xi)*cos(angle)+X0; 

  

y2=r2(zi,xi)*sin(angle); 

  

X1=[x1,x2]; 

  

X1=-X1; %horizontal flip 

  

Y1=[y1,y2]; 

  

%position 
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dx=r2(zi,xi)*sin(ther(zi,xi))*sin(alp)-X0; 

  

X2=X1-dx; %shift 

  

Y2=Y1; 

  

dy=r2(zi,xi)*cos(ther(zi,xi)); 

  

X3=X2; %put on original point 

  

Y3=Y2-dy;  

  

X4=X3*cos(alp)-Y3*sin(alp); %rotation 

  

Y4=X3*sin(alp)+Y3*cos(alp); 

  

X5=X4+0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1); %put on inclined surface 

  

if zi==1 

    Y5=Y4+freeform(0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1)); 

else 

    Y5=Y4+freeform(0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1))+hinter; 

end 

  

xpia(zi,xi)=-X0*cos(alp)-Y0*sin(alp)-dx*cos(alp)+dy*sin(alp)+0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1); 

  

if zi==1 

    zpia(zi,xi)=-X0*sin(alp)+Y0*cos(alp)+freeform(0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1))-dy*cos(alp)-

dx*sin(alp); 

else 

zpia(zi,xi)=-X0*sin(alp)+Y0*cos(alp)+freeform(0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1))+hinter-

dy*cos(alp)-dx*sin(alp); 

end 

  

xpir(zi,xi)=-X0*cos(alp)-dx*cos(alp)+dy*sin(alp)+0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1); 

  

if zi==1 

    zpir(zi,xi)=-X0*sin(alp)+freeform(0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1))-dy*cos(alp)-dx*sin(alp); 

else 

zpir(zi,xi)=-X0*sin(alp)+freeform(0.5*lr*(zi-1)+lr*(xi-1))+hinter-dy*cos(alp)-

dx*sin(alp); 

end 

E.2.2 Substrate incline angle 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% geometry profile %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% on inclined surface %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% substrate incline angle %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

function dxdy=freeform(xt) %y(1) to the, y(2) to x, y(3) to z 

  

 

dxdy=tan(30*pi/180)*(xt+0.005); %tan(30*pi/180)*(xt+0.005); 

  

end 

Appendix F MATLAB code of GUI application cases 

F.1 Variable single-track profile  
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% activate calculation process %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

function calculate_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

main; 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% input parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

function slider1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

P=get(handles.slider1,'value');%obtain current laser power 

set(handles.edit21,'string',num2str(P));%display current laser power 
 

function slider2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

v=get(handles.slider2,'value');%obtain current scanning speed 

set(handles.edit22,'string',num2str(v));%display current scanning speed 

 

function slider3_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

F=get(handles.slider3,'value');%obtain current wire feed rate 

set(handles.edit23,'string',num2str(F));%display current wire feed rate 
 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% output results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

 

axes(handles.axonometric) 

scatter3(Xshow/seg,Yshow/seg,Zshow/seg,1,Tshow,'.'); axis equal 

 

axes(handles.followlaser) 

contour((1:round(W*1000*seg)+1)/seg,(1:round(H*1000*seg)+1)/seg,Tx',40);axis equal 

 

axes(handles.longitudinal) 

contour((1:L*1000*seg+1)/seg,(1:H*1000*seg+1)/seg,Tx',40);axis equal 

 

axes(handles.profile) 

  

if s>=0 

    plot(x*1000,z*1000,'r','LineWidth',3); %plot bulge & melt pool 

else 

    plot(x*1000,z*1000,'r',xp*1000,zp'*1000,'b',-xp*1000,zp'*1000,'b','LineWidth',3); 

%plot bulge & melt pool 

end 

F.2 Gear tooth repairing profile  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% input parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

function edit26_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

ovlap =get(handles.edit26,'value');%obtain overlap ratio 

 

function edit27_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

stag=get(handles.edit27,'value');%obtain stagger ratio 

 

function edit28_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

xn=get(handles.edit28,'value');%obtain tracks in a layer 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% output results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%gear tooth 

xs=[15.854 15.357 14.886 14.453 14.05 13.689 13.076 12.616 12.289 12.079 11.971 11.941 

11.87 11.742 11.362 10.846 10.219 9.496 8.686 7.799 6.841 5.817 4.73]; 

zs=[0 0.284 0.608 0.981 1.387 1.831 2.795 3.842 4.937 6.062 7.2 9.487 10.628 11.765 

14.02 16.249 18.448 20.619 22.758 24.867 26.944 28.989 31.002]; 

ts=1:23; 

tss=1:0.01:23; 

axes(handles.axes3) 

plot(spline(ts,xs,tss),spline(ts,zs,tss),xs,zs,'.','LineWidth',1); 

hold on 

plot(spline(ts,-xs,tss),spline(ts,zs,tss),-xs,zs,'.','LineWidth',1); 

plot([xs(end),-xs(end)],[zs(end),zs(end)],'LineWidth',1); 

axis equal 

set(gca,'XAxisLocation','origin'); 

xlim([-25 25]); 

ylim([-5 35]); 
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xlabel('x(mm)'); 

ylabel('z(mm)'); 

  

  

%deposition 

  

for q=1:zn 

    for p=1:xn 

  

%bulge 

angle=0:pi/10000:2*theq(q,p); 

rp=hq(q,p)/(1-cos(theq(q,p))); 

x=xpi(q,p)+rp*cos(angle-(theq(q,p)-pi/2)); 

z=hpiq(q,p)+rp*sin(angle-(theq(q,p)-pi/2))+rp*sin(theq(q,p)-pi/2); 

  

axes(handles.axes3) 

  

 

plot(x*1000,z*1000,'r','LineWidth',1); %plot bulge & melt pool 

 

    end 

  

end 

hold off; 

F.3 Mould surface repairing profile  

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% input parameters %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

function edit26_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

dth=get(handles.edit26,'value');%obtain defined thickness 

 

function edit27_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 

ang=get(handles.edit27,'value');%obtain inclined angle 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% output results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

axes(handles.profile) 

  

if zi==1 && xi==1 

  

xf=-0.005:0.0001:0.045; 

  

plot(xf*1000,freeform(xf)*1000,'b','LineWidth',1); %plot substrate 

  

hold on; 

  

plot(xf*1000,freeform(xf)*1000+1.4*cos(30*pi/180),'--r','LineWidth',1); %plot defined 

thickness 

  

end 

  

hold on; 

  

plot(X5*1000,Y5*1000,Xm1*1000,Zm1*1000,Xm2*1000,Zm2*1000,'LineWidth',1); %plot track 

axis equal 

xlim([-5 15]); 

ylim([-7 15]); 

xlabel('x(mm)'); 

ylabel('z(mm)'); 
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